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1.„; .-IHTRODUCTIQK .. ,

The second annual meeting of the IWGFR was held.' in Vienna 

from 18 - 20 Match 1969. The meeting was attended by the members 

of the Group from 'Prance, “Federal Republic of Germany, Japan, tfK, 

USA and USSR, observers from Czechoslovakia ana Poland, and a ‘. " 

representative! from iSNBA.'' The list of participants is attached 

t'6 ;the Sumirtary Report ('Attachment l).

The meeting was presided bver by Mr'. Vautrey (France).

The general considerations of the meeting were on national 

programmes on fast reactors and future activities of the IWGFR.

The agenda of the meeting 'ia found in At tachment 2.

2. APPRAISAL OF THE 17/GFR' S ACTIVITIES

The scientific secretary summarised the activities of the 

IWGFR from the period of the first meeting. There will,be thrge .

conferences on fast reactors until March 1970*

- ■.International..-Conference on ;Fast Reactor Irradiation Testing

in Thurso, UK* frem 14 -̂ ‘17 April 1969.

- International . Conference on., the: Physics ' of Fast .^Reactor Opera

tion and.’ Design, in London, .from 24— -26 June 1969.

- The IAEA Symposium on Progress in Sodium Cooled" 'Fast Seactor'

Engineering in.*Monaco frosi 2 3 - 2 7 --March'1 9 7 0 . ,

The dates for the last twt> 'conferences have been changed as 

compared to the dates which1 were discussed'at the Gre>up,'s last 

meeting. Monaco'was chosen to host' the Agency's Symposium as 

we feel that France will be able .to make it possible to arrange a 

technical visit to Cadarache for those interested participants of
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the IAEA Symposium. The decision of the Agency with respect to 

the location of the Symposium was criticised, by Dr. Wensch in his 

letter.

In accordance with the recommendations of the Group, the first 

meeting of specialists on sodium water reactions was held at Argonne, 

USA on 5 - 6 November 1968. The basic results of the meeting 

were reported by certain of the participants at the panel meeting 

of the following conference on sodium technology. All the parti

cipants unanimously agreed that it was very useful and a very 'wide- 

ranging exchange of information. However, this meeting would have 

produced much more beneficial results had the participants been 

asked to submit official reports. In this case the Agency could 

subsequently publish these reports, together with the discussions 

which took place. The scientific secretary made a suggestion that 

for all future meetings of specialists official reports be presented.

Agreement has been reached between the UK and the Agency with 

regard to holding the next meeting of specialists on the problem 

of values for plutonium alpha at linfrith on 30 June - 1 July 1969*

*■

Dr. Wensch said that, in general, recommendations of the 

Group came out rather well. However, after having carefully 

examined the details of the discussions which took place last 

year, one can find some changes made relating to those recommen

dations. He considered it important that.the recommendations 

of the Group were followed through or, if the Agency revises the 

recommendations in any way, the IWGFR members should be informed 

of the basis for making the revision. The following cases, were 

cited which deviated from the IWGFR recommendations.

1. It was understood last year that the fast reactor physics 

conference was to be held at Winfrith by the UKAEA. But the 

conference is being held in London by BUES.

2. Recommendations were made that the meeting at Bounreay would 

be beneficial if it included discussions on the behaviour of fuels 

and materials under fast neutron irradiation. There has not been 

any notice sent to the members of the Group on whether this ques

tion was discussed with the UK authorities.



3. Theirs was an agreement that fast reactor meetings- be held 

at sites in which fast breeder reactors were in operation, being 

designed, or ;under construction. From :tbis point of view Monaco 

is not a suitable site for the Agency's Symposium.

4- A long discussion last year led to a conclusion that there 

should not be mors than one international conference on fast 

reactors per year. Other meetings should be called "inter-, 

national topical meetings". _ Therefore the title of the meeting 

in Thurso does not.quite agree with the understandings reached 

last year. ; •_

5* As concerns specialists*"meetings, it Was felt last year: ■

that they should be attended by peoplerhighly-skilled in the 

field. Therefore preparation of official papers for.such west

ings is not necessary. Y

6. The minutes of the last IWGFR meeting were not detailed and 

some comments madfe by the participants' fter6 omitted. It weis 

proposed prepare cioi"© explicit minutes for future meetings 

of the’ IWGFR. “

Sr. Smith said the success of the sodium water reactions 

meeting at Argonne was largely dus to- the iabsence of prepared 

papers. Therefore he suggested to stick'to that pattern for 

future specialists' meetings. Participants could be asked after 

a meeting to prepare short notes for a summary report.,-,.

As concerns the titles of international conferences this 

was just not thought much about. : '

The dates of the physics conference were altered because of 

domestic : reasons. The conf'er^nce is' organised by BNES but this 

makes no difference if oorapaft'eft' With-- 'organisation by the UKAEA. 

This is a matter of administrative convenience within the UK.

London was considered as a more - convenient, site from the point 

of view of available accommodation. .

At the last meeting of the I'AfGFR there was a conclusion that 

the main emphasis of the Dounreay conference was to be on the 

ways of getting results on fuel and materials irradiation rather : 

than results themselves. . There will be a session on irradiation



esults obtained with the rigs which will be described during the 

inference.

Mr* Kuramoto felt it was not necessary to submit formal 

apers to the specialists' meetings but it was most desirable 

or the scientific secretary to prepare summary reports, which 

ould be very useful.

Dr. Bngelmann supported the opinion expressed by Dr. Smith 

nd Mr. Kuramoto on specialists' meetings. Ke said it would 

inder the presentation of very recent results and free discus— 

ion if official reports were requested before the meeting, 

n the other hand, it would be most helpful to have a report 

ummarising the findings of the meeting.

The Chairman emphasised that the specialists' meeting at 

rgonne was very useful. He shared the unanimous opinion that , 

hese meetings should remain very simple in nature, and the 

ound-table discussion character of these meetings which is 

ery efficient should be preserved. He thought that such 

eatings should be convened more often, and that, at1 the same 

ime, the number of conferences per year should be decreased.

As concerns the IAEA Symposium, Monaco seemed to be a very 

ood choice since that site is not too far from Cadaraohe and a 

isit for participants to Cadarache could easily be arranged.

Sr. Sohuster offered that the Karlsruhe centre could be con- 

idered by the Agency as a site for future conferences and spec

ialists' meetings on fast reactors.

Sr. Wensch said a problem of interpretation into other 

anguages was encountered at the Argonne meeting, and therefore 

>etter provision must be made in future so that communications 

:ould be improved.

Extensive further discussions were carried out on the con

siderations of holding the IASA Symposium in Monaco. The 

lajority expressed their support to the Agency's choice for the 

ocation of the Symposium. Dr. Wensch expressed his disagree- 

tent with this decision.



A considerable proportion of the meeting was devoted to the 

presentations on national programmes made by the members of the 

Group, These reports, followed by discussions, are found in 

Attachment 3 in the order of their presentation.

In connection with Mr. Boxer's report on the studies of 

alternative coolants for fast reactors carried out in EHEA, a 

very prolonged discussion was held on whether this Group had to 

confine itself to sodium-cooled reactors only or could also con

sider information available on other coolants* The opinion of 

the. members of the IWGFR said that of the Agency representatives, 

was as follows*

Sr. Bngelmann pointed out that the Group has never really 

restricted itself, to sodium. If there are some interesting results 

on other coolants, they should be briefly discussed at the IWGFS's 

meetings.

He did not see the problem at the moment since the activity 

in ateam-oooled reactors had decreased and that on gas-cooled 

reactors had not increased in auch a way that the Gr-oup had to 

worry about it.

Dr. Wensch emphasised that at the very first meeting of the 

IWGFR recommendations were made to the Agency that the activity 

of the Group should, be restricted to sodium-cooled fast reactors.

It was too early to speak of widening the scope of the 

Group at its second official meeting.

The members of the Group were appointed by their Governments 

as specialists in sodium. By broadening the scope, other spe

cialists would probably be needed, and the number of members 

would increase.

Sr. Smith said that the terms of reference referred to fast 

reactors rather than to sodium-cooled fast reactors. But since 

gas-cooled fast reactors form a very minor part of the national 

programmes, it would be appropriate for the IWGFR to devote a 

very small amount of attention to gas-cooled and steam-cooled

3. COMMENTS 01 NATIONAL PROGRAMMES ON FAST BREEDER REACTORS



reactors. If at some later date steam-cooled or gas-cooled reac

tor .programmes should grow, the position could be reconsidered.

Mr. Kuramoto agreed with Dr. Smith's opinion.

Dr. Spinrad mentioned that the Agency would expect to put 

to this Group questions concerning whether gas-cooled fast reac

tors would assume some importance in the Agency or in world prog

rammes. If there are such questions» the member countries will 

be warned well in advance, so that they could be prepared to send 

appropriate experts to'deal with these questions.

He commented that it was not easy for the Agency to set up 

another group which could deal with coolants other than sodium, 

and. that from the point of view of administrative convenience, 

the IAEA would appreciate the opportunity of using this Group as 

a channel for questions to the States represented here on all 

problems of fast reactors, whatever the coolant.

He then pointed out that there was an agreement on the ques

tion between the members of the Group and the Agency. His 

request was that in considering possible changes of the terms 

of reference, the attention of the authorities should be brought 

to the fact that it was necessary to determine whether national 

fast reactor programmes on alternate coolants were to be repre

sented here.

The Chairman agreed with Dr. Smith. The name of the Group 

was still valid, i.e., it included all reactor types, but it 

was natural to speak at IWGPB meetings almost exclusively about 

sodium-cooled reactors, since this was the major interest of 

countries represented in the Group. But this was no reason 

for depriving ourselves of information on studies wnicti might 

be carried out on gas- and oteam-cooled reactors.

Prof. Kaaachkovsky had. no objections to keeping the Group 

informed on the progress in alternative coolants for fast reac

tors but as concerns the planning of various meetings, he con

sidered this Group as competent only in sodium-cooled reactors.



Dr. Wensch repeated his point of view for clarification*

(1) It was the intention of this Group to confine itself tc

sodium-cooled fast reactors, although this was not indi

cated in the terms of reference.

(2) It was the intention of this Group to limit the member

ship to those n; ember countries having major fast 'reac

tor programmes.

(3). This Group was also to recommend subjects for specialists’ 

meetings.

(4) Nest year the situation could be re-evaluated to see 

whether the terms of reference should be broadened to 

include other coolants.

(5) Ad-hoc discussions on other coolants were very desir

able.

4. COMMENTS OK GENERAL FINDINGS OF NATIONAL M B
REGIONAL MEET DIGS ON PAST REACTORS

The scientific secretary suggested to confine the discussion 

to comments on the principal results of the conferences held in 

represented countries, excluding international conferences.

Prof. Kaaacfckovalcy considered the highlights of the Symposium 

on Fast Reactors held in member 1967 in Obninsk. The pro

ceedings were already available last year* It was a conference 

whose participants were scientists from Eastern European countries. 

The Symposium was devoted primarily to fast reactors. The 

aspects under discussion were as follows* fast reactor physics, 

theoretical calculations, and experiments. Then there were 

papers on general technical problems of fast reactors. One 

could find in the proceedings a more detailed description of the 

EN-350 reactor and the design of the BN-600 reactor. There were 

various photographs of the construction site of BN-350.

A great deal of attention was paid to coolants, more speci

fically to sodiuia, and the compatability of coolant with various ' 

construction materials. Other topics were on studies of experi

mental fuel elements for fast reactors.



There were a number of papers on other types of fast reac

tors beside those with liquid metal coolant. For example, two 

or three papers were on gas-cooled reactors. Mostly they dealt 

with safety aspects of these reactors. -Then there were papers 

of a more exotic nature, .for example, the use of molten salts for 

fast reactors.

Reprocessing of spent fast reactor fuel was not discussed.

To a certain extent the Symposium touched, upon specific 

questions of economic optimisation of systems, and calculations 

of such important pax'&meters- as doubling- time in different types 

of fast' reactor;

Though that conference was held more than a year ago, its 

findings ’had not yet become obsolete and might be useful for 

those interested in the subject.

Seine remarks had been made on the World Power Congress held 

last August ir. Moscow. There was a separate section for con- 

sideration of nuclear power problems. Most attention was paid 

to fast reactors. Unfortunately that section did not meet the 

expectations of fast reactor people. Everybody Icnows that 

there is a cautious attitude to fast reactors from the utility 

people and there was a hops that presentations at this section 

would help to prevent this suspicion. It so happened that many 

of the presentations contradicted each other and some of them 

even expressed wrong points of view. Therefore there was a 

bad impression as concerns prospects of fast reactors.

Dr. .Wen cob, reported or; Mg-hlight&s. of the Cincinnati Con

ference on Fast Reactor Systems, Materials and Components.

That meeting complemented the previous meeting on fast reactors 

in S,an Francisco. The proceedings of the Cincinnati meeting 

had been published and he was ready to take care of assisting 

anybody in obtaining a c o p y  of the proceedings.

The components for steam-cooled, gas-cooled and sodium- 

cooled fast breeder reactors were presented at the meeting, 

but from that aspect not much new was learned. Probably the 

most important part of that zneeiing was the rather extensive



information presented on the more unusual materials - the U- 

refractory alloys, the compatibility with sodiuifc, advances made 

in some steels, and the high nickel-containing alloys. There 

Bras also considerable discussion presented on the design of large 

pumps for sodium systems. The initial work on the 60 000 gpm 

pump was presented. Some of its operating parameters were 

given. There was also an extensive discussion on the need for 

proof testing sodium components before,putting them into nuolsar 

service.

5. COMMENTS OH THE PROGRAMMES OF INTERNATIONAL MEETINGS
ON FAST REACTORS TO BE HELD IN 1969 AND CONSIDERATION
OP A SCHEDULE FOB MEETINGS ON FAST REACTORS IN 1970 '

There were no additional comments on the programmes of con

ferences on Feist Reactor Irradiation Testing (Thurso, UK,

April 1969) and on the Physics of Fast Reactor Operation and 

Design (London, June 1969).

As concerns the IAEA Symposium on the Progress in Sodium 

Cooled Fast Reactor Engineering, the remarks were as follows.

The Chairman suggested to exclude from the lis^ of topics 

Item I - design and construction of prototype fast reactors.

This was agreed.

Dr. Wensch recommended to concentrate on getting more infor

mation on Items II, III and IV - primary components, steam gene

rators and safety technology - from the point of view of systems 

requirements which these components must meet.

Dr» Smith said many safety problems were referred to the 

Item IV - safety technology - as it was obviously not possible 

to talk about components without talking on their individual 

safety linked with the particular reactor systems. But for 

this meeting it was suggested not to consider the overall safety 

aspects of reactor systems and leave them for the future meeting 

on safety problems of fast reactors. This was agreed.

The Chairman pointed out that in the title of the Symposium 

it was necessary to indicate that the Symposium related to t&e 

progress in the technology of fast reactors.



Dr. Bngelmann mentioned that Item VI - in-core instrumentation 

for fast reactors - became more and more important and was approp

riate for & specialists* meeting.

Dr. Wensch wag in favour of such a specialists' meeting.

The Chairman summarised that there was unanimous agreement 

on the importance of the subject of in-core instrumentation for 

an appropriate discussion. On the one hand it was felt undesir

able to confine oneself to only review papers for the IAEA 

Symposium; on the other hand, the problem was too vast for one 

specialists* meeting* Therefore it was proposed to delete this 

item from the list of topics for the IAEA Symposium and consider 

further some meetings of specialists which might cover this prob

lem.

The further discussion was devoted to the conference on 

safety problems of fast reactors.

The Chairman reminded the members that at the la3t meeting 

there was a suggestion from Dr. Wensch to hold such a conference 

in the USA in 196?, but the Group agreed to defer it, to 1970.

Dr. Smith considered it appropriate to have the conference 

in the Autumn of 19^0 and asked Dr. Wensch whether the USA was 

still keen to act as the host country for such a conference.

Dr. Wensch agreed with the irapci'tance of a conference on 

safety problems and said there was no problem concerning holding 

that conference in the USA. However, he raised a question on 

whether it would be desirable to convene these conferences from 

time to time in the Member States represented in the IWGFR, The 

other point was that i» future iat6rhaiioh£.l conferences, the 

Member States of the Croup should try to strengthen the partici

pation and’the presentation of papers. These two points should 

be considered with the other members of the Group before reques

ting the USA to host this meeting.

Dr. Engelmann said it was possible to hold the safety con

ference in Karlsruhe but at the same time he informed the Group 

on preliminary plans for a topical meeting organised by ASS and 

the European section of AUS with the title "Design and Performance
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of Past Reactor Fuel Elements4' to be held? probably in Karlsruhe, 

in Autumn 1970.

Discussion was then devoted to whether it was necessary at 

all to have a safety conference in 1970, keeping in mind the IAEA 

Symposium.and the conference on fast reactor fuel in.Karlsruhe 

mentioned by Dr. Engelrc&nn. The consensus was not to hold a 

safety conference in 1970 afrd. return to this question at the next 

IWGpS meeting. As concerns the AftS conference in Karlsruhe, 

the members of the Group, in the absence of any details concern

ing the conference, did not feel ready to make any endorsement for 

participation in this meeting. The difficulty was recognised 

that in a year's time *when more information on this meeting will 

be available, it could be too late to decide this question. 

Therefore this was left for a decision by correspondence.

Dr. Smith suggested to exchange opinions on preliminary 

ideas for holding fast reactor conferences in future.

Dr. Bngelmann said they would be happy to invite a conference

on safety problems to Karlsruhe in 1971*

Dr. Smith felt that agreement to hold a safety conference 

in 1971 had been reached and suggested to discuss the question in

detail at the next IWGFR meeting. He also said that the UK would

be interested in sponsoring a conference following the early power 

operation, of the PFR. They would be interested in holding a 

conference on operating experience of that and other reactors 

which might be about in 1973. - , • ■ ,

Dr. Wensch recalled that at the previous meeting of the 

IWGFR,' there was a. general feeling that conferences on operating 

experience of fast reactors should be held on the occasion of 

the BN-350* the PFR and the Phenix coming into operation.

Prof. Kazachkovsky thought such conferences would be very 

interesting. He promised to do his best to examine the possi

bility of holding such a conference in the USSR, probably in 

1971 or 1972. If there was a'-positive..solution, he would 

immediately notify the scientific secretary.
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6. TH3 TOPICS AND LOCATIONS OF SPECIALISTS*
MEETINGS IN 1969 - 1910

The Chairman expressed, everybody* s satisfaction with the 

Specialists’ Meeting on Sodium Water Reactions held at Argonne, 

USA in November 1968, and emphasised that representatives from 

different countries suggested organising a follow-up meeting on 

the subject at some future date. There was an opinion that the 

meetings on sodium water reactions should be held regularly.

The Chairman* s suggestions for specialists' meetings were 

as follows*

(1) Sodium water reactions.

(2) In-core instrumentation.

(3) Failure cladding detection.

Dr. Splnrad suggested a meeting on fast reactor spectrum.

Dr. Smith's suggestions were:

(1) Sodium impurity measurements and control.

(2) Sodium vapour control.

(3) Safety in connection with sodium plant.

{4) Handling and transport of Spent fuel elements.

Dr. Wensch proposed meetings on the following to complement 

those proposed by the Chairman, 2)r. Spin rad and Dr. Smith*

(1) Latest techniques on non-destructive testing.

(2) Seismic considerations of plant design.

Dr. Bngelnsann suggested a meeting on conceptual designs of 

primary cooling systems for FBB.

The meetings were written in a preferential order by all 

members of the Group and finally the first six meetings in the 

list of priorities were as follows$

(1) In-core instrumentation (excluding cladding ruptures).

(2) Failure cladding detection.

(3) Sodium vapour control,

(4) Safety in connection with sodium plant.

(5) Sodium impurity measurements and control.

(6) Sodium water reactions.
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Dr. Spinrad said that the nuinber o f .specialists' meetings 

which the Agency can sponsor per year was primarily a question 

of the wishes of the, IWGFR, But he suggested that, since-there.

were in any given year three, or four conferences on topical meet-
/

ings on fast reactors, the number of specialists' meetings be 

the same from the point of view of possible combination of spe

cialists' meetings with appropriate conferences.

Dr. Bngelmann proposed to hold the Specialists' Meeting on 

In-Core Instrumentation in Karlsruhe in October 1969* This was 

unanimously agreed.

Prof... Kazachkovsky suggested to change .the order of items ■.

2 and 3 ip;-the list of priorities and combine the Specialists' 

Meeting on Sodium Vapour Control with the IAEA Symposium in 

Monaco. The meeting on Failure Cladding Detection might; be. . 

held in Karlsruhe in Autumn 1970, if the AMS conference takes 

place at that time.

In further, discussion Dr. Wensch offered- "the USA as the 

place,for the meeting on Failure Cladding Detection, realising 

that the IWGFR had not endorsed the AKS Karlsruhe conference..

.Finally, it was decided to hold the meeting on Sodium. Vapour 

Control in Cadarache in March 1970, combining it with the IA.EA 

Symposium, mid to postpone the decision on the place of the 

meeting on Failure Cladding Detection until the next annual' 

meeting of the IWGFR. The Failure Cladding Detection meeting 

should be held in Autumn 1970.

The Chairman brought to the attention of the IWGFR other 

meetings,on fast reactors organised by the Group on Sodium 

Boiling under the chairmanship of Dr. Grass of the Ispra Centre. 

The Group was set, up after the conference in Aix-en-Provence 

and consists of representatives from Belgium, France, Federal 

Republic of Germany, Italy, Netherlands and the UK. Japan and 

the USA were also invited to the latest meetings. Actually 

that Group was a group of specialists who meet at regular in

tervals. The IWGFR had'nothing to decide about that Group 

but just took note of its existence. Dr. Grass could be asked 

about an invitation to the USSR to participate in the Group.,
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-The scientific secretary informed, the Group on possibilities 

of publications of review papers in the IAEA Journal “Atomic 

Energy Beview'% and on the principles of'co-operative research 

agreements under IAEA auspices.

Dr. Spinrad added that some publications could be issued in
......  *1

the form of monographs and elaborated further in the discussion 

on the purposes and shape of co-operative research agreements.

The Chairman said it was possible to organise co-operation 

in the field of collecting information, on operating experience of 

fast reactors and accidents which was discussed earlier in the 

meeting. Taking into account remarks that such activities 

might overlap with those of the CREST group* it was proposed to 

re-consider this problem, and possibly discuss it, at the next 

meeting of the IWGFR.

Dr. Spinrad suggested discussing it at the next meeting of 

the IWGFR and then giving the Agency a formal recommendation as 

to what might be done on the problem of making better use of the 

integral basic theoretical data for calculations.

As concerns any co-operative research agreements, a negative 

attitude was expressed by the members of the IWGFR.

The members of the Group agreed to contact the Agency by 

correspondence if there were any specific suggestions as to 

review papers for publication by the IAEA.

Dr. Smith recollected that when the IWGFR was set up, it 

was understood that much of its work was to be done by corres- 

pondence in the periods between the annual meetings. In fact, 

during the last two years, there has been very little correspon- 

dence and there have been very few questions asked by the Agency 

of the Group. He suggested that the Group be made active 

throughout the year by correspondence, instead of waiting for 

an annual meeting.

This was agreed by the Group and the Agency4s representa

tives.

7. REVIEWS AND STUDIES II THE FIELD OP FAST REACTORS



TIME AND PLACE OF THE THIHD AiJNUAL.MEETING 
OF THE IWGFR

The Chairman proposed that the third annual meeting of the 

nternational Working Group on Fast Eeactors be held in March 1970 

n Gadarache, France in the week preceding the IAEA Symposium 

n Monaco, or just after it. This was agreed. The exact dates 

f the meeting were to he decided between the Agency and the 

rench authorities. -
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Attachment 2

A G M D A

Opening of the meeting.

Appraisal of the IWGFB's activity for the period from the 
first annual meeting of the Group.

Comments on national programmes on fast breeder reactors.

Presentation of general findings and conclusions of 
national and regional meetings on fast reactor problems 
held in represented countries and international organi
sations last year.

Comments on the programmes of international meetings on 
fast reactors to be held in 1969.

“i '

Consideration cf a schedule for meetings on fast reactors 
in 1970.

Suggestions for the topics and location of specialists' 
meetings in 196$ - 1970.

Suggestions for reviews and studies in the field of fast,.,., 
reactors.

The time and place of the third annual meeting of the IWGFR 

Closing of the meeting.



Attachment 3

Present State of Development of the Fast Breeder Px^o.ject in the 

Federal Republic of Germany and Progress Achieved during 196b 

by G. Sch.ua ter and P. Sngelmann 

Introdu ction

A year ago I gave you a summary of the German Fast Breeder Project, 

its objectives and its development*

Dux'ing the past year work under the basic programme an or the 

development of the sodium-cooled fast breeder prototype power, 

station was carried on so that the original goal - i.e. the sub

mission of titls-one design, documents for a ?>00 KWe prototype 

nuclear power pl^nt early in 197® "* will probably be achieved.

Activities for the development of. a steam-cooled fast breeder 

nuclearpower station,. which were also pursued in the Federal. 

Republic of Germany, were discontinued in February of this year 

and the steam line development work was considerably cut down.

The .close co-operation established between Germany, Belgium and 

the Netherlands for the development of the sodium-cooled fast 

•breeder .has.,meanwhile, been further extended to include Luxembourg. 

In last August? .the Governments of the Federal Republic of Germany 

and the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg exchanged a memorandum on co

operation in the fast breeder field. The Luxembourg contribution



will be made by the industrial group L u x a t o in and will 

comprise activities falling under the basic programme carried 

on by the nuclear research centres as well as development work 

on the sodium-cooled prototype nuclear power plant.

In my paper I am going to describe the progress achieved to date 

by industry, and Dr. Bngelmann will report on the work which is 

being done in the nuclear research centres.

The Steaia.»Cooled fast Breeder

The results available in 1966 suggested that the title-one design

documents for both a steam-cooled and a .sodium-cooled fast breeder 

prototype nuclear power station could be prepared by 19&9 or 19 70. 

Therefore, in November 1966, the industrial group consisting of 

the firms Allgemeine Elektricitatsgeaellschaft, Gutehofi'hungshiitte 

Sterkrade AG and Maschinenfabrik Augsburg-Niirnberg AG (a$0/GHK/ 

MAN) commenced work on the design and development of a 500 MWe 

steam-cooled fast breeder nuclear power plant* As w o r k  proceeded, 

it became obvious early in summer 196# that the original project 

aim could not be achieved within the scheduled period of time.

The crucial issue was the lack of an appropriate testing facility

to test the steam-breeder fuel elements under realistic reactor

conditions. The original plan to test the fuel elements in the 

Superheat Reactor (HDR) now under construction after inserting a 

second fast—.thermal core had to be abandoned for safety reasons;



this means that a special fuel element testing reactor would have to 

be built in order to' prove the feasibility of the chosen fuel .element 

design, before starting the construction of a steam-ocooied fa st-’ breeder 

nuclear power station.

As':a result,, it was necessary in summer 1968 to' modify the 

objectives of the steam breeder programme and to change the original 

time schedules .therefore, the Federal Government decided to reconsider7 ^

the programme' for 'the development of a steaia-cdoied fast breeder.

On the basis of the recommendations mad.6 by the responsible advisory 

bodies of the Federal Government, the -Federal Minister for Scientific 

Research decided in February of this year;

(1) to discontinue ,the development of the steam-codied fast breeder as

■ an independent subprdject of the overall fast breeder programme;

(2) to continue work on this project in the industrial sector in order 

to reach a stage whereby a comprehensive final report can be 'sub

mitted. This should be a report which can be used as'the basis for 

a possible resumption of activities for this project,

/ ,

(3) t'o continue individual developments under the basic programme of

the overall fast breeder project carried out by the Karlsruhe 

Nuclear Research. Centre , in particular the development of fuel 

rods,

«"* 4* **



- Because of technological problems the objectives and. the time 

schedule of the German steam breeder programme had to be revised 

thoroughly.

\

- Owing to the new international situation - no other country is going 

to pursue the steam line - the Federal Republic of Germany would 

stand alone in,developing the steam-cooled fast breeder without 

having a chance of getting a broader basis by international 

partners.

- As far as can be said today, the design of the steam-cooled fast 

breeder does not offer an advantage over the sodium-cooled fast 

breeder using oxide fuel elements. In the long run it does not 

seem possible to improve the steam-cooled fast breeder to reach 

electricity generating costs to be expected of the sodium-cooled 

breeder once carbide fuel is introduced.

- Commercial steam-cooled nuclear power stations will not be ready 

for operation as early as has hitherto been expected; this would 

enhance the risk involved in launching this type of nuclear power- 

plant on the market.

The industrial activities for the development of the siearn-cooled

fast breeder will be steadily reduced in volume and will more or

less cease in the course of this year. As a result, capacities will

be released to intensify efforts for the development of the sodium-

cooled fast oreeder. „ 5 _

The most important reasons for this decision are as follows;



f
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The Sodium-Copied' gast' .Breeder

•On the -basie: of the Na~2- design- study completed' ih iy6-/ by the 

Karlsruhe -Nuclear Research Centre in■'co-operation with, the 

industrial -consortium Si emen s./lrit era t ora, a modified' reference 

design was prepared by the industrial consortium for the. 300 MWe 

prototype nuclear power station. Work on the title-one design, 

for the 300 MWe sodium-cooled fast prototype reactor., .SHU,, .has 

continued as planned. A fixed-price offer of the industrial 

consortium Sieiaens/lntera tom, Belgonucleaire and Nera to ora is 

expected early in 19 70.

The most important design data of the nuclear power plant and 

of the reactor core are indicated in Tables 1. and 2.

After detailed comparative studies' a loop'design-was chosen 

for the. priiaary system (see figure -tHree'- intermediate 

neo t e-xchan^e.fs-are installed in three heat'transfer’cells arid 

are connected•by tubes to the reactor vessel and the"pumps.

The consortium feels- th'a t this design 'as coifipared with a pool 

arrangement has the particular advantage'Of involving'fever 

technical risks and of being more readily scaled up to fairly 

large plants*

- fc>
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The primary loops which contain activated sodium are completely 

jacketed to exclude a loss-of-coolant accident. The entire 

primary system is surrounded by a double containment. Located 

outside the containment are the steam generators in a separate 

building and some of the handling facilities which are housed 

in a gas-tight handling station adjacent to the containment.

The handling system comprises 2 fuel element storage areas, 2 fuel 

handling machines, and one observation cell. Irradiated fuel 

elements are transferred under sodium fro® the reactor core to an 

annular fuel storage within the reactor vessel - a temporary decay 

area for irradiated fuel elements - with the aid of an in-vessel 

transfer device permanently installed on the rotating top shield, 

whereas for conveying the fuel elements from the annular storage 

area to the fuel storage within the handling station, an argon- 

cooled fuel charge/discharge machine is used.

Above the rotating top shield, in a pit which oomes up flush with 

the operating floor, both the fuel element transfer device and 

the control rod drives are installed in a manner permitting the 

fuel charge machine to proceed to any position of the annular fuel 

storage without interfering with the performance of the fuel element 

transfer device, and without any control rod drives having to be 

dismantled for the sake of fuel handling operations.

Essential internal components of the reactor vessel are* (see fig. 4)

- below the grid platei & separator for eliminating any gas bubbles 

entrained by the coolant. The separated gas is fed to the upper 

plenum via the breeder elements.

- 7 -



- above the grid platei the reactor core made up of free-standing fuel 

elements held down in position individually by hydraulic means. The 

core is surrounded by a "blanket zone followed further toward the 

periphery by the steel-shielded deoay storage positions for irradiated 

fuel elements. The core contains a total of 18 absorber positions.

Of these, the 12 rods of the outer zone belong to the control and 

shim system; three rods of the inner zone belong to the first scram 

system; the three other rods of the inner zone belong to the completely, 

independent second shut-down system which is of a different design.

- above the core fitted to the rotating top shield* a perforated dip 

plate, which reduces the free sodium-surface with all the related 

problems like perturbations of the surfaoe, sodium vapour production 

and problems of sodium hammer in case of accident. A device for 

positioning thermocouples and other instrumentation, as the case may be 

(at the same time serving as a mechanical stop to prevent lifting of 

fuel elements).

The support structure between the dip plate and the lower plate for 

positioning the instrumentation guides the control rods.

The 3 Intermediate Heat Exchangers (Fig. 5) are straight-tube units 

so designed as to permit the identification and repair of leaking tubes 

in the bundle, without dismantling and cleaning down the entire heat 

exchanger.



straight-tube concept was adopted, too* Each of the 3 secondary

sodium loops includes 4 superheaters and 2 intermediate super-
b

heaters. The steam generators are built up from modules with a

view to keeping the operating risk small in the event of damage, <3

and to ensuring continued operation of the unit at full capacity 

also after shut~down of a damaged module.

For the reference design of the steam generator

Special attention was directed towards the problem of engineered 

safeguards. Development work has been started on in-core instrumentation 

(thermocouples, flow meters, and fast reading can failure detectors) 

for the detection of local events* A hazards analysis based on 

probability theory has been started at Interatom, As input data of 

this analysis, information on the reliability of reactor components 

is required. Part of this information is available; experimental 

investigations are planned for important components, such as control 

rod drives, the reliability of which is not known with sufficient 

accuracy.

1
The construction of the major test facilities has proceeded

according to schedule; i

The Past Breeder Safety Test 'Facilities (ASB) of Interatom have been 

taken into operation and since mid«1960 have been available for



basic tests on the sodiura-vater reactions in. bi<; steam genera tor s.

The results obtained at the'-ASH la rgely. proved : the theory.derived 

from- previous small-scale- ex-p.e3riraen.tB. Construction and. general, 

asseaibly work on the .Pump Test .Facility (APB) and the Fast Breeder 

Keactor Test Line (tfSB) of Intera tom has been more or less completed *

Construction, work of the 58 MWth KlfK reactor at Karlsruhe is nearing 

completion. All major components have been installedj work is still 

going on to complete the electrical installation, and the check-out 

of components of the system has started. It is planned to fill"the 

system with sodium in May.

Design work is also 1’ar advanced on the second KWK II fast core.

A cross-section of the core is shown in fig. 6. The 7 central sub-

assemblies form a hard spectrum test zone for PuO,.UO„ fast reactor

fuel elements. High rod. ratings are obtained by use o f’highly enriche
t ■

fuel (jGp PuOg + 70 yo IlOg enriched to 80 f» in tJ—235) * The surrounding 

driver zone of IJÔ  fuel elements (35 $  enrichiaeht) contains softie 

Zrll to soften the neutron spectrum in order to get a larger negative 

Doppler coefficient. (Table 3).

During the period from September to December 1968; experiments 1 

investigations were aade in StISAK on a core mock-up of the KNK-II 

reactor.

Another facility under construction is called BE'VUS (see Fig» 7)«

- 10 -
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State of Development of the Activities for the Sodium Breeder 

in the Karlsruhe Research Centre in Cooperation with Industry..... . c

j

1* l'‘uel Element Development

Fuel capsules and fuel pins are being tested in both thermal and 

fast neutron environment, U02 capsules have reached a burn-up of 

70 000 MWd/t, U02Pu02 cataules of JO 000 MWd/t in the PH-2. 7 pins 

of 1.00 m length with mixed oxide fuel have reached 25 000 MWd/t in 

the BR-2. These pins are irradiated in a sodium loop at 600 W/cm 

linear rod power and 600° C cladding temperature. 3 pins have been 

tested in the DFR up to 20 000 MWd/t, the irradiation of 77 pins in 

the center of the DPR has started in February,

A big program of cladding material irradiation is under way at the 

Bii-2. Half of the irradiation capacity of this reactor will be used 

over the next 5 years for FBH work* A cladding material irradiation 

up to 10 7 n/cm ' will be started in the DPR this summer.

The development work on carbide fuel is being increased because 

of its long-time aspects as the most economic PBR fuel,

V

In view of the material problems, arising in high fast neutron V

fluxes and at high fast neutron doses, a feasibility study has been 

initiated on a fast high flux test reactor with a flux of 1 to 1 . 5 x 1 0 ^

.n/cm^ sec. It is expected that first results of this study will be 

available by end 1969.

•- 11
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2 . Sodium Te ohn o 1 o.?:/

A list of the major test facilities has been given last year. This 

list did not mention a large number of small special purpose sodium 

facilities in operation or under construction at Karlsruhe* 

t

There is a. test stand for fuel subassemblies (flow tests at $60° C 

Na temperatures 60 m^/hr), a corrosion loop Cerberus”, where austenitic 

steels and vanadium alloys are being tested at 500<~ C, 550° C, and 600C0 

for periods up to 10 000 hrs, a mass transfer loop, a facility for 

testing reactor components in sodium etc,

A high temperature sodium facility with 3 corrosion loops of '100 kW 

each for testing steel and vanadium alloys at temperatures up to,000° C 

at flow velocities up to 12 m/see is under construction. Connected to 

this facility is a heat transfer loop for electrically heated fuel 

element subassemblies.

Another facility under construction is called BliVUS. It will be 

used to study.the propagation of fuel element failures from one 'sub- 

assembly to its neighbours in case of sodium ejection and reentry 

due to sudden evaporination at superheat conditions.

5• Physics and. Safety

Experiments in support of the 3NH design will start at ■SKiiUii in 

April. The experimental program has been coordinated with the French 

zero power reactor program for i-henix in a way, that the same core

- 12 -
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compositions will be studied in both MA3UKCA and Slfe’iiiv. This makes' 

possible an exchange of fissile material between the two facilities 

and also helps to speed up the accumulation of physics information 

as different core arrangements- can be investigated at the''.'same time..

" 0

The integral experiments performed in 3HEAK have 'shown' some 

deficiencies of the nuclear data sets used at Karlsruhe. In general, 

criticality is underestimated, the discrepancies being larger for 

plutonium than for uranium systems. They increase with the softness 

of the neutron. spectrum6 A new data set therefore is in preparation 

which is based on both new cross section information and integral 

data. Major changes are a reduction of the U238 capture data in 

accordance with results of the PETREL nuclear explosion and measure

ments of Moxon and Poiiitz, a reduction of Pu24G capture data according 

to recommendations of Pitterle et al*,and the incorporation of the 

Pu259-alpha-data of Gwin.

The Pu259 Doppler experiments reported last year have been 

repeated with great care in the soft spectrum Pu-core SNEAK-3B-2.

The results are consistent with resonance parameters corresponding 

to the Pu~alpha values of Gwin, Details of this experiment and of 

the k *1 experiment SNEAK-5 will be discussed at the IABA-specialists 

meeting on plutonium alpha in London.

The differential alpha-measurements at the Karlsruhe van de Graaff 

•facility will be started this spring. Last year very careful re

measurements have been made on the ratio of the fission cross sections

- 13 -



of iJu259 and relative to U2 3:> in the energy ran;?e u bo 200 keV.

The accuracy’ above 20 keV is about 1 - 2>o. These reiaeasurements had 

been initiated in order to remove some discrepancies of earlier 

measurements which indicated even lower Pu259 fission data than 

taeasured by 'white. The new results will be available within the 

'next few weeks* In 1969 a program will be started on measurements 

of fission product capture cross sections. This work complements 

the reactivity measurements with fission product isotopes to he 

performed at the STEE-reactor at Petten/Hoilandi

iiesearch work for fast reactor safety includes the study of nuclea 

aerosols. A test facility l’UNA has become operational last year./

In this tank UO,, pins may be evaporated by means of a large current 

pulse pascitig through the preheated pin. It is planned to investigate 

in addition to pure UO,., aerosols also mixed ae.rosols with sodium
1

compounds to simulate the conditions in the containment after a 

major accident.,

4- Work on Sas C o d e c  Fast Breeder reactors

The Karlsrune laboratory has actively participated, in the iiHjBA 

study on b'as cooled fast breeders, This work included feasibility 

studies and cost estimates. The main problem areas are the hi,;] 

temperature fuel element, large (?as turbines, and concrete pressure 

vessels. Industry is confident that lOOo MW gas turbines and also

- 14 -



the concrete pressure vessel lor such a reactor could be built,

' . C
The development work fcr a fuel element, however, is in a very

early stags* Basie experiments have been started on UCL.PuOg-curoniium

cermets fabricatad by hot pressing* Soraa results obtained with vanadium

alloys indicate that a cladding material could be developed on that

basis.

The work on helium cooling is folloved as a long-time back-up 

for the sodium line with much less effort.

%



Table 1 1 Plain Technical Data of SNK-Plant

Power

Primary System (3 loops)

Na temperatures

max. fuel element surface temp, 

pressure drop/Na flow rate

Secondary System

Na temperatures
■r ' . f 

pressure drop/lfe flow rate

Steam System

5 x 4 steam generators 

pressures and temp, inlet/outlet 

3 x 2 reheaters . / f 

pressures and temp, inlet/outlet

730 MWth/50(5 .MW el net

• \

360° 0 in le t /5600 0 outlet (m’.iru}

?oo° c

6 atm/14,000 ti?j\\ ■

IKXs 34-0° C inlet/54p 0 C outlet 
steam generators 525'" G inlet;
Ij atm/i 2 . 7 i?0 rr. -’/h

-j'f' MW and 91 t/h'each

(19 5 atm/2U5° C)/(1?0 atra/5100. 0)

17 MW and. 140 t/h each

(44 atis/3250 (3/ ( 4 2 - atra/500o C)



Table 2; Characteristics of Core and-Blanket

Fuel of Core (PuQg -

enrichment (2 zones) 

inventory of fissile material 

density

Pu 239/240/241/242

Performance of Core

average fuel rating 

max. nominal rod rating 

breeding ratio/doubling time 

max./av. burnup

Design Data of fuel elements

core (ft 1 , 5 m) 

blanket

overall/active height 

distance across flats

17.2/25,5 1° fiss.

O.o7 t Pu fiss.

BO °/o theor. dens.

75/22/2.5/0.5 1°

760 MW/t fiss. mat. •

420 W/cm

1.33/ 10.9 full power years 

tiO.000/55.000 MW-d/t fiss. mat

150 elem. each consisting of 
I69 rods of 6 mm diam.

312 each consisting of
91 rods of 9-5 diam.

3,17 m/0.95 a 

110 mm



Core volume, 1 

Core height, cm

Core composition, v/o

fuel

Na

Sij

Number of fue-.l subassemblies

Fuel pins per .subassembly

irH^ y p i n s■per subassembly

t*in outer diameter, mm

Average burnup, MWd/t

Full power daym tor 
30000 MWd/t burnup 

2av , n/cm sec 
ma x’

Hax. linear rod power, W/cm 

average1 lines,r rod power, W/cm

^Na,in

^Na,out 

x
off

dkDoppler constant T ^

'la-void effect
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List ox KFK-3e'oorts Concerned with Fast Reactor Problems

(Continuation of the list distributed during the 1st Annual
Meeting of the IVIGFR)

KFK-539/I Y.s. Hoang

Struktur-, Ausdehcun  ̂ unci Verbiegungseffekte im 

• scfcnellen Seaktor 

Teil I: Theoretische liberiegungen

KFK-539/II Y»S. Hoang

Struktur-, Ausdehn^ngs- und Verbiegungseffekte im

schnellen Reaktor

Teil IX: Programmbeschreibung

KFK-539/III Y, 3 . Hoang

Struktur-, Ausdehnungs- mid Verbiegungseffekte ini 

schndlen Keaktor .

Teil-III: Anwendung auf Ka-1 Heaktor

KFK-65H M,. Cramer ■

Studie liber einen 52?.MW,, natriumbeheizte-n Dampferzeuger
on

und einen 98 MVJ,, natrirnbeheizten-Zwischenuberhitzer 
th

KFK -6 5 7 V/. Prison, G. Woite

Analcgrechenmodell fur dampxgekuhlte schnelle .Heaktoren 

mit Direktkx-eislauf

KFX-660 K. Gast, -E.G. Scllechtendahl 

SchnelleriJafcriumgekiihlter Reaktor Na-2

KFK-66? M. Audoux, L. Ca.ldarpla,- P. Giordano, -'H» Ko.hrbacher 

Autccatic Control System for Balanced Oscillator Tests

KFK-673 W* B&hr, Th. Dippel ■

Uber die Aufloaung von PuO^-haltigen Eruterbrennstoffen 

in Salpertersaure fiir die v/a.Brige Wiederaufarbeitung nach 

den Purex-Verfahren



KFK-689 M* Dalle Donne, K* Wirts

Gas- Cooling for Fast- Breed

R« Theisen, D. Vollath

•Plutonium Distribution and Diffusion in UOp-PuO^ Ceramics 

Plutonium as a Reactor Fuel •

Proc. of -a Symp. bn the Use of Plutonium■a s .a' Reactor Fuel 

held by the lASA in Brussels, T-J-17-Marsh -1967, S. 253-264

H. Beiftwenger, H. Blank, H. van den Boorn u.a.

Die Entwicklung von Brennelementen schneller Brutreaktoreix -

L. Lindner, A. von Baeckmenn

Verfahren zur cherni-scn'-analytischen Bestimmurig von Plutonium 

und Uran in oxydischen Kernbrennstoffen

KFK-706 H. Hauck : ' ■

Untersuchungen iiber das Kriechverhalten ■ einer aushaitbaren 

Nickel-Chrom-Eisen-Legierung im Te-mperaturbereich ura 0.18 Tg

KFK-709 F. Baumgartner . . . \ .

Die wafirige Wiederaufarbeitung von Kembrennstoffen besonders 

mit hohe'm Plutonium-Gehalt ■■

KFK-712 H. Bohra, H. Hauck, G. Hess ' i

Untersuchungen uber die Hochteiaperatur-versprodung nach 

Keutronenbes trahlung von 16/ 12-CrNi-Stahlen 

Journal of Nuclear Materials 2k (19 67), S. 198-209

H. Bohn, H. Schneider

Uber das Zeitstand- und Kriechverhalten von austenitischen 

Chrom^Nickel-Stahlen in-Gegenwart von Natrium

Journal of Nuclear Materials 24 (1967)1 S* 188-19?
\

T.J, Connolly, F* de Kruijf •

An Analysis of Twenty Four Isotopes for Use in.-Multiple Foil 

(Sandwich Measurements of Neutron Spectra below 10 keV 

J.J* Schmidt

Recommended Resolved and Statistical Resonance Parameters 

for Twenty Four Isotopes

KFK-713

KFK-718

KFK -696

KFK - 7 0 0

KFK-701
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KFK-7J1 J. Kadlec, V. Pfrommer

der Korsi&l- und der Deänungs fuiiktionen sdivie der Dämpfung 

der querschvingenden Brennot&be

KFK-759 Hi Walze

KFK~'7*t1 W. Schwetje

■'1 ' Numerische Untersuchungen zu Methoden, der Kritikälitäts- und 

Brutratenberechnung für Reaktoren mit Zylindergeoinetrie und

teilweise eingefshrenen Regolstä’oeri

K F K - 7 U  W.P.;Pönitz

A "Grey" Neutron Detector for the Intermediatejshergy Region

KFK~75Ö I« Langner. J»J. Schmidt, D. Woll ! T

T&bles' of Evaluated Ueutron Cross Sectioiis for Fäst

Reactor Materials

(KFK-7^0 wird nur gegen Berechnung von D3>r 24 ^abgegeben. )•-’

KFK-751 K. Kämpf '

Einfluß der inneren Geometrie auf die radiale Temperstur-

KFK-759 W. Frisch

Stabilitätsprobleme bei dornpfgekühlten schnellen Reaktoren

Brennelemente mit wendelförraigen Abstandshaitern’ für Schnelle

KFK-770 H. Huschke

Gruppenkonstanten für dampf- und natriunigekühl-te -schnelle 

Reaktoren in einer 26-Gruppendarstellung

KFK-772 J.J. Schmidt ~ "

Abschätzung unbekannter Anregungsfuriktiöneh' 'Äi'''

(O^pxh)-, (d,xn)-, (d,pxn)- ünd (pVxn^^Esaktionen •

Verteilung vön Schnellbruter-Brennelementen

KliC-7^8 W. Baumann, V. Casal, H. Ho ff mann, R; Möller^ K.. Rust

Brutreaktoren
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KFK-77** H. Böhm, Hv Schirra . ■

2eit'stand- und Kriechverhalten von Vanadin-Titan- und Vanadin- 

Titan-Nicb-Lejierungen ■

KFK-776 P. EngeInann, A.M. Raberain, D. Wintser

Untersuchung der Abhängigkeit der Reaktivität eines-schnellen 

■dampfgekühlten 500 .1 Reaktors von der Dampfdicht« in SNEAK-JA

KFa -780 H.E. Häfner

"Bestrahlung von Brennstäben in instrumentierten.Blei-Wismut- 

Kapseln

Irradiation of fuel pins in instrument-equipped lead-bismuth 

capsules

Kerntechnik, Isotopentechnik und -Chemie, 10 Jg., 1968,üeft 3

s .  136-1^1

KFK-736 H. Borgv?aldt, H. Küsters, G. Kußmaul, H. Heister, K. Thurnay 

Reactor Dynamic Topics.Recently Investigafced at Karlsruhe

KFK-7 8 8 H. Borgv/aldt

Neutron Noise in a Reactor with an Externa 1 Control Loop 

Hukleonik 11 (1968) S. 76-8^

KFK-790 D. Smidt, F. Fette, W. Peppler, E.G. Schlechtendahl, G.F.

Schultheiss

Problems of Sodiurn Boilir.g in Fast Reactors

KFK-791 «J.J« Schmidt

Organizational and Technical Aspects in the Field of Neutron 

Muclear-Data Evaluation

KFK-792 H. Th. Klippel

Control Rod Calculations for the Steam Cooled Fast Breeder . 
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Wenschg What is- .the division, of effort on a gas-cooled...reactor 

programme versus sodium. in,, terms of dollars or marks or people

■ involved.? -■ ... ,

Engelmanng The effort going into the gas cooling' is very small 

as compared to the work on sodium. There are a few people. .. 

working at Karlsruhe on gas cooling,, but - this?- work is at • a-;ye?y.-. 

early stage.

If you have a .look at the list , of reports-on,; fast reactors •< 

issued by the Karlsruhe centre, you will find, only ,two'reports .; 

on gas cooling; out .of a-total of about sixty. This, reflects 

the division of effort in -both sodium and- gas .cooled, reactors. :

Schuster: There v/as remarkable activity' of EKEA last year in

assessment of gas and.steam cooled fast reactors and.I think 

Mr. Boxer will speak on this. Our experts took part in these, 

oommon efforts.. But there is no doubt as'yet that sodium will 

be a success. . Considerations of gas and stean cooled reactors 

are regarded as a back solution in case there is a failure with 

sodium reactors..

Boxer; What kind.of .facility had you in.mind when you mentioned

feasibility studies on fast’high flux test reactor with a- flux.
 ̂6 2 

of 1 to. 1.5.x 10* n/'cm sec?

' BngQl&ann» This is a very early stage of feasibility study.

We have just started a-couple of months ago considering what .

such, a facility could ■ look like. - If we use for the driver
16 P

zone helium-cooling*, we are limited to 1 -x 10 .. n/cm'- sec in

the flux. If we :-g.o to' sodium cooling we could come up to 
16 ?

1.5 x 10 n/om? sec. But nothing, has been decided yet...with 

respect to the,,-choice ' of. a coolant .or even to whether we shall 

build such a facility. , First results of this study will be 

available by- the end o,f .-the-year and perhaps-next, year we .will 

be in a position to. tell you-, something more*. :;

Discussion of the. Report by Sr. Schuster arid Dr. Engelrnann
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Schusters There is wide discussion in Europe about the need for 

a high power high flux test facility-for the testing of carbide 

fuel. But this -is a stage of- the very early discussion. From • 

our point of view a fast flux test facility could be a good chance 

for international co-operation.

Vautreys May I ask Dr. Schuster to clarify his statement in 

which he compared loop design systems to integrated systems?

Schuster; The consortium feels that loop design as compared' to 

the pool arrangement has a particular advantage of involving- 

fewer technical risks and of being more suitable for a large 

plant. Two main- points for choosing this design sere to have 

a good accessibility to various components and the possibility 

of eliminating the interned!ate sodium loop.

Bngelmannt The question of which design is the best is still an 

open question. We can spend a long time discussing all the 

pros and cons of each design. .This could be a subject for a 

specialists' meeting.

Vautrey; You mentioned that for the safety analysis you were 

thinking of using a probability method. Could you give us some 

clarification about the present stage of development in using 

this method at Karlsruhe?

Engelmanns Interatom is just now starting to look at this hazard 

analysis method with the probability approach. There is an 

easy way to design a maximum credible accident or .design basis 

accident and to go along these lines. P r o b a b l y  for the SNR 

we have to follow this more classic approach. But we feel we 

get more insight into the safety problems if we have a kind of 

failure tree and assign probability factors and try to get it 

more qualitative. Of course one needs much more information in 

this case. Iiiteratom has started a programme looking at what 

probability and reliability-factors are available and which are 

not reliable. They have started some work especially in the 

field of control rod drives and failure of these mechanisms and 

others under sodium. But whether sufficient data will be avail

able in time for the hazards analysis report of the SNR -is not

yet clear.
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Vautre.y> Could. I ask you to make' some comments on your system 

SBVU3?

Bngelmann* ' This is a vessel containing a, smaller volume with 

sodium. It also-<56ntains a bundle , of electrically heated mock- 

ups of fuel element subassemblies. The pins; have the game: ,

dimensions and cladding as real fuel elements. There is a 

pressure rel-eas.e-,system, and it is possible, to .simulate events 

happening under ?superh:eat,and. vaporisation <?f . sodium. The

aim of the facility i^ to investigate a possibility of a propa

gation of, a fuel pin failure to the adjacent pins. .

Vautrey: I; wonder whether I understood correctly that yqu. enr v

visage having flow meters somewhere in the core. :. .. ..

Engelmannt There is an instrumentation plate within the reactor : 

vessel above the core. These instruments are'to be instilleid \ 

at this plate. Much discussion is taking place on how this 

could be achieved. It is not easy for these instruments to 

fulfil their purposes. This problem is still under'discussion.

Smith? Could I ask you whether in loss of power to the pumps 

you consider sudden seizure of a pump or disconnection of the 

pump rotor from, the shaft or failure of one of the ducts from’ 

the pump to the inlet of the core. This is something that 

represents the instantaneous stop of flow rather than a run

down of the pump due to electrical failure. Co you consider 

this, under your probability analysis?

Engelmanni This accident has been discussed. " I have no defi- - 

nite answer but can enquire from people at Interatom. Do you

think i t :is necessary to include this analysis?

Smitht It is ,a \-ery difficult accident to consider because you

get sudden flow, failure and you get back flow through that cir- "

cuit. We find that an overheating of the core can be reached

in a very short time with this particular accident. It can pro

bably be satisfactorily disposed of on,the probability basis.

It is rather hard to dispose of it over maximum credible'accident 

basis.



Wensch% On the basis of available experience with pumps, I 

believe this will be a very unusual situation because one obtains 

indications of pump functions rather early.

Bngelmanns In our case we have three loops. The probability 

that all three fail by a mechanical failure is practically aero. 

This is- the reason why this is not discussed in the report.

Smiths I agree that this is a most improbable accident. Never

theless, it is hard to absolutely exclude the possibility of a 

seizure of pumps. These are three things which have a similar 

effects one is an actual seizure of a pump, the other is the' 

pump rotor detaching itself from the shaft in some way with the 

shaft breaking, the third is failure of the pipes to the inlet 

plenum or to the actual pump casing itself. It is not necessary 

for three pumps to fail simultaneously. For one pump to fail 

in this way in a three loop reactor will result in serious damage 

to the core and possible sodium boiling. This is why I said 

the solution lies in the probability analysis. All we can do 

is put a sufficiently small probability of its happening and 

hence convince ourselves in that way that the react,dr is safe.

Wensch* It is obvious that, safety considerations for FBB are
*

quite sensitive as regard the way they are treated in different 

countries. The probability approach has been considered in the 

U.S. It would be a very sensitive issue because if the proba

bility is low but the consequences of an accident are very great, 

the review authorities will tend to say no. They depend more 

almost upon the aero deflect analysis. You are acquainted 

with the procedures for getting a licence in the U.S. They 

are very stringent. 1 hope when your report comes out,

Dr. Engelaann, that it does not cause a big problem in the U.S.

Vautreys A question to Dr. Smith. Could you give us a few 

details about this consequence from the stopping of one pump if 

you have, for instance, three primary pumps.

Smiths The reason why I asked these questions is simply be

cause I do not know the-answer. If you do have a sudden 

cessation you will then have back flow through that circuit and 

the core flow with the three pump system may drop to about 60tfo



of the normal flow. The exact amount to which it drops depends 

on the design of pumps and the level at which cavitation'starts. 

Whether or not one then gets sodium boiling depends on the design 

of the individual reactor. We find it very difficult to design 

pump circuits so that this does not oc’cur.

Wensch8 I do.not quite understand this back flow situation.

In our reactors we. have check valves, which prevent flow rever

sal.

Smithi We also have check valves on our reactors. In any case 

it takes a finite time for the check valves to operate and you 

have to convince yourself that during the time taken for the 

check valve to operate, the temperature in, the core does not 

rise too high. If, the check valve is reasonably slow, and 

some check valves have dampers to avoid sodiuia hammer, it is 

possible to run into troubles before that check valve closes.

Even if, in the normal situation, the check valve ©loses satisfac

torily, perhaps consideration should be given to the case when 

it closes a little ©ore slowly, or else fails to close at all.

Vautrey* As regards the method of analysing safety on the basis 

of probabilities, this method has been basically envisaged in 

the UK by Dr. Parmer. Could I ask whether Dr; Smith thinks 

that for fast reactor safety, 'numerical values could be avail

able which are sufficiently valid to use this method. j

Smith; This is a very good aid to design and it focuses atten

tion on the a?eas where the most, improvement is needed. . At 

the present time it is very difficult to speak about safety in 

terms of certain figures. The probability analysis is a very 

good guide to design, and I personally believe that this will 

become the basis of safety documents, even if this is not pos

sible today.

Wensohi We do have a programme which would, I think, be help

ful to Dr. Engelmann. Anything which happens which is unplanned 

is reported on a standard form in which the cause of an inci

dent is stated, saying what actions are necessary to remedy the 

situations. These reports go to ORNL and to the LMEC, so that



from the engineering point of view,, someone can determine what 

are the common principles .for malfunction.

Engelmann; I would like to ask Dr. Wensch whether this infor

mation is available to everyone*

Wensch* I will look into it and let you know.

Boxers The kind of studies which Dr. Wensch mentioned are car

ried on within the CHEST activity in M E A .  There were a num

ber of meetings on reliability. Some people from Karlsruhe 

participated in this Committee and you could contact them and 

get a lot of .information,,

Smiths I believe that UK information is available through 

similar channels* We do collect the same information in the 

UKAEA. I think, however, that there is some danger in this.

For ex&uple, we will have, I presume, fairly good data on the 

rate of failure of control- rods in gas cooled reactors. Whether 

the same failure rate could be applied to control rods in sodium 

cooled reactors is, I think, anybody's guess*

Schuster* We have an institute on reactor safety in Cologne.

They are collecting all this information; This institute 

receives information from the USA and the UK.

Vautrey* In France all incidents on Rapsodie are reported in 

weekly bulletins in a very detailed manner and every three months 

a report is issued. I would think that, taking into account 

what has been said about other countries, this is perhaps a 

subject which we might talk about a bit later on, when we come 

to the proposals on co-operation.
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Power lie actor & N u c l e a r  Fuel 
D e v e l o p m e n t  C o r p o r a t i o n  {Japan

1. The Power,; React or a.ticl Nuclear Fuel D e v e l o p m e n t  Corpora tion . ..

{PNC} : was ;..es tatolished ■ on • October , '.196-.7 for-, the d e v e l o p m e n t  -s

o£ fast breeder reactor and advanced thermal reactor and this ,, -

new o r g a n i z a t i o n  absolved the Atomic Fuel C o r p o r a t i o n  (AFC) 

w h i c h  works the production, reproc e s s i n g  of nuclea r - f u e l  and , 

the. explortation, m i n i n g ‘and r e f i n i n g  of nuclear source , 

materials,;,

2. J a p a n e s e  Atonic E n e r g y  Commi s s i o n  (J A E C ) decided the "Basic

P r i n c i p l e s  o-of power React or--Development-'' P r o jects ©£•* PNG ?*=••:.-. >x,\[ 

21 March 1968 asd a l s o  £li£ 11 First , Basic P r o g ramme on uPow^r j 

Reactor D e v e l o p m e n t  Projects of PNC" • on 4 April. 1 9 6 8 vi/;-r .■ •j'i,-:.-

3. JAEC expects the commercial u s e s , of fast breeder <*■(■;'

reactors a r o u n d '.4 98 Si -The sodium . cooled , typ<S,fast ;vbre,ede3?:- K

reactors with :plutonium/, and u r a n i u m  snixed oxide, fuels s h o u l d’ - ■

be developped. . r. y c,■..= ..

4. The prototype FBR will be a reactor of 200- 3 00 Mwe o u tput

and it w i l l - b e ' c r i t i c a l  ,at. .acousd .1976. -And :$he ..cons traction ■

of experimental";.reactor. tlx=,100 M-Wt output; will be started

in 1 9 6 9  an4'-this.'-reactor will .be--critical, in=. 1973-*- =

5. The e x p e r i m e n t a l  reactor lias two big aims: -* ■

(i ) to get the c o n s t r u c t i o n  exper i e n c e s  of fast reactor

for the d e v e l o p m e n t  of prototype reactor, ? •

(ii) to be able to use' it as the i r r a d i a t i o n  facilities' ,

of fue.1 elements- f or fast reactors . - n:;- ,.n

6. For this projects.- Japanese A;tD.inie. Energy ■; k . >.

Research Institute {J A E R I ) , the govern m e n t a l  or . Iqcal- ; , L 

govern m e n t a l  research i n s t i t u t e s , private industries and
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others should cooperate with PNC which is the nucleus of 

this d e v e l o p m e n t  project.

7. The s c i e n t i f i c  and m o d e r n  project m a n a g e m e n t  technics 

andsysterns are a p p l y i n g  and the project is m a naged r a t i o n a l l y  

w i t h  g r a s p i n g  the status of progeess and reviewing and evaluating 

the results of the d e v e l o p m e n t  works,

8. The e x c hange of i n f o r m a t i o n s  and personnels and other 

co - o p e r a t i o n s  w ith foreign countries d e v e l o p p i n g  fast breeder 

reactors shall be a c t i v e l y p e r f o r m e d  in order to make a d e v e l o p 

m e n t  e f f e c t i v e l y  a n d e c o n o m i c a l l y  w i thin a shorter period.

9. J A E C  e x pects that the at least half amount of m o n e y  for 

the c o n s t r u c t i o n  of p r o t o t y p e  reactro shall be contributed 

by p r i v a t e  enterprises.

10. The Hitachi Ltd. and JAERI made f undamental researdhes 

of s o d i u m  c o o l a n t  technology, fast reactor physics >etc. 

d u r i n g  these ten years. In 1963, the fast critical f a s ility 

(FCA) was a u t h o r i z e d  to build in Tokai Laboratory of JAERI 

and R & D  on fast r e a c t o r  was started,

11. The Initial, d e s i g n  of fast exper i m e n t a l  reactor was done 

by J ABRI in 1964 — 65. And the first 'conceptual design of the 

e x p e r i m e n t a l  reactor was also done by JABRI. JAERI and AFC 

(the former body of PNC) co-op e r a t e d  to develop plutonium and 

u r a n i u m  m i x e d  oxide fuel.

12. The s e c o n d  c onceptual design by JAERI was finished on 

June 196.8 and this design was transffered to PNC. PNC asked 

to F r e n c h  C B A  the check of this d e sign and comments on it.

The third d esign will be completed by the end of March 1969.

The c o n s t r u c t i o n  of this experi m e n t a l  reactor will, be started 

at the end of this year.



13. PNC w i l l  const r u c t  the fast prototype reactor from 1972 

and make it c r i tical in 1976. The i n itial d esign studies are 

under going

14. The s c h e d u l e  of the d e v e l o p m e n t  of fast reactor in Japan 

is shown in Fig.l.

14. The fast e x p e r i m e n t a l  reactor is sodium cooling type,

with 1 0 0  MWt 'output and PuO^ - UQg mixed fuel. This e x p e r i m e n t a l  

r e actor will c o n s t r u c t  for three purposes: »•

(ij* to a c quire the exper i e n c e s  to design, build and 

operate fast reactor,

(ii) to make the first step to develop cojnitiercial fast 

r e a c t o r ,

(iii) to be used it as the i r r a d i a t i o n  bed of fuel 

elements for the develo p m e n t  of future reactors.

15. The design, is u n d e r g o i n g  by the five japanese nuclear

i n d u s t r i a l  groups as follows : ~

Fuji Denki K.K. ° Par t i c i p a t i n g  to nuclear and

thermal design,

0 charge and d i s c harge m a chine of 

fuel

° waste disposal equipment 

, 0 inart gas system

0 s odium and N a K  s u p p l y  system 

° various e l e ctric equipments

 ̂ ■ The H i tachi Ltd. 0 p a r t i c i p a t i n g  to nuclear and thermal

.design

° reactor c p r e : fuel assemb l i e s  .

° reactor vessel: primary shield „ ■ :

tank

° p r i m a r y  coolant system
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Mi t s u b i s h i  Atomic Industries K .K ,

° pa r t i c i p a t i n g  to nuclear and 

thermal design 

° reactor upper m e c h a n i s m  : 

rotary plug

0 s e c o n d a r y  coolant system

Su m i t o m o  Atomic Industries X . K .

° par t i c i p a t i n g  to nuclear and 

thermal design 

° reactor core: fuel assemblies

T o k y o  Shibaura Electric K.K,

° co o r d i n a t i n g  company of five 

groups

° nuclear and thermal design

0 a n t i - s e i s m i c  design 

° s h i e lding design

0 heat balance .

0 flow sheet

® reactor core { i n c l uding reflector, 

brariket fuel elements) 

driving m e c h a n i s m  of control and 

safety rods 

6 reactor container: reactor building

0 i n s t r u m e n t a t i o n  and control 

m e c h a n i s m

IB. The design of experi m e n t a l  reactor is p r i n c i p p a l l y  conservative. 

The c o olant is m e t a l l i c  sodium in high temperature. This 

c o olant is very c h e m i c a l l y  active and having high heat 

c o n d u c t i v i t y  compared with water or c a r b ondxoxide in conventional 

type reactors as light w a t e r  m o d e r a t e d  reactor or gas cooled 

type reactor. Then it isquite n e c e ssary to be secured in 

s afety construction.
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17. The R & D on main compornents arid n u clear thermal

transfer will be m a i n l y  c oncerning to the c o n f i r m a t i o n  ''

.tests ;£or this e x p e r i m e n t a l  reactor. The d e sign of the 

e x p e r i m e n t a l  reactor is very c o n s e r v a t i v e , but for the 

confir m a t i o n  of its r e l i a b i l i t y  and safety, the full size 

miock^up tests are e x p e c t i n g  ;to be done. Even in the :case of. 

njo p r o b l e m  in design, the full-size or certain size ; mock-up-- 

tests should be tried. -

18. The m a i n  components of fast e x p e r i m e n t a l  .reactor w'ould^- 

be e x p ected to be d e v e l o p p e d  by Japan e s e  techjiaology. But

"small-.equipments or compornents, w h i c h  the d e v e l o p m e n t  

takes: l o n g  period, m i g h t  be imported or i n t r o d u c e d’'foreign 

^technology. . v

19. The i r r a d i a t i o n  tests of f u e lmaterials are very,> i m p o r t a n t  ,

a n d ' P N C  w ishes to use 'foreign; facilities as R a p s o d i e , ; D o u r n e r a y ,
—   „ ■ (france) '' (uk.) r':;
• Envi'co Fe.riix ; Reactor .,: _ ... ............  ' '

... ( usa ) ' . .
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E x p e r i m e n t a l  Fast Reactor of PNC

/?  jA -i.) t

1. The design of the e x p e r i m e n t a l  fast reactor of PNC is 

now under the final stage. The purpose of the reactor is

to obtain the e x p e r i e n c e  with a fast reactor and to provide 

fast n e u t r o n  flux for the d e v e l o p m e n t  of fast r e actor fuel, 

in order to facilitate tho d e s i g n  and c o n s t r u c t i o n  of the-, 

proto t y p e  fast reactor being planned and larger fast reactors 

to be c o n s t r u c t e d  in the future.'

The c o n s t r u c t i o n  of this reactor is expected to be started 

late this year and the critic a l i t y  is a n t i c i p a t e d  to be a 

achieved late 1973 or early 1974,

2. The second c onceptual design of the reactor using mixed 

oxide fuel of p l u t o n i u m  and uranium was completed by the 

JAERI in the last spring.

Based on the c o n c e p t u a l  design, further d esign work was 

started by the PNC in c o l l a b o r a t i o n  w i t h  the five m a j o r  

Japanese i n d u s t r i a l  groups and the JAERI, The d esign work 

is n e a r l y  completed.

In p a r allel with the endeavors, r e v i e w  of the second 

concep t u a l  d esign was made by the French C E A  under special 

contract. S u g g e s t i o n s  and advices from the r e v i e w i n g  facilitated 

the current design work.

The hazard report of the reactor is being prepared and 

the s a f e t y  committee of the ABC will be opened in near future.

The r e actor w i l l  be c onstructed .in the Oharai site of the 

PNC and e x c a v a t i o n  for the reactor is expected to begin late 

this year.

3. Main c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  of the reactor are in the f o l l owing 

table i n c l u d i n g  the n u clear p roperties of core, the thermal 

hy d r a u l i c  c h aracteristics, the reactor cooling system p a r a 

meters, the m e c h a n i c a l  d i m e n s i o n s  of main reactor components 

and the weights.



Detai l e d  e x a m i n a t i o n s  of tbe fuel design and core characteristics 

show that the r e actor powet' isto be about 90 MWt at the .initial 

state of the core in' the present design. It .isestimated 

that the power is to be able to increase up to 1 0 0  MWt a dding 

the fuel e u b a s s e m b l i e s  to make up burn-up r eactivity losses.

This is m a i n l y  because oi? the i m p r o v e m e n t  in the peaking 

factor of the power d i s t r i b u t i o n  in the core. At the e q u i l i b r i u m  

s tate of the, burn-upj the 1 0 0  MWt output isto be attained.

The 1 1 0  %  over p ower factor for the reactor- may not necessary 

be a p p r o p r i a t e  in view of the s afety nmrgiit of the operation.

Main l i m i t a t i o n s  come from the design criteria of the 

temperatures limits on the clatf temperature. These...criteria 

are s u b j e c t  to chango a c c o r d i n g  to the d e v e l o p m e n t  of fast 

reactor technology.,
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Main C h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  of the Reactor

early core

1st loading 2nd loading
initial condition. initial condition

1. R e a c t o r  thermal power

Total output 92-MWt- - 95-MWt

Core output : , 82 Mwt. 85 MWc

A x i a l - b l a n k e t  output 2 MWt 2 MWt

R a d i a l  blanket output 8 Tv'Wt 8 MWt



2. Ka Coclent System

Number of Coolin-.f Circuit 
(primary/Secondary)

Number of Pumps in Primary Circuit

Number of Interrucdiate Heat Exchanger

ft umber of Purirpa in Secondary Circuit

'Number of Main Air Cooler

5. Core, Blanket and Reflector

Dimensions

Coro Height

Equivalent Coro Diameter 

Coro Volume 

Axial Blanket Height 

Radial Blanket Height 

Effective Radial Blaiiket Thickness 

■Effective Reflector Thickness 

Number of Assemblies

Core Fuel (with Axial Blanket)

Inner Radial Blanket 

Outer Radial Blanket 

Movable Reflector 

Fixed Reflocto?^

Coarse Control Hod 

Fine Control Rod 

Safety Hod 

Neutron Source Hod

l/Circuit 

1/Circuit 

1/ Circuit 

if Circuit

600 roffi 

710 m  

240 /

' 400* Ban 

1>650 xm. 

500 m

140 mai

.61 

54 

157 

42 

- 72

■4

1



Compositions (Volume Ratios) 

Coro 

■ Fuel (PuO„-UOj 

Coolant (Na)

Structure.Steel (AISI-316) 

Radial Blanket 

Fuel (U0?)

Coolant (Ha)

Structure Stool (AISI)

, Axial Blanket 

Fuel-(UOp)

Coolant (Na-).

Structure Stool (AISI) 

Radial Reflector 

Koflootor • (AISI-3.16) 

Coolant (?!a)

Axial Reflector 

. Reflector Stool (AISI-316) 

Coolant (Na) ■

4 . Fuel

Core Fuel Material 

Blanket Fuel Material 

Core Fuel Enrichment 

Pu02/(Pu02-tTuQ2)

V2^ / V

Blanket Fuel Enri oilmen t

u255/u

.A

38 i

21^0

' : .‘45 t

v 30 ^
.18 fo

39 $

38 

21 i*

95

; 5 i

41 fo

38 fo

Sarly Core 

/(lst loading) (2nd loading)

PuO_~UO,c. 1

tJO. 
it

13 w/o 

20 a/o

0,1 a/o 0,? a/o

39 #

PuOg-UOg 

; 'TJOrt

23 w/o 

20 a/o



Iootopic Composition

Core Fuel

■Pu 259

Pa 240

'Pu 241 

d255

U256

Blanket Fuel 

-255u

.j 238

Effective Densities 

Pu02-U02 ' (20°C)

U09(Blanket)(20°C)

O/K .Ratio

PuO
x

X

UO vy 0

Inventory in the Core

rao2

U02

5. Nuclear Characteristics 

Critical Mass 

Pu 259 

Pu 240 

Pu 241 

U 255 '

I» 256

70 a/o 

25 a/o 

5 a/o 

20 a/o 

80 a/o

0.7 a/o

99.5 'a/o

0.94 2.D. 

(«10.59g/cr35)

0.94 T.D. 

(=10o30g/cffi3)

1.98 

1*98 ■

150 kg 

680 kg

92 kg 

55 kg 

7 kg 

120 kg 

480 kg

70 a/o 

25. a/o 

5 a/o 

20 a/o 

80 a/o

0.7 a/o

99.5 a/o

0.84 T.D. 

(=9.50g/cm5)

0.94 T.D.

(*10,30g/cm5)

1.98

1.98

170 kg 

570 kg

105 kfc

: 58 kg 

8 kg 

. .100 kg 

402 kg



Pu2 I\i24 GK''u2<-') x 132 kg J  ‘ ̂ Cj

u2J5 + U250 600 kg 502 kff

C*0 «(14, jSiTOO'iX*'*g i<.',Y<'■.0 1.07 1.06

Inner Brcccing Ratio,. 0.24 0.22

Outer Brccaing Ratio 0 .8J u. bo

Coro Average Neutron Density 2. 5xlOx^n/crr.^oec 2 .4xl0^n/c;r^aeo

?oak to Average Power Production
,s 4. .-• 

t , \ t i  K / J .O 1.75 1.70

Core Average Neutron Energy
<r .

300 keV 510 keV

Isothcrrial Temperature Coefficient ^at 550°C)

Doppler

/ ̂ ore -2 .8 x 10’ 6 d k / k / V

\ f- vi ic\1 DXanicCu -1.5 x 10“ 6 ik/k/°C

Bxanket ~0.9'xl0“ 6 /k/k/°C

?u g ! Axial Exponoioa.

/ Core -2,02 x 10" 6 t> k/k/°C

. i  »\rid’iax iilankst -0,19 x 10“ 6 L k/k/°C

^ iixi <;iX iij.ar.itet -0.04 x 1 10~6 i\ k/k/°C

S e a j.d~, ii/Xpanoi.on

../•Coro
|

-9.54 x.10" 6 z; k/k/°C *

A R'i u i,~ i. blanket -1.76 x 10~6 ^k/k/°C

Axial Blanket -1.78 x 10“ 6 Zk/k/°C

SxruCvurai -i!>xpai*si*»Gn

/  Coro -15.05 x 10"° ^ k/k/°C

.;! Radial Blanket . 1 -1.50 x 10~6 k/k/°C .

i __
^  *5J.tVi"UCO u -1..6S -x 10“̂ k/k/°C

Power Coefficient -75.5 x 10“6 • Z k/k/K.v .



Prompt Neutron Life Time

Effective Delayed Neutron 
Fraction

Maximum Design B u m  Up

Thermal Hydraulic Characteristics :

1. Primary Coolant System

Reactor Inlet Temperature

Reactor Outlet Temperature

Coolant Plow

Total

Core

Radial Blanket 

leakage 

Total Proasure Drop 

Core

Maximum Coolant Temperature

Nominal

Hot Spot 

Maximum Clad Temperature

Nominal

Hot Spot

Maximum.Fuel Temperature

Nominal

- Hot Spot

Maximuni Flow per Assembly

Maximum Flow Velocity at 
Element Gap

-1 . 84x10”^  A k/k/day 

2,0  x 10~7 8©o 

0*0047

5 &A»

570°C 3 7 0 % -

500°c 500°C' . '

554 »9 kg/sec „574*9 kgr/sec

426.0  kg/sec 438*0 kg/3eo

. 84.4  kg/sec . 90.8  kg/aec^

44.4  kg/sec 46.0  Icg/aec'=

2 2 
4.4  kg/om' . 4 *5  kg/cm '

587 °C — • 587 V
626 °C 631 °C

5%  °0  596 °C

642 °C . ^ 3 °C

2091 °c 2092 °C

. 2449 °c  . : 2449. °C .......

9.1  kg/seo 9.3  kg/seo

5.0 m/sec 5*1 »/seo

Reactivity Change due to B u m  Up

-1.68x10”̂ /1 k/k/d&y 

2,0 x 10”̂ see 

0.0051

2.5-a/o



Aoocmbly Total Pressure 'Drop ' 
Fuel Linear Heat Rate

Average

. Maximum

Power Output per Assembly

Average

Maximum

Power Density 1

Average

Maximum

Maximum/ Average 

Badial Blanket

Maximum Coolant i’emperature 

Average 

Hot Spot 

Maximum Clad Temperature 

Nominal 

Hot Spot 

Maximum Fuel Temperature 

Nominal 

Hot Spot 

Maximum Flow sks&er per Assembly

Vc.foc-.f-)

Maximum ' at-Element Gap

Assembly Total Pressure Drop ' 

Maximum Linear Heat Rate

3.0 kg/cm^.. .3*i-:ks/om^

247 W/cm' 255 W/cm
Vv ,

432 w/cro 433 w/orn

1.34 MW- ' 1*38 m

1 ,96 MW 1.98 W

401 ism/t- 413 KW/0

702 kW/4. • . 702 KV/i.

1.75 ■ 1.70

591 °C . : 591 °C

637 °C 637 °C

*591 °C . 591 °c

637 °C 637 °C

958 °C 958 °c

1074 °C 1074 °o

0 .9  kg/sec 1 ,0  kgjaeo
0,69 m/aeo 0.74 m/sec

0.11 kg/cm6, 0.13 kg/cin^

141 W/cm - 141 V// cm

1. .Including Orifice Pressure Drop

2» Core Power Output/Core Volume (Fuel Assembly)

3. Including Orifice Pressure Drop



Secondary Coolant System

Intermediate float Exohanger Primary Inlet Temperature 500 °C

*' Primary Outlet Temperature 370 °C

" Secondary Inlet Temperature 340 °C
0

Seoondary Outlet Temperature 470 C

Cpolant Flow

Primary Flow iiate 

Secondary Flow Rate
■w *

Air Cooler Sodium Inlet Temperature 

" Sodium Outlet Temperature

" Air Inlet^Temperature

" Air Outlet Temperature

Fuel Element (Pin.)

Core Fuel Element 

Type

Pellet Diameter 

. Pellet Hoight 

Clad Material 

Clad Outer Diameter 

Clad Thickness- 

Total Pin Length 

Gas Plenum Length 

. Fuel Pin Pitch

• Spacer Type 

Number of Pins/Aasembly 

•• Total Fuel filament Weight 

Radial Blanket Element 

Typo

2 x 1.075 x IQ6 kg/to 

2 x I.O75 x 10^ kg/hr

470 °C ' 

340 °C

30 °C

333 °c

Integral and Sealed 

5.5 ram 

10 tom

AISI-316 Stainless Steel

6,3 bur

0*35 mm . 

1,630 mm .

200 mm 

t .69 mm 

Grid and Spiral wire 

91 

0«42 kg

integral and Sealed'



•Pollet. Diameter 13.5 nan

Pellet Height urn

Clad Material SOS-52 ■

Clad Outer Diameter 15 mm

Clad Thickness 0,6 ram

Total Pin Length 1,830 mm '

Cae Plenum. Length 80 m m

Pin Pitch 16.4? mm

Spacer Type Spiral wire

Number of Pins/Assembly 19

Total Element Weight 2.9 kg

8. Fuel Assembly

Core Fuel Assembly

Distance Across Flats inside Wrapper Tube 75'mm

Thickness of Hexagonal Wrapper’Tube 1.8 mm

Total Length 2,800 ram

Total Weight 64 kg

Radial Blanket Assembly

Distance Across Flats inside Wrapper Tube 75 mm

Wrapper Tube Thickness 1,8' mm

Total Weight 67 kg

9. Control Rods

Number of Rods

Fine Control Rods 2

Coarse Control Rods 6

Safety Rods 4

Humber of Absorber Pima per Rods 7



Reactivity Vf or th/Pine Control Rods 

Reactivity Worth/Coarse Control Hods 

Reactivity Worth/Safety Rods 

Absorber Material 

Clad Material

Tiimenqions of Pine and Coarse Control Rods 

Absorber Pin Lon/rth 

A b s o r b e r  Pin Diameter 

Safety Rods Dimensions 

Absorber Length 

Abaorber Diameter 

Driving Speed

Pine Control Rods 

. Coarse Control Rods 

Stationary

Scram

Safety

Stationary

Scram

10. Reflector 

Material

Distance Across Plats 

Total Length

Movable Reflector 

Fixed Refleotor (5-1) 

(5-2)

0.5 s 

0.67 S

2.0 S

b4c

AiSF-316

300 ram 

16 Tam

700 mm 

16 m>

500 rm/mxn

40,160 mra/min

Less than 500 msec 

(Up to.the Center of Core)

40,160 atm/rain

■Less than 500 msec

(tip to Pull Length Insertion)

AISI-304. or AlSX-51 

. 78*6 mai

2,800,mm. 

2,800 mm 

2*190 naa



Fixed Reflootor (5-3^ 

(5~4)

Weight

Movable Reflector 

Fixed Reflector 

Reaotor 

Vesoel 

Type

Inner Diameter 

Height

Wall Thiolcneas 

Material

Weight (vessel + Jacket) 

Core Support Plateo 

Type

Material 

In-Vessel Structure 

Material 

Reactor Upper Structure 

Upper Shield Plug 

Type

Shield. Material

Coolant 

Total Weight

2,290 mm 

2,190 mm

89 kg 

85 kg

Double Wall

4,000 nsa 

11,525

25 mm (inner)/l5 mm (Outer) 

AISI-316/AISI-304

45 ton

Double Plates-,’ High Pressure Plenum 
Fixed Orificing Device

AISI-316

AISI-316

Double Rotating Plug

Stainless Steel, Graphite, 
Steel _

Ng gas

103 ton (Larger Outer)/
55 ton (Small Inner)



12. Fuel Iiandling System

Fuel Bxchajvjoa Typo Linear Telescope on Plug

Typo of Load Unload Machine Rotating Twin Coffin

Typo of In-Voasu). t*‘uel storage Rotating Rack Around Core

Maximum In-Venae 1 Storage Capacity

Type of Fuel Tranaer Rotor

Maximum Transfer Rotor Storage Capacity

32 Assemblies

Suspended Rotor. -

40 Assemblies

Acceaaaries

Fuel Transfer Pot 

Periscope

Sweeper ■ •'

13, Container ■ .

Typo Double Container

Height . ' 54*5 -in

Above Ground Level 33.0 m

Below Ground level 21.5 m

Inner Diameter 26 m
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Wenscht I am interested in hearing your comments on a heat ex

changer for 100 MW reactor. You are going to remove the heat 

using air. Do you consider this component developmental or do 

you consider it to be engineered and readily available?

Kuramotot At this time the industrial people do not think this 

will be a difficult problem.

Wensch* Beally one must look at an air heat exchanger as a sys

tem, because it is quite complex. Otherwise one can encounter 

temperature oscillations in the reactor which make the reactor 

very difficult to control. We had experience in air heat 

exchangers on our reactors and we had a very difficult time main

taining stable operation. I should broaden my question asking* 

do you look upon your heat exchanger aa a good way to remove heat 

for a very sizeable reactor such as 100 Mff(th)? How do you 

expect to engineer this system to make the heat removal constant?

Kuramoto; I think there are some difficulties in constructing 

such a system. We shall make some experiments in this respect.

At this moment we believe that these problems can be solved.

Yautrey: I would like to add a short conment on this question

to say that I am rather surprised by Dr. Wensch*s question, be

cause if I think of Rapsodie, which as you know, is cooled solely 

by air exchangers, we do not have any problem of the kind you 

mentioned. These terminal air heat exchangers were provided with 

an automatic temperature control. In fact, they are so stable 

and influence of air temperature is so slow and so low on the 

temperature in the reactor that this automatic control was eli

minated and now these air exchangers are controlled solely using 

a few simple manual movements which do not take place very often.

Wenschs The experience I was referring to was one we had with 

the Sodium Reactor Experiment. Its air heat dump capacity was 

20 MW(th) and the air flow was controlled. We finally had to

Discussion of the Report by Mr. Kuramoto
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modify the circuit and use a steam-generator to.get more uniform 

temperature distribution within the reactor. We are investi- 

gating this problem much more thoroughly today because FFTF are 

likely to use air heat exchangers to remove 400 MW of heat 

energyj There is very good behaviour of this system in Bapsodie 

and our systems" people would be very much interested in looking 

at these systems.

Schusters %  did not get the figures about the financial means.

I noticed that $ 20 million were alloted for 1969» And for 

196b?

Kuramoto; For 196b $ b million has been allotted..

Schuster* What is an idea of the total cost of the fast experi

mental reactor in Japan?

Kuramotot The fast experimental reactor..will cost $ 47 million. 

This is in addition' to the $ 20 million for research and deve

lopment this year.

Schuster: What did you mean when you said that PNC will con

struct the experimental fast reactor?

Kuramotoa PNC is a semi-governmental body, more than owned 

by the Government, and they have a responsibility to construct 

an experimental and prototype fast reactor. PNC: has contacts 

with industrial groups for making design studies which are under

taken by a special group of people from PHC and industry. The 

Toshiva is the main contractor which makes the actual design.

Schuster: There was French supervision of your fast reactor

deei'&h.;1' 'Have you' some interesting remarks, from C M ?

Kuramoto; These considerations have not been finished yet. We 

are expecting a final; report shortly.

-  2 -



March, 1969

1968 - 1969 

by R.D. Smith 

INTRODUCTION '

During the last year construction of the PFR has made good progress.
The reactor tank is in place and all the buildings are essentially complete, , 
though there have unfortunately bec-n some welding difficulties in the 
construction of the reactor roof which will lead to some delay in the 
completion of the reactor.

Design studies for subsequent fast reactors have been extended to 
include 600 KW(S) reactors as well as the larger 1300 MVJ(E) units studied 
previously.

The Dounreay Fast Reactor has been brought back into operation after 
successful repair of the leak in one of the primary coolant pipes and our 
fuel irradiation programme is now going ahead rapidly,

PHYSICS

A series of plutonium fuelled test zones has been built into Zebra.
The composition of each zone was adjusted so that the k~ihf was near to 
unity. The P.C.T.R. technique in which removal of central lattice cells 
is required to give near aero reactivity change, has been used to test that 
the required condition for k-inf was met.. In these test zones, particular - 
attention has been given to keeping the number of regions in a lattice cell 
small so that the heterogeneity can be calculated by rigorous methods. The 
important capture and fission events have been measured.in the appropriate 
plates using foil techniques, and particular attention has been given to 
reducing systematic errors wherever possible and to checking measurements 
with alternative techniques. For example, solid state track recorders have 
been used to check on fission rates normally measured from fission product 
7f activity in foils. The foils are calibrated in a separate experiment 

in a dummy fission chamber. Great importance is attached to accurate measure
ment of the U .238 (n, ) reaction. An absolute technique is now‘being
used to measure U *238 capture events using Arn-2^3 to calibrate the coincidence 
counter; this is an alternative to the previous Zebra technique in which a 
thermal neutron calibration is used. Good agreement between the two methods 
has been achieved.

In the assemb3.ies studied the neutron spectrum has been measured using 
time of flight techniques, proportional counter measurements and Li-6 solid 
state spectrometers.: The proportional counter measurements have.been
extended down to energies of 3 Kev using pulse rise time discrimination.
Most data'has however come from measurements using the 1^ MeV pulsed ’ 
electron linear accelerator. This accelerator has a beam of 200 ma and 
gives a yield of 5 x 10 neutrons/sec. in the pulse from a water cooled 
uraniura-rnolybdenum target. There is a 200 metre flight tube and Li. 6 and 
Boron scintillator detectors are used. Results obtained so far have been 
encouraging. The main difficulty has been in the accurate determination 
of the variation of sensitivity with energy of the detectors used.

All these results are being used to test current differential nuclear 
data, and, coupled with existing integral data, are being used to adjust 
the data, within the errors, to provide the best fit to all the measurements.

REVIEW OF FAST REACTOR PROGRESS IN THE U.K.

1.



The F.D.4. data set has been brought into general use during the year
and comparisons between calculated and experimental values have been made 
for a large number of assemblies. In general the higher values of 
plutonium alpha reported last year have been confirmed, but a review of the 
present position will be made at the specialist meeting in June this year.

Detailed analysis of the Zebra PFR mock-up experiment has continued 
and resulted in revised predictions of physics parameters for the P.F.R., 
together with better estimates of the uncertainties in these predictions.

FUEL

The fuel irradiation programme so far completed has successfully 
endorsed the referehce design mixed PuQ.? - U0o fuel element up to a maximum 
burn-up of 7 ^ .  Based on this reference design of fuel element a new 
fabrication plant was developed and the construction- of this plant is now 
well advanced. Sections of the plant will be handed over for trials during 
this year and manufacture of the first charge for P.F.H. will commence in 1970.

The continuing irradiation programme in D.F.R, includes a number of 
important variations on the reference fuel. These include the «6e of 
differing cladding materials, can thicknesses and fuel densities, but Owing 
to the interruption of the programme by the leak it will be some time before 
these experiments have completed the full cycle irradiation cooling and 
examination.

At the present time the reactor is on run 62 which started on 
February 6th and is due to be completed on April 2nd. The reactor 
contains a total of 59 experiments in the core and *fl in the blanket.
Of these 9 are for overseas countries including one central subassembly.
These irradiations cover topics of interest both to fast reactors and to 
thermal reactors, for which the high damage rate obtainable in D.F.R. is 
of major importance.

MATERIALS IK SODIUM CIRCUITS

Owing to the prolonged shutdown of D.F.R. little progress has been 
made on the effect of fast neutron irradiation on the physical and 
mechanical properties of fuel cladding materials. Further work has been 
performed on the phenomenon of void formation using a Heavy Ion Accelerator. 
Voids have been produced in type 316 stainless steel which had previously 
been irradiated at 20 C with He+ ions of various energies so as to produce 
a reasonably uniform distribution of implanted helium^atoms to_g depth of 
some 3000 A at an average concentration of between 10 Qand 10 .
Subsequent irradiation in the temperature range ^50-600 C with '100 kev 
protons, carbon ions or iron ions in the Harwell 150 kev Heavy Ion 
Accelerator produced voids in the helium implanted steel. After all 
cases of bombardment with carbon or iron ions and in most cases after 
proton bombardment, cavitation was only observed when the steel had 
previously been implanted with helium. The work indicates that the 
presence of helium or hydrogen is necessary before void formation will 
occur in type 316 steel. It is thought that the voids result from the 
growth of helium bubble nuclei under conditions of vacancy supersaturation 
in an irradiation environment.

Further information has been obtained on the effect of fast neutron 
irradiation on the creep-rupture properties of type 33-6 stainless steel 
tubes. D.F.R. irradiation produced a loss of rupture, ductility, but in 
general no significant change in creep strength to biaxial tests of 
solution-treated material at 650 'C. Cold worked tubes suffered loss gf 
creep strength at .550 » Irradiation of solution-treated tubes at 650 C 
in, D.M.T.K. caused a considerable loss of high temperature ductility and a 
significant reduction in cree rate both during and after irradiation.



It is believed that an irradiation-induced carbide precipitafcion'process is 

respoasible for the increase in creep strength.

Further work on the compatibility of circuit materials in sodium has 
confirmed previously published data. It is clear that the mss transfer of 
stainless-, steel in oxygen-containing sodium is very complex and involves a 
number of processes, some which may interact upon each other. Mass 
transfer rates in isothermal loops do not differ widely from those observed at 
the highest temperature in more complex non-isothermal loops. Therefore, 
clearly, the most important factor is the oxygen level- in the circuit.
Preliminary work on vanadium alloys shows that low oxygen contents are required 
in the sodium in order to avoid.high corrosion rates. The work indicates that 
alloys with high Ti, Zr and A1 contents are unlikely to be satisfactory in sodium 
unless the sodium has been hot trapped to remove oxygen.

DOPKRBAY FAST REACTOR '

At this time last year the leak in the primary vessel of the D.F.R. had 
been located.and preparations for its repair .started. A two metres long 
section of 10 cm diameter pipe within the neutron shield was replaced and welded, 
in place using a specially developed internal" welding machine. The welding 
parameters had previously been .determined on. a full scale mock up’where a large 
number of welds were done under conditions similar to those in the. Vault". All ' 
the remaining welds were made using standard orbital welding equipment. During, 
the whole operation the argon atmosphere in the reactor vessel was maintained, 
so that many operations had to bo done in glove boxes, Expandable plugs were 
used to seal the repair section wherever possible. Some trouble was experienced 
when joining some of the hot trap pipes due to NaK contamination of the welds. 
This was overcome by using tightly fitting plugs of solid sodium,.that were 
easily dispersed after the weld was complete by warming the outside of the tube. 
In addition to replacing the faulty section of pipe in the affected primary 
circuit the small pipes from the other seven hot trap circuits were blanked off.
A total of 1^8 welds was completed within the vault of which 22 were on the 
primary circuit itself and the rest on the leak jacket.

After pressure and leak tests the reactor was recommissioned on 
June 19th 1968. Initially the oxide content of the core remained high at about 
twice the normal operating level of 15.ppm. After a period of power operation, 
purification of the NaK and tests of corrosion of the driver charge cladding, 
the liquid metal condition was satisfactory for'loading experimental rigs,.

The reactor returned to normal operation in September and operated satis
factorily. Shortly after full power was reached analysis of the argon blanket 
gas showed unambiguous presence of radon. The only source of radon in the 
reactor was from the radium tracer inserts, in some of the experimental pins in 
the reactor. The suspect experiments were, removed and failures were located 
in two of them. Each of the failures was at the upper end of a pin (coolant 
inlet end) and was typical of failure due to local gas bubble blanketing of the 
heat transfer surface probably due to gas entrainmeht.. A check of selected 
highly rated experiments indicated that no other failures had.occurred.

Acoustic measurements of the 2^ individual primary coolant circuits showed 
that two circuits transported gas bubbles into the rc-actor when the primary 
elctro-magnetic pumps were being brought to full flow. It was found that in 
these two circuits, which are different to the remainder in that they do not 
contain expansion tanks, gas entrainme-nt occurs when the NaK rises past an 
outlet pipe in the purification traps as flow is increased. An operating 
technique to flood these outlet pipes continuously while the primary flow was 
being raised was evolved, .Acoustic measurements taken throughout a full / 
operating cycle showed that gas entrainment" from the two circuits had been cured. 
This has been confirmed by,the successful irradiation of a full range of 
experiments including a subassembly.



At the beginning of December when the reactor was shut down to recharge 
fuel and change experiments, the top rotating shields stiick due to NaK entering 
the mercury gas seals. The resultant alloy was dissolved by prolonged purging of 
the seals with clean mercury. The next run commenced in February and the 
reactor has operated normally since that date.

PROTOTYPE FAST REACTOR

Work on the major buildings has proceeded to plan so that the Reactor and 
Decontamination Hall, Stearn Generator Building, the Turbine Hall and Electrical 
Annexe are now weather tight. The Sea Water Pump Kouse is complete and the 
installation of equipment has commenced. The N.'S.H.E.E. have commenced the 
preparation of the transformer and switchgear site and erection of the first 
ten miles of 275 kv transmission line is completed.

Whilst the civil engineering work was being carried out on site, 
contracts were placed with British industry for all the major engineering 
Sections of the reactor and, steam generation plant. The concrete reactor vault,
12 m. diameter 15 m deep, is complete and the steel leak jacket, fabricated on 
site, has been inserted into the vault. The -primary tank which will oohtain the 
whole of the primary circuit of the reactor is complete except''for a small amount 
of final welding,

The components of the core support structure are now being assembled at 
D.E.R.E. into a single unit ready for insertion into the primary tank.
Fabrication of the reactor jacket.which separates the hot and cold sodium pools 
is proceeding to programme.

Difficulties arose in the fabrication of the biological shield roof 
which is a complex fabricated steel structure forming the top closure- of the 
reactor from which are suspended the heat exchangers, pumps and reactor core.
The examination of completed welds by ultransonic techniques indicated ’pull out* 
in the plate material underlying the weld. The principal cause of the 'pull out* 
ds the presence of laminar weaknesses in the plate material, which escaped 
detection during comprehensive non-destructive testing methods employed in the 
inspection of the plate since at that stage they had not opened up. The defective 
welds are being treated by chipping out the metal in the faulty areas and refilling 
with weld metal.

Tests on the components of the fuel handling machine have now been 
completed. The various bearings, universal joint and ball, nut and screw 
mechanisms have all proved satisfactory and a minimum maintenance-free life 
of five years is predicted for the in-pile operation of the fuel-handling 
machine. The .manufacture of the actual fuel handling system for the reactor 
is almost completed and this is being subjected to trials at the manufacturers 
prior to delivery to site. In the Reactor Engineering Laboratory at Risley 
a saddle coil flow raster has been calibrated against a British Standard Venturi 
using the mechanical pump rig over a range of sodium flows from 1,200 to 6,500 
gallons per minute. The flow was measured by the Venturi to an accuracy of 
better than + 2?o and the flow as calculated from the saddle coil measurements 
was within the experimental error of the Venturi over the complete flow range. 
Mechanical performance tests on a prototype control rod have commenced. A 
complete control rod and actuating mechanism have been fitted into a ,30 ft*, high 
x 30 in. dia. vessel filled with sodium. The test programme includes a q 
comprehensive series of mechanical tests at sodium temperatures up to 600 C.

The core support grid is on final machining and will soon be set up at 
the manufacturers works for tests -with a complete dummy core. Satisfactory 
progress is being maintained on the manufacture of the rotating shield for the 
reactor and manufacture of the sodium pumps is in progress.



On the steam generation plant considerable d e v e l o p m e n t  work has been 
carried out on tube to tube plate welding for both intermediate heat 
exchangers and boiler units to meet the very high standard of integrity which 
has been set for these welds. All the main components have now been 
manufactured for the heat exchangers and b$j using the tube to tube plate 
welding techniques developed, final assembly should proceed satisfactorily.
The manufacure of the boiler circulating pumps, which are among the largest 
glandless pumps manufactured to date in the'U.K., is on schedule, the first 
pump being under test at present.

The problems encountered in the manufacture of the roof have resulted in 
the completion of construction data for the reactor being delayed. The 
construction programme is at present being reassessed and a new completion 
date for the reactor vii.ll be announces shortly.

COMMERCIAL FAST REACTORS '

Work has continued on the designs for future civil fast reactor power 
stations with reactors of about 62.5 MW(E) as well s the 1250 MW(E) reactors 
previously studied. Particular attention has been paid to methods of 
handling short cooled fuel and to safety problems especially containment  ̂
systems.

Economic studies of the development cf the U.K. generating system have 
confirmed the advantages of introducing fast reactors in the U.K. at the 
earliest possible date, even though fuel costs for the early fast reactors 
will be higher .than the later stations due to the small throughput of the 
fuel fabrication and reprocessing plants. In consequence the choice of a 
date for the building of the first commercial station depends on a complex 
interaction of technical and economic considerations. As noted last year it 
would be possible for a large commercial fast j reactor to be on power in 1976.

R.D.S.
March 1969
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Discussion of the Presentation by Dr. Smith

Bngelmannt Is there any large report cn the PFR mock-up experi

ments available yet?

Smith: The answer is no. .These results are in several small

reports. Some of the results will be reported at the London 

conference.

Bngelmanna You mentioned you have done spectrum measurements.

I wonder whether there are .new results at Zebra with a good 

agreement of measurements made by different techniques.

Smitht I really try to avoid answering this question because we 

have not finished sorting.this out yet. There are discrepancies 

between the techniques and between the techniques and calculation. 

Certainly some results would appear at the London conference.

It seeme that the time of.flight results.in particular forecast 

a larger number of. low energy neutrons than ..we had suspected.

I would rather not say it as a definite conclusion, because 

this depends on an energy calibration of the detectors and this 

is a rather difficult thing to do accurately.

Wenschs I wonder whether components for PFR. will be fabricated 

and tested to meet the codes.

Smiths Certainly such components as piping and vessels will meet 

the normal codes. I do not know whether the codes embrace every 

aspect, for example steam generators, but I believe the Majority 

meet standard codes. ■ .

Schuster? Is there any work under way on carbide fuels?

Smiths We are irradiating carbide fuels in the DFR. This; fuel 

will not be used for the first charge of the PPR. We regard 

this as an advanced .fuel. Early tests tended to show that it 

will not readily go to higher burn ups as an oxide fuel.,

Schuster: You said nothing about materials behaviour in sodium*

about the dispiafcemeftt, the distortion and sotae.other events in 

the high fast neutron flux. Are there any experiments in this 

respect?
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Smiths During the last year most of our attention was to these 

swelling phenomena*. We consider this effect as probably the 

most important.

Schuster: Can you give us some estimate about the delay in con

struction of PFR? -

Saitht Because of troubles with the roof, the reactors cannot 

now be completed before the end of 1971» If we can manage to 

keep to this date? it would mean that the reactor is on power 

by the end of 1972. which means of delay of twelve months.

Schuster: You said that a possible date for a commercial fast

reactor to be in operation in your country was 1976. You. can

not start the construction of such a reactor without first 

having some experience with the PFR.

Smith: If we have to wait for experience of the PB'R, it turns

out that CFR should be postponed to about 19b0. The 1976 

date is "based on the assumption that we would he prepared to 

start construction of a CFB before we had experience with the 

PFR. But this depends on many decisions ~ Government deci

sions, the vie\? of C.E.G.B., and so on,

Wensch: Do you have some cost estimates for the construction

of the PFR?

Smith: I don't have such information-with me. There are cost

estimates in existence, but I do not know whether these figures 

were released.

Boxer: You mentioned that design studies for subsequent fast

reactors have been extended to include 600 and 1300 MW.units.

I wonder if you are able to comment upon, the impact -and of. re

optimisation on these designs when the new'plutonium alpha, date 

are introduced.

Smith: We said at the Karlsruhe conference that the effect of

new data compared with the old is to reduce the breeding gain by 

about 0.1. The effect on an optimisation of a reactor design 

is not perhaps quite as great as one would have thought, since 

in any event one tended to design a reactor so that it had the
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highest breeding gain that one could attain. The highest breeding 

gain, you can get is a little1 lower than you would have thought.

The things you do in order to get the higher breeding gain - h i g h  

fuel fraction, good design, low parasitic capture - are the same 

with new data as they are with old. The only thing that this 

may do in your analysis is to shift your optimum slightly towards 

things which :giv'e you high breeding gain.

Bngelmanm We have calculated the loss in breeding gain due to 

the higher plutonium-239 alpha values. 'The higher Pu alpha values 

seemed in the beginning to reduce the breeding ratio by 0«08 to 

0.1 for soft spectrum’ fast reactors and: in: the border o f  0.06 to 

0.08 for harder sodium-cooled reactors; the recalculation of the 

new infinite plutonium composition in fact reactors changes this 

reduction and. it tends, to reduce the loss in breeding gain*. .So 

our calculations ..show' that taking into account only the plutonium, 

alpha change, the.reduction ip breeding gain seems to be for , .

sodium-cooled, fast reactors in the order of 0*04 rather than in' 

the order of 0.1.

Spinradt We have, done, fairly ..popular exercises at the Agency in 

trying to guess what the price and value of .plutonium might be . 

in future decades. -. The estimate at the moment shows a rather 

steadily and constantly, ..rising cost of .plutonium alpha value.

I think that this feature will do a lot to negate the plutonium 

alpha business because the higher value of plutonium inevitably 

forces you to squeeze a little more out of breeding gain and to 

go to higher power densities in order to have'a relatively in

expensive fuel cycle. The net result I suspect is going to be 

a spectrohardening of most fast reactor designs to where rather 

lower energy troubles with plutonium alpha are no longer so im

portant. We are trying to predict things that are likely to 

be in the 19B0 *s.

Smiths I do not thinK we are in. great disagreement with 

Dr. JSngelmann. I did say the total 0.1 took into account the 

other cross section changes which have tended to occur over the 

last year, and in particular the 238 capture ctoss sections come 

down and the steel cross sections sea®- tc show signs of going
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up. These three together give the result which obviously gives- 

us a hardness of the spectrum, but it is of the order of 0.08 to

0.1. You get some of this back again if you perhaps have a 

plutonium of degraded composition with a lot of plutonium-240.

By and large I think we still find that the breeding gains are 

about 0.1 lower than they were 1.5 years ago.

Simmonst A question concerning a break in the pipe at Dounreay. 

Did you notice any effects of surface cracking or other types 

of indication of thermal stresses?

Smith% No, the whole of the inside pipe-work was almost like 

new. There was very little evidence of a surface attack of 

any sort.

Simmons» If I remember correctly the design of your pool system, 

you have an open duct from the reactor proper to the heat exchan

ger. This permits the underside of the roof of the reactor 

vessel to see the high temperature of the sodium. Having now 

done a design of that system and going to another system, would 

you reconsider that design arrangement?

Saithl Yes, we are looking at arrangements which do keep the 

surface of the pool at a more cool and more constant temperature.

I do not think we feel that this is a problem which would cause 

us too much worry* In the CFR studies some of the designs do 

not have these hot surfaces.



G , W .  Wensch, U . S. Representative to IWGFR - IAEA 
W .  R. Simmons, LMFBR Program Office, ANL 
P. R. Kuefcotter, LMFBR Program Office, ANL

I. INTRODUCTION

i-

The use of nuclear energy for the generation of electric power 

continues to attract world-wide attention. The locations and capacities 

of nuclear power plants in the United States are shown in Figures i and 2. 

Utility orders in 1368 for nuclear steam-suppiy systems continued at a high 

level but less than the rate in 1967 (Figure 3). A comparison of annual 

additions to non-nuclear and nuclear utility generating capacities in the 

U . S . is shown in Figure 4.

The continuing high commitment of the utility industry to nuclear 

energy places increasing pressure on the need for a continuing and increasing 

supply of reasonably priced fuel. In response to these pressures, industry 

has.increased its exploratory efforts for uranium, and exploratory drillings 

in 1968 were about twice that in 1967. The prospect of availability of .' 

increasing supplies of plutonium recovered from light water reactors em

phasizes the need for its economical use, including accelerated work on 

plutonium recycle and the development of the breeder,reactor.

During the past year the AEC's breeder development swork was 

directed chiefly to the iiquid-metal fast breeder reactor (LM FBR)The  

LMFBR Program has as a goal the development of technology that will, in 

cooperation with the nuclear industry and the utilities, result in a commer- 

feially competitive, centiral-station power plant. An LMFBR.Program,Plan has 

been developed which outlines the requirements and coursed of action to 

accomplish'the objective. This plan includes the construction of a fast 

flux test facility and at least three demonstration plants. These demonstration

THE U . S . LIQUID METAL FAST BREEDER REACTOR PROGRAM
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FIGURE 2 
Names and Capacities of Plants

CAPAC ITY CA PA C ITY
SITE (Kilowatts) u t il it y ’ STARTUP SITE (Kilowatts) UTILITY STARTUP

Browns re try 1,064,500 Tennessee V o lley  Authority 1970 N E W  HAMPSHIRE Newington 800,000 Public Service Co. of N .H . 1974
Erowns Ferry 1,064,500 Tennessee V o iiey  Authority 1971

N EW  JER SEY Toms River 515,000 jersey Central Power t>. Light Co. 1968
Browns Ferry 1,064,500 Tennessee V a lle y  Authority 1972

Toms River 810,000 Jersey Central Power & Light Co. 1973
Dardaneile Lake 
Humboldt Bay

850,000
68,500

Arkansas Power & Light Co; 
Pacific  Gas Ss E lectric Co-

1972
1963

A rtif ic ia l Island 1,050,000 Public Service Gas ond Electric Co. 
of New Jersey

1971

San Clemente 430,000 Southern Calif. Edison ond 
San Diego Gas & Electric Co.

1967 „ A rtif ic ia l Island 1,050,000 Public Service Gas and Electric Co. 
of N ew  Jersey

•973

Corral Canyon 462,000 L A . Dept, of Water & Power 1973
N EW  YORK Indian Point N o. 1 265,000 Consolidated Edison Co. 1962

Diablo Conyon No. 1 1,060,000 Pacific Gos & Electric Co. 1971 Indian Point N o. 2

Oo©pa> Consolidated Edison Co. 1969
Diablo Canyon No. 2 1,060,000 Pacific Gas &  Electric Co. 1974 Indian Point No. 3 965,300 Consolidated Edison Co. _ 1971
Sacramento County 300,000 Socromento Municipal District 1973 Scribo 500,000 Niooora Mohawk Power Co. me
Platteville 330,000 Public Service Co. of Colorado 1972 Rochester 420,000 Rochester Gos & Electric Co. 1969
Hbddom Neck 462,000 Conn. Yankee Atomic Power Co. 1967 Shorcham 523,000 Long Island lighting Co. 1973
Waterford No. 1 652,100 Northeast Utilities 1969 Lansing 829,000 New  York State Eieclric  & Gos Co. 1973
Waterford No. 2 
Turkey Point N o. 3

828,000
651,500

Northeast Utilities 
Florida Power & Light Co.

1974
1970

% * 1,115,000 Consolidated Edison Co-— Orange ond 
Rockland Utilities, Inc.

1973

Turkey Point N o. 4 651,500 Florida Power & Light Co. 1971 NORTH C A R O L IN A  Southport 821,000 Carolina Power ond Light Co. 1973
Red Level 825,000 Florida Power Corp. 1972 Southport 821,000 Caroline Power and Light Co. 1974
Hutchinson Island 800,000 Florida Power ond Light Co. 1973 * 821,000 Carolina Power ond Light Co. —
Boxley 786,000 Georgia Power Co. 1973 PEN N SY LV A N IA PeacH Bottom No* ) 40,000 Philadelphia Electric Co. 1966
Morris No. i 200,000 Commonwealth Edison Co. 1959 Peach Bottom No. 2 1,065,000 Philodelphio' Electric C o .. 1973
Morris N o. 2 715,000 Commonwealth Edison Co. 1968 Pecch Bottom Nlo. 3 1,065,000 Philociefohia Electric Co. 1973
Morris N o. 3 715,000 Commonweolth Edison Co. 1969 « 1,065,000 Philadelphia Electric Go. 1975
Zion N o. I 1,050,000 Commonwealth Edison Co. 1972 * 1,065,000 Philadelphia Electric Co. 1977
Zion N o. 2 1,050,000 Commonwealth Edison Co. 1973 Shippingport 90,000 Duquesne Light Co. 1957

Quad C ities No. 1 715,000 Cerrm. Ed. Co.—la .—Hi. Gas & Etec. Co. 1970 Shippingpart 783,000 Duquesne Light Co.—O hio  Edison Co. 1973

Quad C ities No. 2 715,000 Comm. cd. Co.—lo.—II!. Gas & Elec. Co. 1971 Three M ile  Island 831,000 Metropolitan Edison Co. 1971
Burns Harbor 515,000 Northern Indiana Public Service Co. 1970 * 1,052,000 Pennsylvania Power and Light 1975

Cedar Rapids 537,600 Iowa Electric Light and Power Co. 1973 . * 1,052,000 Pennsylvania Power and Light 1977

Wiscasset 790,000 Maine Yonkee Atomic Power Co. 1972 . SOUTH C A R O L IN A Hartsvllle 663,000 Carolina Power £•. Light Co. 1970
Lusby 800,000 Baltimore Gas ond Electric Co. ' 1973 Lake Keowee No- 1 841,100 Duke Power Co. 1971
Lusby 800,000 Baltimore Gas and Electric Co. 1974 Loke Keowee No. 2 841,100 Duke Power Co. 1972
Rowe 175,000 Yonkee Atomic Electric Co. 1960 Lake Keowee No. 3 841,100 Duke Power Co. 1973
PiymoutH 625,000 Boston Edison Co. 1971 SOUTH D AKO TA Sioux Foils 58,500 Northern Stotes Power Co. 1964
Big Rock Point 70,300 Consumers Power Co. 1962 TEN NESSEE Daisy 1,125,000 Tennessee V a lle y  Authority 1973
South Haven 700,000 Consumers Power Co. 1969 Daisy 1,125,000 Tennessee Vo lley  Authority 1974
Logoono Beach 
Lagoono Beach

60,900
1,100,000

Detroit Edison Co. 
Detroit Edison Co.

1963
1974

VERM O N T Vernon 513,900 Vermont Yonkee N uclear Power 
Corp.—Green M t. Power Corp.

1970

Bridgman 1,060,000 Indiana & Michigan Electric Co. 1972 V IR G IN IA Hog Island 783,000 Virginio Electric 6 Power Co. 1971
Bridgman 1,Q5<$,000 Indiana & Michigan Electric Co. 1973 Hog island 783,000 Virginio Electric & Power Co. 1972
Midland 
M idland 
Elk •River

685,000 Consumers Power Co, 1974 Louisa County 800,000 Virg in ia Electric & Power Co. 19 74
635,000

22,000
Consumers Power Co.
Rural Cooperative Power Assoc.

1975
1962

W A S H IN G T O N Richland 790,000 Washington Public Power Supply System 1966

1967'M onlicello 471,700 Northern States Power Co. 1970 W IS C O N S IN Genoa 50,000 Doirylond Power Cooperative

Red W ing N o .. ! 530,000 Northern States Power Co. 1972
Two Creeks N o . 1 454,600 Wisconsin Michigan Power Co. 1970

Red W ing N o. 2 530,000 Northern States Power Co. 1974 Two Creeks N o . 2 454,600 Wisconsin Michigan Power Co. 1971

Fort Calhoun 
Brcwnvi lie

457,400
778,000

Omaha Public Power District 
Consumers Public Power District ond

1971
T972

Carlton ■ 527,000 Wisconsin Public Service Co. 1972

Iowa Power and Light Co.



plants.will be spaced at. approximately two-year intervals, with commitment 

of the first as early as 1970. Each of these plants is expected to have a 

capacity of 300 - 500 Mwe. The AEC is presently seeking Congressional 

authorization to initiate this year an effort ieading to the first demonstration 

plant.



II, p l a n n in g

The year 1968 produced significant accomplishments toward 

the realization of the LMFBR as a commercial power source in the U .S . 

Since our last meeting a year ago, the LMFBR Program Plans have been 

completed and implementation of the Plans has begun.

The LMFBR Program Plans are national in scope. The plahs 

address the key problem areas and provide courses of actions and 

possible alternatives for their resolution. The plans are bas^d on the 

belief that a systematic, engineering approach will be needed to achieve 

the successful introduction of the liquid-metal fast breeder reactor into 

the utility environment in the U .S . It is recognized that the first editioft 

of the plans is only one of a series of steps that will be needed.

The plans will be aggiressively prosecuted in a disciplined 

manner. Emphasis will be placed upon the development and application 

of adequate quality-assurance procedures throughout all phases of the 

program and insistance upon adherence to the highest possible standards 

of engineering and workmanship.

The LMFBR Program Plans consist of an overall plan and nine 

other technical elements as shown below:

I. WASH-1101, Overall Plan 6. WASH-1106, Core Design

2. WASH-1102, Plant Design 7. WASH-1107, Fuels &
Materials

3. WASH-1103, Components: ' i
8. WASH-1108, Fuel Recycle

4. WASH-1104, Instrumentation &
Control 9. WASH-1109;, Physics

5. WASH-1105, Sodium Technology 10. WASH-1110, Safety

The overall plan summarizes the other nine elements, treats some 

problems common to all elements, and discusses overall program



goals* and the approach to achieving a competitive and self-sustaining 

industry. The other elements describe, for a specific area of technology, 

the technical objectives, scope, and course of action for .the research 

and development programs that are needed to develop the LMFBR.

The pians were developed by the LMFBR Program Office at the 

Argonne National Laboratory with the assistance and advice of industry, 

national laboratories, and other specialized groups, The Program Office . 

is staffed by a group of about 45 senior personnel who have had extensive 

experience in the various disciplines in the LMFBR field.

The plans were completed in August 1968 and widely dissemin

ated to all likely participants in the program. In addition to the AEG, 

related government agencies and the national laboratories, the plans were 

distributed to numerous industrial and research organizations, universities, 

and electric utilities. Many sets were made available through U .S . re

presentatives to interested organizations overseas. To encourage industrial 

involvement, in the program, a presentation seminar was sponsored by the 

Program Office at Argonne National Laboratory on October 23 - 24, 1968.

* The Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor (LMFBR) Program has been assigned 
the highest priority in the Atomic Energy Commission’s broader program for 
the development of civilian nuclear power. The primary objective of the 
civilian power reactor development program in the United States is wide- 
spread use of nuclear energy for the production of heat and electricity with 
full exploitation'of the-energy available in our resources of uraniwm and 
thorium. The AEC’s objective also includes fostering the development of 
a self-sufficient and competitive nuclear industry. ''The need for:& power. •; 
reactor that can fully and economically exploit the energy reserves contained 
in uranium and thorium was recognized in the "Civilian Nuciear Power— A 
Report to the President— 1962" which stated;

"The overall objective of the Commission's nuclear power L . 
program should be to foster and support the growing use of 
nuclear energy, and importantly to guide the program in such . 
directions as to make possible the exploitation of the vast 
energy resources latent in the fertile materials uranium-238 
and thorium



The seminar attracted more than 260 representatives from about 75 organiza

tions . Each element of the plan was described, key problem areas were 

discussed, and courses of action to resolve these difficulties were 

presented.

The Program Office will continue to improve and periodically 

update the plan and to assist the AEG in the broad area of program planning.

' — 9 "



The LMFBR Program is-currently focused upon, the development of 

satisfactory fuels and materials, the construction of a fuels and materials irrad

iation facility (FFTF), the development of components including adequate test 

facilities, and the preparation for-near-term demonstration plants. The specific 

accomplishments and events in the R&D program during the past year are des

cribed in the following paragraphs using the format of the Program Plan.

A. Plant Design

Since our last meeting our plan for plant development has been 

further developed. The 1000-Mwe LMFBR Follow-On Study program essentially

has been completed and the highlights of the work released. Activities such as
/

this will provide much of the understanding of the needs of the LMFBR, The 

industry-financed program to study demonstration plants has quickened, particu

larly in light of the AEC*s issuance of the plans and their recent decision to 

" implement in FY-70 the first phase of the LMFBR demonstration plant program. 

The conceptual design of the Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF) was selected and 

the preliminary design has been initiated. The EBR~-.II operated as a fuels test 

facility with an improved plant factor. The repairs to the Enrico Fermi plant 

have proceeded well and its return to operational status is expected in 1969 „ 

Four major meetings devoted to or featuring LMFBRs were held.

The plan for the development of plant-design technology and the 

construction of demonstration plants is described in WASH-1102, LMFBR Pro

gram Plan — Plant Design. The approach to be used consists of:

IE. R&D PROGRAM
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(1) Development of a thorough understanding of LMFBR target 

plant* design technology# engineering considerations, and related R&D  require

ments —  through AEC-funded studies

(2) Investigation of demonstration plant** concepts and identifica

tion of related R&D  requirements —  through industry-funded activities

(3) Identification of other R&D needed to support the Program —  

through industry- or AEG “funded activities, as appropriate

(4) Construction of demonstration plants — as jointly funded : ) ;

ventures by AEC and industry

Figure 5 illustrates the approach summarized above.

The LMFBR Program will be guided by design studies of target 

plants with capacities of 1000-Mwe or greater,: These studies will identify 

features, problems, and design alternatives of 1000-Mwe units that appear 

to be potentially attractive for further development. The studies are financed 

by the AEC and performed by five major reactor,manufacturers: Atomics 

International, Babcock & Wilcox, Combustion Engineering, General Electric, 

and Westinghouse Electric. Each has developed a 1000-Mwe reference plant 

concept and performed extensive parametric studies and trade-off evaluations. ’

The reference plant concepts derived from this program are considered the.

target plants toward which cur current program is directed.

; ; v

* A target plant is a commercially competitive LMFBR central-station power 
plaryl: for use in the utility environment. A lOOO^Mwe capacity was established 
as a ground rule for the 1962-1964 AEC-sponsored Large.Fast Reactor Design 
Study. At the time, the LWRs being committed were chiefly about 500 Mwe, 
and plants of 700 to 800 Mwe were being considered seriously.

** An LMFBR demonstration plant is a sodium-cooled, fast breeder reactor 
facility, with an electric capacity of 300 - 500 M we, and designed, con
structed, and operated as a central-station plant in a utility system to demon
strate technical and economic aspects of a future nuclear facility of the same 
general type.
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Three of the five reactor manufacturers, in conjunction with utility 

groups, are currently funding the study of conceptual designs of demonstration 

plants that are intended for early commitment. The makeup of these demonstra

tion plant studies is shown in Table 1. Only fragmentary details of these plants 

have been published. However, because this work is being done simultaneously 

and in parallel with the AEC’s 1000-Mwe studies, the designs of the demonstra

tion plants should bear a close resemblance in many respects to the reference 

designs of the large, 1000-Mwe target plants,. This is borne out by some of the 

early results that were presented at the National Topical Meeting on Fast 

Reactors in San Francisco in April 1967. Some pertinent design parameters 

taken from these papers are shown in Table 2.

The LMFBR Program encourages the cross-fertilization of technology 

between groups developing basic technology with AEC funds and those develop

ing applied technology with industrial funds.

The major results of the 1000-Mwe Follow-On program were des

cribed at the International Conference on Sodium Technology and Large Fast 

Reactor Design at Argonne National Laboratory on November 7 - 9, 1968.*

Table 3 summarizes many of the significant plant parameters and features.

Two manufacturers selected the pool-type primary system; one using a hot-cell, 

with refueling through an open reactor vessel, the other an under-the-plug 

refueling system similar to the EBR-II. Three manufacturers selected the loop- 

type primary system; one using a hot-cell for refueling, the other two using 

the through-the-plug technique. Steam conditions are 2400 psig and 900°F or 

950°F, usually with reheat. Net plant efficiency varied only slightly from

* The proceedings of:this conference are to-be'issued as report ANL-7S20, with 
publication scheduled for about June 1969.
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Table 1

Current Industrial Prc-jraws for Oemoristotion Plants

Reactor Designer
Genera! Electric General Electric VVestinghou.se . . Atomics .(ntcrnstional

Participants
.......... .............. ............

Commonwealth Edison Co. 
Detroit Edison Co.
Duke Power Co.
Pacific Gas and Electric Co. 
Southwest Atomic Research 

Assoc. - .

Empire State Atomic Develop
ment Assoc. (ESADA)

Group of utility companies 
(25 max.)

CoiTuTtonvveaUVi Edison Co.
Detroit Edison Co.
Duke Power Co.
Houston Lighting, and Power Co. 
Monongahela Power Co. 
Northeast Utilities 
Potomac Edison Co.
South Carolina Electric and 

Oas Co.
West Penn Power Co.

General Public Utilities

Program Scope
Prepare a preliminary de
sign of a 500-Mwe prototype 
reactor system including:
a. System design
b. Equipment specifications
c. Safety criteria
d. Capital and fuel-cycle 

costs.
(This effort complements the 
GE-ESAOA effort)

Prepare and perform an R&D
program in the areas of:
a. Mechanical design of fuel 

assemblies
b. Fuel-loading and -unloading 

systems
c. Instrumentation to monitor 

reactor cooling conditions
d. Standby control systems
e. Steam generator

■ (This effort complements the '
GE-utility design study)

Development of a demonstration 
plant concept and the prepara
tion of a proposal for consider
ation by the participants.

Performance of a test pro
gram for a demonstration 
plant and preparation of a 
concept proposal.

Program Goal *

Development of a thorough 
understanding of the dem
onstration plant and its 
many facets. A proposal is 
not contractually involved.

Resolution of key problem 
.. areas is .anticipated, The 

participant has the right of 
first refusal on construction 
of a demonstration plant.

Development of a thorough 
understanding by each partici
pant of the demonstration plant 
and its problems. A definitive 
plant concept will be developed. 
Each of the participants has 
the option to accept or reject 
for construction.

Development and performance 
of a test program te resolve 
outstanding questions con
cerning a breeder system.. 
Plant designed in study will 
be for construction by par
ticipants if it is satisfactory 
and will fit into AEC 
program.

Schedule
Program began in March 
1967 and is scheduled to 
be completed by about 
March 1969.

Program began in August 
1967 and is scheduled to be 
completed by August 197C.
In 1970 participant will, have 
the option to construct the 
breeder plant preps red dur
ing the study.

Program began in mid-1967 
and is scheduled to be com
pleted by July 1970. At that 
time, the participants ere 
expected to exercise the 
right of acceptance or re
fusal of the plant.

Program began in October 
1967. '  Program is scheduled 
to provide sufficient informa
tion to, permit a design in 
1970 on construction of a 
350- to 500-Mwe breeder 
system. .
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lablc 2

D<?ilon Ĝar̂-s'̂n
Atoi'ics International C<r.sfj! £t«Jric V/C'itlr.ghrj-:.." . tahioci: £ V.itc'*

fiSXX
fc'st eltcirfci! » ) 310 xs-m- 350
Total th irf.j! fti.'.i! 1250 750 575-675 . 900
Cere fracti-.'n C.W 0.84 O.W ■ ■

Genera! Cf-a-srti risiscs :
Turbine tr-at rati (Stu/fcwhi - S010 S2I.C-S170 .
Kat station tie s 'o ii (Stiitahi •6BJ 82S S7ai-£7SO -
Ne! station efficiency iV: <1 41.25 39,?-H3 39
Prinsry-systen t>ps L«p Pfcol Loop Pw!
Steaii! cycls Condensing rehM J. .Condensing reiijat Moisture, Mjjjratwn r ; .

” fiear:kr intei.'siittet .. 76WIC60 eoo.'iioj 7X/97S to 7S»I0» 750,’1050
1HX tic-ciri;ry) ir'et/ou!!?! 700f9K 700?1«0 634:941 to M5'«0 ■
Steacs gsrwrjtsr (steam side) 

in lit’Cut!e!-refte:\: ; 4?0'«5f555 6>‘.'#33/- to 6-»:?CS'-

FtoRate , 
Primary ccetmi'lx? 16.5 9.39 12.5-15.2 11.2
Secondary cM'snncap 10.5 t.V 10 5-17.3 -
Steanv-tuiiine into! 175 2.22 10-1.2 .
Steam reheat 3.40 2.05 -

Ruiatw of loops 
Prircary/suMndary 3f3 3f3 2/2 ■ 3.3

Steam Pressure
roffcine infst'rsheat fpsia/psil mu- msws ' - - :

Component Characteristics
Reactor vessel ■ 

Diameter (fit 24 10,8 9.8
Heigh! fftl . . . SO- - 36.2 9.4
Material - - 304 S5 . 304 SS

m
KarceWr tfti
Uffgth m>
Materia#
M$3Mrsnsfer area (sq ft)

Type

cm
tengfh (ft)
Material
Number
hve

Pimps
Primary

Material
Number
Type
Rs’̂ nj ttihp) 

Secondary 
Material 
Sunier 
Tw»s
Rating ftftpl 

Refueling 
Type

3
Shell and tut»

2-1/4 Cr-1 Mo 
3 Sanies. 22/194 

Oncf-Uifoujh Inoiuhrl 
tvaijora'.or/siipirhfcjisr/rfrhsjter

Free-surfaa contrifujal 
3530

Free-surface centrifugal 
2810

Undcr-the-ptao 
In- and ex-core machine

Shell and tut«

Oncr*:hrough
ewaporator/superheater/reheater

Electrical suir.p-typs centrifugal

Electrical sump-type centrifugal

Hot cei!.- inert ainospfiere 
Transfer machine

7.5 
30.3 

JM  SS 
13.700 

2
Shell and TuS,

9,2
30

\ 304 55 
36.230 

3
Shell and Tate

1 3
Once-thrwjh single unit Once-through single unit

304 SS 
2

free-surtace centrifugal

304 SS 
2

Frte-surface centrifugal

Ho! cell: inert atmosphere 
Transfer machine

OwWs-sucSion centrifucal

Uridsr-the-ptuj 
Operates under plug

, fissile fkg) 
Fo*er density, avg Ikw.Mitert 
Specific js»«r ii.vftg!
Fuel rains fta/tti 
Surnup, tarja! f.V,.vdm 
Fuel density (51 
fnrichrer-.; ft)
Breeding ratio 
DouMing tine tyri

- 46 . •

'
39 - -

1260 775 565 u »
500 310 " 566-652 346
890 820 1018-1154 750
15 15.2 H6-17-! 8.9

75,000 100.»» 100.000 70,000
80 90 90 87

13.1-17,9 16 14.7 143
i.3 1.2 1.3 1.3
13 IS 10 -
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Table 2 (Cont)

C es g n  O rssnia& >f<

P j r a r t t i/ S Atc.-r.fc* M e n u t i x u i ' Csr.t’ ra l £ l:c iric IV js tis sto iise t e c c *  & V .iitM

$ & & £ £ £ £ £ £ &  

6 i3 r t i ‘ ; r  ((:> i J S i S 4.3 6.7
H iijfc t K ii 4.17 3 2.5 2.6
UO ti'.h 0.72 0.54 o . » 11. 33*
Vatu.Ms (tite rs ) 2240 2020 ! t r » 2630

•fuel t y i »to . «.* turf ISSiTtJiM U O j -P u O ;  pressuf t,  sTnte.-*l pellets liC b -P u O j  ;re s s «d  I  s in icrtd  pclifls ( U - P u K  fil le ts -
!56 m 37 173

t o .  o ' e!*r.«.-.'.i.'as5im u !y 217 - 3% 257
xstel t o .  ef X M t « 14.652 38f i X
fu e l  p d is l Co J .-i .l 0.215 - 0.2« -

fu e l c liK O r.t  0 3  ( In . ) 0.2} 0.230 0 .3CQ 0.239
P ltchto isiJsier fa ils - • 1.29 t n
Cfedirj fM c lrtiS s  f in .) ao is ' 0.015 0.012 0.016

C ls -K in j  w t o . - i i i 304 S S 314 S S 314 SS 304 o r 3 )6  SS

f u r l  c lw n n s i across flats ( in . ) 5.37 4125 8.064 5.366

C e n tra l Rods 

Hufflter i i 13 Shta » 15

Sl!t> ( i n . )
12 scram 
U O t e „ 5.387 across fists

M dieria l U 84C Il *  84C
genk#J_

In s ito  d iir .w ts r f in .) m * 80.7

J t i l r t n « s  ( in . ) I t* « . 0M 15.6

t o .  o l i » e r , . U ie s 24 180

h i. o ! d e n t r .t s / r o a a H y . 124 127
Total Ito. o '  e !sr.* ,its - 2976 22,860

M a n le t  t l t r . t . H  0 0  ( in . ) & <S4 0 .0 0 0.410

P ilc W J ii -V 'te r  n ! i » - LIS 1.03

C b & in g  th ickness ( in . ) 0.050 0X 14 0020

K i n i o t  l y n tupiste! u Depleted U  <0. 3* -
C la S f in ; m aterial 304 SS 316 S S 316 S S 3K  S S

Axia l
lh ic t n js s  f in .1 12 IS 15 16

•WlWrt t»» values a t t  i t t h e  first represents the Initial core operation.



SOME DESIGN PARAMETERS AND PLANT FEATURES OF REFERENCE PLANTS

Table 3

FROM THE IQOO-Mwe FOLLOW-ON STUDIES

(Reported at the International Conference on Sodium Technology and Plant Design)

Parameter or Feature
General
Electric

Westinghouse
Electric

Babcock & 
Wiicox

Atomics
International

Combustion 
Engineer irtq

Power,

\ >

&ei electrical (Mwe) IQ10 1055 -100.8 1002 1000

Total thermal (Mwt) ' 2417. 2600 2450 2400 2465,. / ....

Core fraction — 0.92 (EOL)

General Characteristics

Net station, heat rate (Stu/Kwh) 8192 3 8411 8281 817S ' 841 b

Net station efficiency (%}._ 41.7 '40.6 41.2 41.7 40.6

Primary, system type Pool Loop Pool Loop Loop

Number of loops, primary/secondary 3/3 2/2 6/3 3/3 . ' —

;- ,Steam cycle condensing
reheat

moisture separation condensing
reheat

condensing reheat --

’ Kiftd'of turbine • tandem-
compound

- — tandem-compound tandem-compound

Temperature (F)

.Reactor inlet/outlet / eio/liso 770/1000 800/1100 780/1140 797/1095

IHX (secondary) inlet/’outlet 646/1071 640/966 700/1000 670/1070

Steam generator (steam side) 
L in-Iet/outlst/reheat

480/950/950 500/900/— 484/950/950 478/1000/1000 — /900/~ "

Flow Rates (lb/hr x 10 ~6)
,  v . ,,

Primary coolant/loop 26.87 ■ 63.7' 15.45 25.2 94,0 total a] 
loops



Table 3 (Cont)

Secondary coolant/loop 

Steam-turbine inlet 

Steam reheat

Steam Pressure (psia)

Turbine inlet/reheat

Core Factors

Fuel inventory, fissile (Kg)
239, 241

Power density, avg (Kw/liter)

Specific power, U  + Pu, avg (Kw/Kg)

Fuel rating, avg/peak (Kw/ft)

Burnup target, avg, (Mwd/T)

Fuel density (%)

Enrichment, Zone 1/Zone 2 (%)

Breeding ratio

Doubling time (yrs)

Specific power, fissile, avg (Kw/Kg)

Doppler coefficient (T )

Na Void, core plus axial blanket ($)

Core Parameters 

Diameter (in.)

Height (in.)

Parameter or Feature
General
Electric

21.41

7.27

6.56

2400/540

1624

~604

157

100,000

85

10.73/13.45

1.4

7.75

1304

-0.Q037

2.24

97.4

30

Westinghouse
Electric

44.5

9.81

2400/—

588

166

18 .5/39 .2

100,000

20.5/25.0/--

1.33

14

-0.00243

0.51

Four Module Core
46.7

39.2

* Total in-pile ani out-cy pile.

Babcock &  Atomics Combustion
Wilcox International Engineering

30 .9 . 22.56

7.35 6.85

6 .9  6^4

2400/540 2400/S 15 2400/—

2770 2830 3560*

365.8 —  608

99 114 122

8 .7 /1 5 .4  — /IS  2 9 .5 /43 .5

100,000 67,000 100,000

85 85 99

11.6 —  10.13/12.05

1.36 1.37 1.50

10.4 9 6.99

880

-0.005 —  -0.0042

7.5  core only —  3.90

121 —  106.4

34.7  43 24



Table 3 (Cont)

Parameter or Feature

L /D  ratio 

Volume (liters)

Fuel type

No. of fuel assemblies 

No, of elements/assembly 

Total no. of elements 

Fuel pellet O D  (in.) -

Fuel element OD  (in.) 

Pitch/diameter ratio 

Cladding thickness (in.) 

Gladding material 

Fuel channel across flats {in.)' 

Fuel element type

General 
'Electric '

0.308 

3660 

(U, Fu)02

0.2S

1.20

0 .010

5.67 HEX

Gas bonded, 
vented

Westinghouse 
Electric ...

0.84

4415
CrgjCg mod (U,Pu)C

244

168

40,992 

0.246 

0.302 - 

1,24 

0.012 

316 SS 

5,29 SQ 

Na bonded, vented

Babcock & 
Wilcox

. Atomics 
International

Combustion
Engineering

0.29 —  0.226

6516 —  / 3500

U 0 2-Pu02 U 0 2-Pu02 PuC - UC

288 274 219

331 217 163

95,328 59,458 35,697

0.350

0.280 0.30 0.40

1.20 —  1.128

0.010. — 0.011

304 SS 304 or 316 316 SS

6.45 HEX 5,323 HEX 6.527 Dia + Flutes

Gas bonded, Gas bonded* Sodium bonded,
vented non-vented vented



41 percent* Core designs varied considerably. Two designs employed spoiled 

geometries for safety reasons —  one consisted of 4 modules with an L /D  of 

0 .84 , the other used a high-leakage, pancake geometry with an L /D  of 0 ,23. 

The remaining designs had L/Ds ranging between 0.29 to 0.405, In general, 

1300°F was considered as an upper limit for the peak clad temperature with 

mixed-mean coolant temperatures from the reactor ranging from 1000 to 1150°F. 

The fuel is either mixed oxides or mixed carbides, with peak fuel ratings of 

about 16 Kw/ft for oxides and 40 Kw/ft for carbides. Bumup goals are, in most 

instances, 100,000 Mwd/T average. Cooling of the reactors is accomplished 

with multiple primary and secondary loops.

The Program Plan calls for these studies to be augmented with 

certain of the concepts to be investigated in greater depth. The new studies 

will concentrate on the reactor plant, placing special emphasis on the primary 

system, the refueling system, and transient performance and safety analyses. 

Some work has been authorized and contractor selection is now in progress.

Last April the Edison Electric Institute (EEI) published a Fast 

Breeder Reactor Report which gave the results of a comprehensive review and 

assessment of the status and development needs of fast reactors. The report 

found a quickening of the pace of fast breeder reactor development and a 

strong incentive for the electric utility industry to participate in this develop

ment. The report encourages the utility industry to support these findings.

It recommends that at least two 300- to 500-Mwe LMFBR demonstration plants 

be constructed during the early 1970s, with firm commitment of at least one 

plant by about 1970.

The planned schedule for the commitment of demonstration plants 

is shown in Figure 6. As shown, the plan considers three demonstration 

plants for commitment at intervals starting as early as 1970.
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The AEG- and industry-financed programs are expected to intensify 

in light of the recent AEC decision to seek authorization to implement this year 

a $4 million first phase of the demonstration plant program.

Currently, the AEC's principal plant project is the Fast Flux'Test 

Facility. The results from the FFTF project will contribute to all aspects of 

the LMFBR Program. Many FFTF requirements are as demanding as those for 

LMFBR central-station power plants. The project will help develop and con

solidate technical knowledge and industrial capability. It will make substantial 

contributions to the development of LMFBR specifications, codes and standards, 

and quality-assurance procedures. Rigorous procedures have been instituted to 

assure that systematic and disciplined engineering practices are followed.

High standards are being set for all phases of development, design, construc

tion, inspection, test, and operation and the best technical competence and 

the strongest possible management have been sought.

Operating and construction experience with fast reactors has been 

acquired with EBR-II, Enrico,Fermi, and SEFOR. EBR-II ha>s operated satis

factorily at 50 Mwt; up 5 Mwt from its previous operating power level. The 

gross thermal power generated during 1968 was 171,899,000 Kwh. A plant- 

capacity factor of about 56% is reported for the last quarter. Some minor 

operating difficulties occurred and were successfully resolved. Some fission 

gas leakage from experimental and one driver fuel assemblies occurred with 

only minor inconvenience to reactor operation, The anomalous changes in the 

reactor-power coefficient of reactivity reported last year have been investi

gated and are believed due to the replacement of the original inner blanket 

assemblies with reflector assemblies made completely of stainless steel. Re

moval of the stainless steel units and return to the original core configuration
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has reestablished approximately the original values and characteristics of the 

power coefficient.

If all goes well, the Enrico Fermi plant should return to operational 

status this year. The recovery operation has proceeded exceptionally well and 

the objects causing flow blockage have been removed from the coolant inlet 

plenum. All three steam generator units have been repaired and are considered 

operational.

The construction of SEFGR is complete. The reactor is in a preoper- 

ational checkout status. Permission to operate to a level of 1 Mwt has been 

announced.

The ZPPR is complete and should be operational at or about the time 

of this meeting.

Four technical meetings, national or international in scope, were 

held during the past year. The National Topical Meeting on Fast Reactor Sys

tems, Materials and Components was held in Cincinnati, Ohio, April 2 - 4 ,

1968. This meeting and the International Conference on Spdium Technology 

and Large Fast Reactor Design, held in November at Argonne National Laboratory, 

were exclusively directed at the LMFBR. Fast reactor sessions were featured 

in the Institute of Electronic and Electric Engineers meeting in Montreal, Canada 

in June and the International Conference sponsored by the American Nuclear 

Society and the Atomic Industrial Forum in Washington, D. C . in November,

1968.

B. Components

The development of components is receiving increasing emphasis. 

During the past year, contracts have been negotiated for the development of 

steam generators, intermediate heat exchangers, piping, and valves. Repairs



after a suitable period of time. Three identical in-vessel systems are used —  

each servicing one-third of the core.

A new fuel-transport facility has been designed and fabricated to 

replace the original cask car at Fermi. The new equipment separates into 

modular subsystems the important functions of fuel transfer that interact for 

the transfer of fuel between the Reactor Building and Fuel and Repair Building. 

Acceptance testing of key equipment items has been completed at Fermi.

Completion of the SEFOR fuel-handling tests has established the 

feasibility of the hot-cell approach to reactor refueling. The success of the 

test program has attracted the interest of other plant designers in the possible 

use of this approach to future LMFBR power plants.

3. Piping. A guide for the design of LMFBR piping has been started. 

The guide will cover piping analysis, design, specifications, fabrication, 

quality assurance, and inspection.

4* Pumps, Seals, and Bearings. About two years ago the AEG 

contracted with Byron Jackson and Westihghouse Electric to develop large 

sodium pumps for use in the LMFBR. The first phase comprised design analy

ses, parametric studies, problem identification, the conceptual design of

60,000 gpm pumps for a 350 ft. head, and the definition of associated devel

opment needs. This phase is complete. The second phase, which has been 

initiated, consists of the definitive design and fabrication of pumps, leading 

to their test in the Sodium Pump Test Facility (SPTF). Two pumps will be 

included —  a low capacity, high head pump similar to those needed for the 

FFTF, and a larger capacity pump of 60,000 gpm.

Special emphasis is being given to the development of shaft seals 

and sodium bearings. The construction of a facility for testing shaft' seals was



completed this past year. The facility consists of two rigs: one for testing 

oil-typ© seals, and the other for testing gas-type seals. Seals for the'FFTF 

pumps will be tested first, followed by seals for 60,000 gpm pumps.

5. Vessels. The principal reactor vessel work underway is the 

design of the vessel'for FFTF. A variety of vessel’ concepts has been studied 

and a firm concept is anticipated soon, .

Considerable interest is developing in non-destructive techniques 

for the in-service inspection of vessels and other equipment. Acoustic- 

emission methods are being developed.

6* Sodium-Water Reactions . The investigation of a small leak 

of water into sodium is continuing. Based upon the metallurgical examination 

of 26 tubes of 2-1/4 Croloy, 8 tubes of Incoloy 800, and 4 tubes of stainless 

steel whose wastage patterns and rates were considered representative* it . 

was concluded that: (1) metal removal was by abrasive, erosive attack; and 

(2) both Incoloy 800 and the stainless steels (Types 304 and 321) showed 

greater resistance to wastage than the Croloy. It is planned to conduct sev

eral tests this year using water-injection rates larger than 0.01 lb/sec, with 

some approaching 1 lb/sec. A literature survey and evaluation was made of 

small Na-HgO reactions. The survey showed that no significant wastage has 

ever been reported for tests in the U .S . involving large leakage rates. In 

contrast, significant wastage was observed in the UKAEA’s NOAH tests * The 

evaluation concluded that, in every U .S . case, water or steam injection 

continued after most of the sodium was flushed out, while; in the NOAH 

tests, water injection was terminated earlier. A topical report on the survey 

will be issued soon. :
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The LMFBR Program Plan has given greater visibility to the needs 

and programs for the development of instrumentation and control. Application 

to LMFBRs will encounter new or more difficult environmental and functional 

problems. For example, fast reactor flux ranges from startup to full power are 

greater than are required for LWRs; coolant temperatures are higher, ranging 

to 1200*F (1400°F for FFTF closed loops); and the coolant is non-transparent 

to the human eye. Each of these conditions imposes proMemsi.lthatrequire’devel

opment work before the LMFBR can be commercialized. New techniques or 

devices may be required to resolve them.

- 1. Facilities. A number of facilities are needed for the devel

opment of instrumentation and controls. Facilities are being built at the LMEC 

for the test, calibration, and standardization of instruments. These facilities 

will accommodate instruments for measuring coolant conditions of temperature, 

flowrate, pressure, level, and purity, and for measuring the strain of structural 

materials —  all at conditions of interest to the LMFBR Program.: Other facilities, 

particularly in the national laboratories, are being made available to develop 

instruments for measuring fuel temperature, fuel-element fission-gas pressure, 

fuel-assembly coolant conditions, and to develop in-reactor electrical con

nectors and neutron sensors and associated circuitry. An instrument thimble 

in the EBR-II primary tank will be converted for testing neutron sensors to 1200°F. 

The design is currently underway. A computer center will be established at PNL 

for work on control systems with special emphasis upon FFTF for the immediate 

future. These facilities will be available to all participants in the program and 

are complemented by facilities owned by industrial participants in this work.

C. Instrumentation and Control



2. Sensors. The development of sensors is receiving considerable 

emphasis. Fission counters.for 1200°F service are needed. Fission counters 

rated at 11,00®F from three manufacturers have been tested out-of-reactor to 

1200°F with promising results. Commercial chambers have'also been tested in ' 

an EBR-H thimble at <•"> 120, 300, 500, and 700 °F with the reactor shut down.

Test results were satisfactory. After • 1 week operation at 700°F and during 

approach to full power (50 Mwt) following an unexpected shutdown, a malfunc

tion occurred. The cause is being investigated. Fission counters and compen

sated ion chambers using boron coatings rated at 1200°F with a 1400®F survival 

requirement will be tested as soon as thimble modifications are complete.

Permanent-magnet and eddy-current flowmeters for measuring 

coolant flow through FFTF fuel assemblies are being developed. Permanent- 

magnet flowmeters have been developed for use in instrumented fuel assemblies 

in SEFOR and EBR-II.

LMFBRs will require the measurement of sodium flow rates in piping 

greatly exceeding 18-inches. No experience exists for sodium flowmeters in 

piping of these diameters. Accordingly, f 1 ow- me a s urem ent techniques which 

are not unduly affected by pipe size are being investigated. Proof-of-principle 

has been shown for ultrasonic techniques. One technique measures the time 

difference of an ultrasonic sound pulse traveling an equal distance Upstream 

and downstream through the coolant. This time difference consists of flow 

measurement by analysis of the transit time of thermal eddies in the coolant.

This, method, is based on the fact that the mean-coolant temperature, from a heat 

exchanger varies with time in a random manner. A random but distinctive thermal 

pattern is created which persists for some distance down the pipe. Flow rate 

can be related to the time required for this thermal pattern to pass between two



points. This requires proper temperature-measuring devices at two locations 

in the pipe and suitable electronic circuitry. The circuitry must correlate the 

random temperature patterns in the coolant and measure the time difference 

for identical points in the pattern to pass between measurement stations. The 

method has been demonstrated in aqueous systems with accuracies of t, 1/2%.

3. Failed-EIement Detection and Location. The development of 

satisfactory failed-element detection and location systems is receiving a 

high priority. The cover-gas monitor and the delayed-neutron monitor systems 

for detecting a failed-fuel event in the EBR-II have successfully operated. 

Xenon-tagging methods are being investigated to assist in the location of a 

failed element. This technique consists of adding carefully controlled mix

tures of xenon isotopes to fuel elements during fabrication. A distinct ratio 

of isotopes is used in each assembly to be tagged. The feasibility of this . 

method has been experimentally demonstrated and is now required for all un

encapsulated fuel-irradiation experiments in EBR-II.

4. Miscellaneous. An ultrasonic technique for viewing under 

sodium is being developed. Proof-of-principle has been demonstrated. The 

specific application of this technique to fuel handling and reactor mainten

ance will be undertaken.

Work on signature analysis techniques is receiving increasing 

interest. This work is spurred by the need for better in-service inspection 

techniques and improved nondestructive testing methods.

Electronic circuitry for measuring neutron flux over a range of 10 

decades is under development. A 10-decade neutron monitor using low-temper- 

ature fission-counters is being tested in the EBR-II. Initial results have been 

satisfactory. These activities will be continued and expanded to include use of 

the monitor with higher temperature fission-counters as they become available.



D. Sodium Technology " '

The extensive AEG program in sod mm technology continued t© pro

duce information of direct application to the LMFBR Program during 1968:''The 

results are described in numerous periodical and topical reports. In addition, • 

two large meetings pertinent to this topic were held during this past year.''

(1) 1968 AEC Corrosion Symposium —  Battelle Memorial Institute,

Columbus, Ohio, May 6 - 8 ' !

(2) Inter hat i6hal Conference on Sodium Technology and Large • : 

Fast Reactor Design —  Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois, 

November 7- 9

1. Corrosion and Mass Transfer. A substantial part of the U . S', 

effort has been concerned with problems of the Compatibility of materials in a 

high-temperature sodium environment. Work in this area on iVbn-base alloys, ” 

which has been carried out by General Electric for nearly 10 years, continues 

to yield useful data. A summary of the results obtained in the earlier work was 

given at the IAEA Symposium on Alkali Metal Coolants held in Vienna,

November 28 - December 2, 1966.* In this program corrosion'and mass 

transfer have been studied in a series of nine pumped loops' made of Types 304 

and 316 stainless steel, Croloy (2-1/4 Cr - 1 Mo) and a 5% Cr - Oi.5% Mo - '

0 .5%  Ti ferritic steel, alone and in combination, for periods as long as 30,000 

hours. The results were subjected to detailed statistical analysis, arid were ‘ : 

expressed in a corrosion-rate equation which included the effects of tempera- 

ture, oxygen content, flow  velocity, geometric configuration, arid other ' ;‘J

factors. The continuation of this work in 1968 has focused on a'numBerof. ' ' '

* E .,L . Zebroski, R. S. Young,, F. A. Cornprelli, arid D . Dutina, Paper No, 
SM-85/28, p. .195 in Alkali Mfetal Coolants, IAEA (Vienna, 19-67).



interesting phenomena. The earlier work on the effect of flow velocity indica-

0 8
ted a v dependence. It has now been found that at higher flow rates, the

corrosion rate is independent of velocity/ as was suggested by British work.

The effect of heat flux on mass transfer is being investigated; work to date

has revealed no systematic differences at heat transfer rates of up to

2
500,000 Btu/hr. -ft , and work is continuing with much higher heat fluxes,

6 2
up to 10 Btu/hr.-ft . The program has been expanded to include some 

nickel-base alloys (Incoloy 800, for example) with possible application in 

secondary heat exchange systems, where resistance to corrosion by water 

as well as sodium is essential. Early results indicate a significant increase 

in corrosion rate with increasing nickel content.

2. Effects on Mechanical Properties. Extensive work on the 

alteration of mechanical properties by sodium has been carried out by the - 

MSA Corporation. In these studies, on both austenitic and ferritic alloys, 

the emphasis has been focused sharply on the effects of carbon transfer, 

which seems to be the principal factor in the observed changes in proper

ties. Initial test results were summarized in the 1967 IAEA Conference in 

Vienna.* Detailed studies have also been made on carbon transfer in ferritic 

alloys, and on the compositional and property changes accompanying this 

process for conventional alloys-, as well as some special materials suggested 

for their resistance to decarburization.

The General Electric program has' also included work (microprobe 

studies) on changes in composition and mechanical properties of various types 

of steel accompanying the process of corrosion by sodium,

* K. E. Horton, R. C . Andrews, R. C . Werner, and D. F« Atkins, Paper No. 
SM-85/33, p. 247, Alkali Metal Coolants, IAEA (Vienna, 1967).
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Because of the possibility that the stainless steels presently 

favored for sodium service may be limited by temperature or radiatiori-damage 

considerations, the behavior of refractory metal alloys in soditam is being ' 

investigated: namely, tantalum, niobium, vanadium, and cobalt-base alloys1’ 

in sodium-filled, stainless steel systems.

3. Impurity Monitors. The LMFBR Program has a strong commit

ment to develop continuous-reading, on-line, impurity-monitoring instrumenta

tion for the control of contaminants in sodium systems;' The solid-state 

electrolyte C^Og-doped ThC^) meter, originally suggested in the U .K , has 

developed into a very useful instrument. Improvements to it are being sought. 

This instrument has also assisted in the study of the nature of o:ky§en~contain- 

ing species in sodium.

An important accomplishment has been the development by UNC 

and application of a carbon meter, which depends on the permeation of carbon 

from sodium through a thin iron membrane. Similar work is in progress on the 

development of meters for hydrogen in sodium using the permeation principle, 

some in combination with electrochemical cell concepts. '

Components for sodium-cooled plants have naturally drawn a great 

deal of attention. Concepts for improving pluggihg-meter &ndcold-trap 

designs have developed from observations on precipitation processes in sodium, 

made at Los Alamos, in both experimental and analytical’studies',

4. Sodium Chemistry. With respect to more fundamental studies 

of sodium, some important discoveries should be mentioned. At GE, at leaist 

five different forms of carbon have been found to exist in sodium, explaining 

in part the "difficulty in identifying the carbon-bearing Species responsible for 

carbon transfer. Using isotopic tracer techniques, ANL has suggested that
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sodium acetylide, ^ ^ 0 2 ,  is the most important carbon carrier. Argonne has 

also found that NaCN has a surprisingly high solubility and stability in high- 

temperature sodium. During 1968, measurements of the solubility of nitrogen 

gas in sodium were completed; nitrogen dissolves in the diatomic form, and is 

not dissociated. The use of alkaline earth metals as soluble getters for 

oxygen in sodium has been subjected to new analysis and evaluation. Serious 

doubts have been raised about the use of this technique, which will be re

solved only by continuing work in this field.

E. Core Design

The AEC's LMFBR core design program for the past year has con

sisted of the conceptual design phase of the FPTF project arid the 1000-Mwe 

Follow-On Studies. In addition, three reactor manufacturers have been pre

paring conceptual designs for demonstration plants in the 300 - 500 Mwe size 

range.

The core design effort on. fast reactor concepts other than the 

LMFBR is small by comparison. All government- and privately-financed 

work on the steam-cooled fast reactor has been terminated.

Although none of the three major areas of LMFBR core design 

activity has reached a conclusive stage, certain design trends and problems 

are of interest.

1 • FFTF Core Design. The principal core design parameters 

of the FFTF conceptual design are given in Table 4. Of the many design features 

not yet firmly chosen, the following three are particularly important to the over

all LMFBR Program:

(1) Whether axial-motion restrictors are required in the mixed- 

oxide fuel elements



SUMMARY OF PRELIMINARY FFTF CHARACTERISTICS AND DATA

TABLE 4

General Plant Data ; '

Total power, initial (Mwt}
- ‘ 1' 9

Peak flux (n/cm /sec)

Core volume (liters)

Reactor coolant flow rate (lb/hr)

Reactor pressure drop,

Design maximum (psi)

Reactor bulk inlet/outlet temperature

Initial core (°F)

Design maximum (°F)

Core temperature rise average,

Initial/design maximum (°F)

Reactor Vessel 

Diameter (ft)

Height (ft)

Wall thickness (in.)

Wall fluence, total (nvt)

Material

Core Design

Core lattice positions

Driver fuel subassemblies 

Closed loops

In-core open test positions 

Peripheral control rods 

Equivalent core diameter (in.)

Active core height (in.)

Fuel pin heat transfer area (sq. ft.)

Core coolant velocity, maximum (ft/sec)

Driver Fuel

Fuel composition

Cladding material (

40°

7.3 x 10i5 

1025

1. 5 x 107 

100

600/900

900/1200

■300/400

- 1 8  

~ 5 1 

2

304 SS

91

73 ' "

6

3

15 

~ 4 7  

36 

2,.800 

30

20-30 vol % PuO, 
70-80 vol % U O ^

316 SS
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Linear heat-generation rate, average (Kw/ft) 7.85

Overpower factor 1.25

Engineering hot channel factor 1.13 to 1.25

Peak linear heat generation at overpower (Kw/ft) 18.0

Target burnup, average (Mwd/T, Metal) 45,000

Maximum fuel temperature (°F) 4,200

Fuel assembly length (ft) 14

Pin diameter (in.) 0.230

Spacer-wire diameter (in.) 0.056

Number of pins per assembly 217

Subassembly cross-section outside 
dimension (across flats, in.) 4.615

Lattice spacing (in.) 4.715

Duct-wall thickness (in.) 0.140

iics Data

Delayed neutron fraction 0.003

Neutron lifetime (sec.) 

Doppler, ( T )

3 .5 x 10~7 

-0.004

Power density (Mw/liter) 0,4

Power distribution (peak/average)

Radial 1.35

Axial 1.24

Total 1.68

Test Facilities 

Closed loops

Power handling capability (Mw)

Test flow rate (gai/min) 

Test-section outlet temperature (°F)

Test-section length (in.) 

Test-section diameter (in.)

Pump head, primary (lb/in."}
2

Test-section pressure drop, max. (lb/in. ) 

Material (in-core tube)

30 - 300

1400 (bypass 
flow permitted)

36

2.5

250

90

316 SS



In-core open test positions 

Power

Coolant-flow rate 

- Test-assembly length

'Test-assembly cross section 

Coolant

Heat Transport System 

Primary loops 

Number

Primary loop material 

Primary loop flow rate (per loop) (lb/hr) 

Primary pumps 

Number

Design pump head (ft)

Net positive suction head (ft)

Design temperature (°F)

Speed control

Motor power, brake/rated (HP) . 

Intermediate heat exchangers 

Number 

Type

LMTD, initial/ultimate (°F)

Capacity, initial/ultimate (Mw)

Same as driver 
fuel assembly

3

304 SS

5,0 x 106

3

500

43

1 0 5 0 ^

wound rotor motor 
with liquid rheostat

1655/3000 :

3

vertical shell and tube 

75/100 1 

133/177 -

(a)
Pump tank will be designed for 1200°F
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(2) Whether the fuel elements will be spaced and supported by a 

helical wire wrap or by intermittent grids

(3) How to design the system to assure core radial restraint

The first involves an issue of safety and operational reliability (repro

ducibility of the power coefficient). Experimental and analytical investigations 

are now in progress on the vulnerability of oxide to dry slumping mechanisms, the 

need to make mechanical provisions to limit molten slumping, and fuel-cladding 

mechanical interactions.

The other two items have assumed a greater importance in the past 

two years due to the discovery of irradiation™induced growth of stainless steel. 

Correlations of empirical data, and theoretical models to predict the magnitude 

of this effect, are becoming available in large numbers. Figure 7 is one such 

corrleation for the 450 - 550°C temperature range with combined 304 and 316 

stainless steel-data. The data are weighted in accordance with the reported or 

estimated accuracy of the measurements, which varies appreciably.

For the maximum design burnup of FFTF fuel elements (80,000 Mwd/T

2-5
corresponding to a fluence of ~ 1.5 x 10 J of E > 0.1 Mev), the designers 

believe that the fuel-element support system must be designed to accommodate 

about 3% A D /D . Perhaps half of this could be permitted by original clearances 

in a wire-wrapped fuel-element bundle. Out-of-pile tests have shown that the 

other half can be accommodated by deflection of the elements, which occurs 

preferentially to denting of the clad by the wire. A grid design, which could 

permit the entire 3% diametral growth without introducing bending stresses, is 

being developed as an alternative approach .

Accommodating volumetric growth of stainless steel in the design of 

the core radial support is seen as an even more challenging problem. Several - 

concepts are being studied.
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2* Large Plant Core Designs. The 1000-Mwe Follow-On design 

program is still in progress but some of the interim reference parameters are 

summarized in Table 3. Of the five industrial contractors participating, three 

have chosen oxide, and two have chosen carbide. All have studied the alter

native fuel in limited depth. Four of the five use vented fuel elements, though 

even the fifth acknowledges the attractiveness of fission-gas venting-as a 

long-range objective.

In contrast to the 1963 - 65 round of ZOGO-Mwe design studies

where three of the five participants used moderator materials in or near the

core to enhance Doppler feedback, only one employs moderator in the present

239
studies. The developments on the Pu a value are responsible for a loss 

of interest in spectrum-softening features. Also in contrast to previous 

studieswhere all contractors adopted a spoiled geometry to avoid a posi

tive sodium-void coefficient, only two contractors have taken a deliberate 

economic penalty to avoid this problem in the Follow-On studies.

Four contractors arrange fuel elements on a triangular pitch in a 

fuel assembly with solid walls; the fifth employs a square pitch with an open 

assembly. • ;

An average fuel burnup of 100,000 Mwd/T is assumed by most 

participants. Implicit in achieving this, is the assumption that fuel elements 

will operate passively under failed conditions for an extended period of time 

(residence times of up to three years are involved). This has yet to be clearly 

demonstrated for oxide or.any other suitable LMFBR fuel, and it is being inve;sti 

gated in two high-priority experimental programs.



F. Fuels and Materials

Cladding and Structural Alloys. During the past year, additional

data on the swelling of stainless steels for fuel element claddings and other core

23
components were generated. Although the fluences are still below 10 nvt, 

these new data are useful in narrowing the uncertainty as to the extent of irradi

ation-induced swelling. Figure 7 is an accumuJ.ati.cn of data available as of 

approximately January 1, 1969, for the 450 - 550°C temperature range. Swelling 

is recognized as a problem that must be accommodated through design, at least 

for the near term. Most investigators are convinced that swelling is the result 

of vacancy clustering. The mechanisms and kinetics of the phenomenon are 

being actively investigated in hopes of developing a basis for reducing its mag

nitude in long-term LMFBR applications.

The promise of improved performance of stainless steel for LMFBR 

cladding and structural applications has been enhanced by experimental results 

suggesting that alloy additions and/or thermomechanical treatment may be 

effective in reducing the degree of irradiation induced embrittlement.

2 , Recent Irradiation Experience on LMFBR Fuels and Fuel-Element 

Concepts. In the U .S . Program, fast-flux irradiations have been performed 

exclusively in the EBR-II. The approximate allocation of space, by material, 

is shown in Figure 8. Owing to EBR-II space limitations, thermal reactor space 

is also used for LMFBR-oriented irradiation teisting, especially for the investi

gation of phenomena not thought to be highly dependent on neutron energy. Some 

recent developments in the irradiation testing of fuels are:

(1) M.ixed-Oxide Fuel: Conclusions - based on interim and destructive 

examinations of nearly: 40 fuel elements after fast-flux irradiation up to 7 a/o 

burnup, indicate that the cladding provides an effective restraint for retarding fuel
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expansion. It is also estimated that half of the measured increase in diameter 

(1.5% at maximum burnup) can be attributed to the swelling of stainless steel 

cladding.

(2) M  ixe d -C arb id e Fuel: Vibratory-compacted mixed-carbide fuel 

was irradiated successfully in a fast flux at about 25 Kw/ft to a maximum bum- 

up of 7 a/o. Helium-bonded, pellet-type, mixed-carbide fuel elements, clad 

with Type 316 SS and Incoloy 800 , were also irradiated successfully in EBR-II 

to 4 a/o burnup at a peak linear power of 28 Kw/ft.

(3) Mixed-Nitride Fuel: Thermal irradiations of both sodium- and 

helium-bonded mixed-nitride fuel at 20 to 30 Kw/ft to 6 a/o burnup showed 

swelling between 0.4 and 1.5% AV/V per a/o burnup. These rates appear to be 

less than the swelling rates of mixed carbides.

In out-of-pile studies of the mixed-nitride fuel system, excellent 

compatibility with stainless steel was found under typical LMFBR temperature 

conditions. Also, analysis of existing data indicates that neither volatility of 

mixed-nitride fuels nor nitride-phase instability are expected to be a problem 

under envisioned operating conditions.

(4) Metal-Alloy Fuel: To date 40,000 EBR-II driver-fuel elements 

have sustained 1.2 a/o burnup with no failures. Five EBR-II driver fuel ele

ments (Mark IA type) have been successfully irradiated to 2.5 a/o burnup,

3. Fuel Development in Support of FFTF. The major thrust of the 

FFTF fuel-development program is summarized below:

(1) Steady state irradiations in EBR-II, and transient irradiations 

in TREAT, will be made to test the necessity and effectiveness of axial- 

motion restrictors. Encapsulated fuel elements will be involved. Nineteen 

encapsulated fuel specimens, clad in 316 stainless steel, will be irradiated 

to 50,000 Mwd/T to determine the effect of void deployment on swelling and 

growth.
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(2) Another test assembly .in EBR-IIy witft encapsulated elements,

will be used to verify performance of mixed-oxide-fuel, clad in 316 stainless 

steel, to 100,000 Mwd/T with interim inspections and selective removal of 

individual elements for destructive examination. '

(3) N-ine 37~ or 61-pin prototypic assemblies will be used to' 

provide statistical confidence in the adequacy and reliability of the FFTF fuel- 

element design. These tests will incorporate varying degrees of cladding cold 

work, and linear power ratings corresponding to the low, mean, and high FFTF1 

fuel-element linear power ratings. These are unencapsulated tests in EBR-II.

(4) Additional 37“- or Bl^-unencapsulated-pin assemblies Will be 

used to gain statistical data on the effects of fuel form, smeared density, void 

deployment, and bumup. A-recently-developed instrumented asserhbly will • 

be utilized in a test of 37 prototypic unencapsulated FFTF fuel elements. Ac

curate coolant and cladding temperature data will be obtainable in this vehicle.

Most of the data needed for the development of mixed-oxide fuel 

for early cores of demonstration plants will be obtained as .part of the FFTF pro

gram. Many parameters of interest are similar, as shown in Figure 9.

G . Fuel Recycle

Fuel recycle includes recovery and purification of uranium and 

plutonium in discharged fuel assemblies, and fabrication of the recovered ele

ments into new fuel assemblies for return to the-reactor. For LMFBR.s, fuel- 

recycle operations are in an early stage of developmeiit. Near-term efforts are 

aimed generally at providing essential capabilities; long-term efforts are aimed 

at improving economics at least sufficiently to make an LMFBR a competitive 

source of power.
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The major near-term effort is on fabrication rather than reprocessing 

technology because initial cores for reactor startup are required several years 

before there is a need to recover spent fuel. Both the fabrication and reproces

sing technologies benefit greatly from experience with LWR fuels. Therefore, the 

listing of major accomplishments includes those which, although directly applic

able to LWRs, ultimately will benefit LMFBRs

Major accomplishments in 1968, and the major prCgrammatic thrusts 

are described below:

1. Fuel Fabrication. Fabrication of the mixed-oxide fuel loading 

for SEFOR was completed. A pilot facility for developing and demonstrating 

fabrication of LMFBR-FFTF fuel was set up and put into operation at Pacific 

Northwest Laboratory. Industry will fabricate FFTF fuel. Specifications and 

criteria for fabricating FFTF fuel and cladding were established preparatory to 

qualifying commercial vendors.

2. Fuel Shipping. The first shipping cask to be shielded with lam

inated uranium was built. The immediate application is for shipping LWR fuels, 

but future application to LMFBR fuels is probable/ A guide for design and 

fabrication of lead-shielded casks was developed at Oak Ridge National Lab

oratory. In addition, regulations covering shipment of radioactive materials 

were published by the Department of Transportation and subsequently adopted. 

These items are evidence of a maturing technology that will benefit LMFBRs.

3. Fuel Processing. Recovery and recycle of EBR-II fuel by means 

of the EBR-II Fuel Cycle Facility (FCF) is being discontinued. In the FCF, 

discharged fuel cooled only 15 days, was routinely handled, processed, and 

fabricated into new fuel elements —  all by remote operations. Although the 

fuel was metallic and much easier to handle than mixed oxides, successful
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demonstration of the process for a prolonged period of time, some four years, is 

of significance to the LMFBR Program. This is because some, form of remote opera

tions may be required for the production of 1-arge quantities of fuels using high 

exposure. The FC-F is now being devoted exclusively to servicing the irradiation 

program. During the four years of operation as a production facility, some

40,000 fuel elements were manufactured in the FCF, none of which failed in 

the reactor. The process equipment was operating or operable greater than 90% 

of the time and all maintenance that was required was carried out remotely.

4. Current Programmatic Thrust, Major remaining fuel-recycle 

developments include:

(1) Developing a capability for handling short-cooled fuel having 

high decay-heat rates in such operations as: transfer; sodium cleaning; stor

age; and disassembly, chopping, and other steps to prepare fuel for inspection, 

shipping, or dissolution.

(2) F-stablishing the feasibility of shipping short-cooled LMFBR 

fuels and, if feasible, developing the needed technology,

(3) Extending the aqueous processing technology to accommodate, 

first, early LMFBR fuels discharged from FFTF and demonstration plants requiring 

only a modest extension of technology, and second, fuels discharged from com

mercial plants requiring a substantial extension of the aqueous technology. The 

feasibility of recovering commercial (high-performance, short-cooled) LMFBR 

fuels by aqueous methods has not been established. Fluoride-voiatiiity and 

pryochemical processes are also being investigated/
J

(4) Developing the necessary technology to economically fabricate 

LMFBR fuels to the exacting specifications and high standards needed to ensure 

the high performance sought for these fuels. This will’ require that considerable



attention be given to quality assurance and, hence, to the development of 

quality-assurance methods and nondestructive testing and inspection procedures.

An important matter to resolve in the near future is whether recycle LMFBR fuels 

must be fabricated remotely as a result of a high intrinsic radiation, level of the 

plutonium isotopes present. Remote fabrication, would increase greatly the 

effort needed to develop suitable fabrication methods and equipment.

H. Physics

The major objective of the physics program is the development of 

reliable methods and data for nuclear design. The development work is directed 

toward three broad technical areas:

(1) Determination of basic nuclear data including cross sections 

and other nuclear properties of materials. This encompasses measurement, 

evaluation, compilation, and theoretical understanding.

(2) Obtaining integral data

(3) Developing and improving calcuiational and analytical capa

bility

Selected major accomplishments in these three areas of develop

ment are described below.

1. Basic Data. Among the rather extensive results obtained in the

program of cross section measurements carried out under LMFBR auspices, the

239
one measurement most publicized recently is that of a of Pu ' . This was a 

joint effort by the Oak Ridge National Laboratory, who provided detection equip

ment and analysis of data, and Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, whose linear 

accelerator was used as the neutron source. The measurements covered the neu

tron energy range up to about 25 kev. While the results are still, being scrutinized, 

no major changes to the values originally published by Gwin, et al, as plotted in 

Figure 10, have been identified.
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In general, the results confirm that a is higher between 200 ev and 

20 kev than that which has previously been used (see ENDF/B curve in 

Figure 10), but not as high as had been indicated by the preliminary results of 

other recent measurements such as Schomberg, et a!, (IAEA Karlsruhe meeting 

in October 1967) . Of further interest is the resolution of specific structure up 

to 1 kev. It is noted that the Gwin and the Schomberg measurements are in 

concert hez’e. Work is now underway unravelling the capture and fission cross 

sections.

A significant increase in the quality and quantity of data on cross 

sections for Pu-239 and other fissile materials is expected in the near future, 

as the linear accelerator at Oak Ridge (ORELA) and the fast neutron generator 

at Argonne (AFNG) are brought into operation.. It is planned to initiate experi

ments on these this spring and summer. The Fast Neutron Generator will be 

used to extend measurements of scattering and other reactions at high energies. 

ORELA is expected to produce a higher neutron intensity with lower background 

than has previously been available and will be used in the range up to a few 

hundred kev. Effort on the RPI Linac will be concentrated on the non-fissile 

materials.

Another accomplishment, closely associated with measurement of 

cross sections, was the distribution of the first complete version of the evaluated 

nuclear data file, ENDF/B. This cross section,set has now been used by a 

variety of organizations throughout the U .S . and in some instances outside the 

U.S. Significant and meaningful feedback from users has indicated a variety 

of areas in which improvements are required, and a coordinated effort to provide 

these improvements is underway.
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2* Integral Data. A broad effort is underway at a number of centers 

toward obtaining a capability for routine measurement of neutron spectra in bulk 

media. Results have recently been distributed of experiments in which linear 

accelerators have been used to pulse subcritical configurations to measure the 

neutron spectra using the time -of~f light technique. Simultaneously, extensive, 

measurements are underway using proton recoil counters, with supporting efforts 

on other methods. Time-of-flight .capability is being added to the ZPR-VI facility 

at ANL.

As of the date of this writing, only one U .S . facility was licensed 

to perform large scale plutonium fueled critical experiments. Most of the avail

able time on this facility (ZPR-III) during the past year has been "used for experi

ments related to the design of the FFTF. A basic core configuration has now been 

selected for FFTF, and'the critical experiments are concentrating on a generalized 

representation of that design, to be followed by a detailed engineering mockup 

about a year from now.

Another important accomplishment has been the completion of the 

Zero Power Plutonium Reactor (ZPPR). This facility has been completed and 

checked out, and is now awaiting receipt of a license to operate. Also significant 

has been the conversion of ZPR-VI and -IX for plutonium use. This work is almost 

complete, and it is expected that these facilities will be available for use with 

plutonium within the next few months. Meanwhile, plutonium fuel has been fab- . 

ricated for use in all three facilities. A total of approximately 3000 kg is avail

able for use interchangeably among the four ZPR facilities.

Iftitial operation of these facilities will allow the rapid accumulation 

of urgently needed integral data. Initial configurations will concentrate on large 

scale benchmark plutonium assemblies, progressing later to configurations which 

are of more specialized interest.
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3. Computational Methods. The development of computational 

methods has recently been characterized by a number of small advances rather 

than any major ones. For example, a variety of computer codes have been 

made available recently for various types of two-dimensional theory calcula

tions , Some of these codes will improve calculational efficiency and data 

handling for specific machine configurations. There has also been a consid

erable increase in the capability for generating group cross sections for 

reactor calculations. Much of this capability has been obtained by coupling 

older computer codes with the ENDF/B library, thus providing a standard 

source of microscopic cross sections. At the same time, a format has been 

established that should contribute” significantly to the future sharing of 

evaluated nuclear data.

Several computer codes for calculating the effects of bumup and 

recycling of fuel are nearing completion. In addition to further developments 

of the calculational capabilities just mentioned, work on the use of synthesis 

techniques will be intensified in the near future. A number of methods already 

proposed are being investigated. The major concern is to determine which 

methods are dependable for fast reactor calculations and to develop computer 

codes for their application.

A major effort is currently being mounted to attempt to improve the 

degree of coordination and compatibility of coding efforts in the U .S . A work

ing group is being collected to seek specific areas of standardization, such 

as code interfaces.

I. Safety

The LMFBR safety program is a continuing effort designed to im

prove the technological base needed to provide realism and confidence in the



understanding and analysis of accident situations# to develop and evaluate 

safety systems for the prevention of accidents and mitigate their consequences, 

and to develop standards, and codes for the safe design, siting, construction,

and operation of both US AEC test facilities and commercial LMFBRs.
' f

A major source of guidance for, the safety program is the lOOG-Mwe 

Follow-On Study program, which is now nearing completion. Five industrial 

design groups have completed reference 1000-Mwe LMFBR-designs and per

formed limited safety.analyses to support the designs. These analyses have 

demonstrated, to some extent, the approach to safety through specification of 

preventive and consequence-limiting safety systems. Negotiations are under

way for more extensive safety .analyses on at least two of the reference plant, 

concepts. These more comprehensive safety analyses will provide a mechanism 

to promote meaningful discussions on LMFBR safety between all interested 

parties, ,including industry, AEC laboratories, regulatory groups, the AEG, and 

the LMFBR Program Office. They will also guide further development of the 

safety program and provide an evaluation of how'the AEC, "General Design Cri

teria,for-Nuclear Power Plant Construction Permits" applies to the conceptual 

LMFBR'plant designs being considered.

■ Analytical Models and Codes. The major thrust of the current 

safety program is toward the development of accident analysis methods and 

the research and testing required to substantiate these methods. The develop

ment of codes for analysis of initiating accidents is proceeding at ANL, GE, 

and PNL. ANL is. developing a code system, SAS-IA (Safety Analysis System- 

IA) • SAS-IA is a package of accident-analysis modules linked together to form 

an integrated code. One of the modules describes the voiding and two-phase 

flow associated with flow-coastdown or blockage incidents; another treats the ...
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axial motion of fuel up to the time of cladding rapture. GE and PNL efforts are 

focused on the development of code packages which combine simplified voiding
>

and fuel-melting models to provide more realistic estimates of reactivity- ■ 

insertion rates associated with hypothetical accident situations. The ANL
. *

and GE codes will be described at an ANS meeting in April 1969.*

The development of codes for the computation of the energy release 

in large nuclear excursions was highlighted by the publication by PNL of the 

MAX code, which includes a hydrodynamics model consisting of many movable 

and compressible mesh points, this being a significant improvement over older 

codes. The ANL SAS-IA also includes, as a modtile, an improved version of 

the MARS code, originally developed by APDA, for analysis of core disassembly.

A two-dimensional hydrodynamic code to describe energy absorption by primary 

systems and containments has been developed at ANL.

2. Coolant Behavior, Studies are in progress which are directed 

toward the understanding of sodium boiling and two-phase flow required to 

describe void formation, coolant motion, and pressure generation during reactor 

accidents. Incipient boiling superheat has been under study at ANL where pool- 

boiling experiments with sodium have been completed. Comparison of superheat 

data from a sandblasted surface with that from a polished surface showed little 

difference. A theory developed by Singer and Holtz of ANL, based on the 

pressure-temperature history of the surface, describes the observed effects.

A more refined theory, which includes the effects of dissolved gases, is expected *

to further improve the understanding of liquid superheat. Some superheat data 

resulting from tests with flowing sodium have been published by AL These data

* Conference on "The Effective Use of Computers in the Nuclear Industry," 
Knoxville, Tenn., -April '21 - 23, 1969.
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indicate a minimal dependence of the pressure-temperature history on incipient 

boiling'superheat, A report, AI-AEC-12767, of AI's forced convection boiling 

studies will be published in the summer of 1969, Studies at ANL of the flash

ing of liquid sodium in a cylindrical, divergent test section have shown that 

sodium exhibits strong non-equilibrium effects. Propagation velocities of 

pressure disturbances in two-phase mixtures have been measured.

Out-of-pile simulations of sodium behavior in multirod geometry 

are planned at several sites. The development of resistance-heater rods for 

the simulation experiments is underway at AI and at PNL. At ANL, electron- - 

bombardment heater rods are under development. The multipin simulations will 

facilitate observation of the combined effects of superheat, void growth, void 

collapse, and two-phase flow in realistic configurations.

A major objective of the sodium-boiling studies is the development 

and testing of mathematical models of channel voiding. Existing models have 

been reviewed and intercompared.

Another aspect of sodium boiling which is under vigorous investi

gation is the potential for buildup of large pressures when molten fuel contacts 

sodium. Experiments to define the rate of heat transfer from heated spheres to 

water and to sodiurn have been completed. Heat-transfer rates in exicess of 

107 Btu/hr sq. ft. have been found for heat transfer to sodium. Laboratory 

experiments and TREAT capsule tests, which are designed to combine the effects 

of particle heat transfer, fuel fragmentation, and pressure-pulse generation 

under conditions of realistic geometry, are proceeding at ANL.

3. Fuel-Element Failure Effects. Experiments,.both out-of-pile 

and in-pile, are being conducted by ANL to study failure propagation for oxide 

fuel elements. The current out-of-pile experiments are to study the effects of 

gas release from a clad failure in a 7-pin bundle in a water loop. A flowing



sodium loop is being developed. The in-pile experiments are being planned and

will be performed in a thermal test reactor. These will make use of a 19-pin
i

bundle in a flowing sodium loop.

In-pile experiments to study defected fuel element behavior are under

way at GE. Capsule-type experiments are performed in the GETR in which fuel is 

melted in sodium flowing by forced convection; single pins are being used in the 

first experiments with three pin tests expected shortly. These latter tests should 

provide useful information on fuel element failure propagation. Experiments are 

being performed in the TREAT reactor t:o study transient mobility of molten fuel.

Fuel has been preirradiated to 20,000 Mwd/T for these experiments; further, trans

ient tests on higher burnup material are underway.

The Mark II loop is a flowing-sodium package loop, developed at ANL, 

which will be installed soon in the TREAT reactor. This is the first dynamic loop 

designed to meet the high containment requirements for complete meltdown of oxide 

fuel in sodium. In this 7-pin loop, experiments are planned to study such prob

lems as: fuel-failure thresholds; movement of material prior to failure; mechan

ism of failure; fuel and coolant movement accompanying failure; and pressure 

generation.

4 • Miscellaneous. Experiments are being performed at BNL to 

measure the thermodynamic properties of fission products in sodium solutions. 

Some results of these experiments show that the vaporization of cesium from liquid 

sodium into an inert-gas stream can be predicted from the limiting condition of 

equilibrium vaporization. Other elements being studied are rubidium, barium, 

tellurium, antimony, and iodine.

Studies of PuOg-Ma and UOg-Na aerosols at Brookhaven and AI have 

shown that initially the aerosols are composed of individual fuel and sodium
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particles. After several hours of aging, the fuel and sodium become incorporated 

into composite part.iele.s-*,. The results of coagulation and settling behavior of 

aerosols are in good agreement with theory over the first one and'one-half orders 

of magnitude decrease in aerosol mass concentration.

Experiments on sodium -pool fires are carried cut at AI in the Large 

Fires Apparatus. A computer code, S OF IRE, has been developed from the 

results of these experiments to predict the sodium burning rates and resultant 

pressures. A similar experimental system is being developed to study sodium 

spray fires. '

A study is underway at ANL to evaluate, in-depth, the type and 

number of in-pile experiments needed in the LMFBR safety program, as part of 

a determination of test-facility requirements. This work will then determine 

the most effective utilization of existing or planned facilities as well as the 

need for modified or new facilities.
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The current status, past year’s accomplishments, and future 

plans for selected projects and facilities are summarized below: -

A. EBR-H

The EBR-II, which is the only facility in. the United States 

for fast flux steady-state irradiation testing of LMFBR fuels and structural 

materials, operated considerably better during this past year then it did 

the year before. Last year's summary paper, you may recall, reported a 

plant factor of only 20%, a serious anomaly in the. power coefficient, a 

sodium fire in a building containing secondary system piping, and several 

other difficulties. The rectification of these problems, and other recent 

accomplishments and near-term plans, are briefly summarized below.

1. Plant Factor. The plant-factor problem with EBR-II has 

had considerable attention in the past year. An improvement program 

was undertaken and the results are impressive. The plant-capacity 

factor has been raised in each of the last three operating quarters. The 

last 3-quarter period averaged just under 50%, as compared with a pre

vious average {1965 to 1968) of less than 33%. The last quarter averaged 

55.8% and, while increases are expected to be smaller in the future, 

steady improvement will be a goal. •»

2* Power Increase. In August 1968, power was increased 

from 45 to 50 Mwt. Except for scheduled operations at lower power (for 

certain experiments and to locate failed fuel), this level has been held 

since then. Further increases to 62.5 Mwt, in several steps, are con

templated for the future.

3 • Reactor-Physics Anomaly . The reactor-physics anomaly

IV. PROJECTS A N D  FACILITIES
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discovered during Run 25 {April 1967) was reported last year. Since then, 

the cause of the flattening of the power/reactivity curve has h*'— ' .ned 

and corrected. Flattening was caused by substituting a st; 

reflector for-the inner blanket (uranium) assemblies. This i 

greater structural rigidity than the blanket, and the assembl o : ' : - J

a much different radial thermal gradient during power operate 

suited in mechanical restraint to the core and an interrupting of the normal 

free thermal bowing of fuel assemblies in the mid-power range. The effect 

was corrected by replacing the reflector with blanket assemblies. Figure 11 

illustrates the power/reactivity curve with the reflector intact (Run 29A), 

with partial replacement (Run 29B) and full replacement (Run 29C). Redesign 

of the reflector, avoiding the previous problems, is contemplated for the 

future.

4. XJnencapsulated Fuel Experiments. Five new types of fuel 

experiment are now in EBR-II. These are mixed-oxide assemblies, each 

containing 37 unencapsulated fuel elements in flowing sodium. With fully 

enriched elements, these 37-pin assemblies substantially match the reac

tivity of the replaced metal-driver assembly. This essentially eliminates 

the reactivity limitations previously encountered in the use of encapsulated

elements, of which only 19 could be placed in a test assembly. Future 
\ i 

plans also include unencapsulated elements of smaller diameter with 61

elements per assembly.

The projected large-scale use of the facility for oxide irradiations 

raises questions of the kinetic behavior of the reactor. The approach adopted 

is to perform a series of experiments at increasing oxide/metal fuel ratios. 

These are just beginning.

5. Instrumented Fuel Assembly and Other Facilities. An
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instrumented fuel assembly has been developed for EBR-II. This assem

bly utilizes former control-rod positions and hence is smaller in cross- 

section than a regular fuel assembly. Up to 23 separate sensors can be 

accommodated; not all, however, in any one assembly. These sensors 

will measure coolant flow rate, coolant and fuel temperatures, fuel com

partment pressure, and flux level (monitor wires). The first dummy and 

U O 2  units are being assembled and checked out at present with the first 

mixed-oxide experiment being scheduled for the next convenient shutdown 

period.

An out-of-core instrument test facility and a radioactive 

sodium chemistry loop will be fabricated. Other increased experimental 

capabilities for EBR-II are under Study. These include an in-core 

instrument test facility.

6. HFEF. The Hot Fuel Examination Facility (HFEF) is a 

hot-cell complex being designed specifically to support the LMFBR program 

and will be located adjacent to the EBR-II. Fuels and materials irradiated 

in EBR-II/ TREAT# ETR, PBF, and elsewhere will receive interim and ter

minal examinations in this facility. The assembly of components (fuel 

assemblies and loops) containing pre-irradiated fuels also will be performed 

in HFEF prior to insertion in an irradiation facility.

The heart of HFEF is a shielded rectangular cell, 70-ft long 

by 30-ft wide by 27-ft high (Figure 12). Fifteen work stations with 

leaded-glass windows, mechanical master-slave manipulators, and 

utility services will be located in this cell. In-cell materials will be 

transported by overhead systems. The cell will have an inert-gas atmosphere.

Two smaller, shielded support cells will be located beside the 

large cell. These cells will contain an air atmosphere and will be used for
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supporting activities , such as decontamination of fuel and equipment as 

well as remote maintenance of equipment. Eigfr work stations will-be; 

in these cells.

Operation of the HFEF is planned for mid-1972.

7• FCP Conversion. The Fuel Cycle Facility (FCF) at EBR-II 

is being phased out of active fuel-fabrication operations owing to the intro

duction of a commercial source of fuel. This facility has always had a
I

role in driver-fuel"surveillance examination. This role has been expanded 

and the FCF is now being equipped to provide interim examinations and to 

prepare discharged experiments for shipment. This vole will continue until 

HFEF is available.

B. Enrico Fermi Reactor

The industry-owned Enrico Fermi Atomic Power Plant, with a 

rated capacity of 430 Mwt (155 Mwe), is the largest fast reactor in the U .S . 

It was inoperative during the past year as a consequence of the incident 

on October 5, 1966 involving extensive melting in two fuel assemblies.

As you may recall, last year's summary paper reported that 

the object causing flow blackaae of the assembly nozzles had been seen 

and photographed through a borescope. The object,- though badly .bent 

and mutilated, was identified as one of the six, thin, zirconium segments 

that covered the conical 'flow guide in the inlet plenum. Ironically, these 

pieces were not a part of the original design of the vessel . They were in

stalled as a last-mihute "safety feature" in the event of a major core melt

down. Their purpose was to prevent molten fiiel from reacting with the 

stainless steel flow guide and to disperse the fuel into a shallow, zirconium 

pan near the bottom of the vessel, where it would assume a subcritical 

configuration.



1. Removal of Objects from the Reactor Plenum. Last March,
*

work began on the task of penetrating a primary elbow in one of the three, 

14-inch, sodium inlet lines to provide access for inserting a specially 

designed retrieval device into the inlet plenum. The plan was to operate 

a spine-type manipulator through the core-support plates to hand the object 

to the retrieval device. The device, gripping the object, was then to be 

snaked through the 35 feet of 14-inch pipe to the site of the penetration. 

Figure 13 depicts the complex operation. After two unsuccessful retrieval 

attempts and the correction of numerous, intervening equipment problems, 

the object was removed from the reactor, on March 22, 1968 —  17 days 

after the patch was removed from the elbow of primary pipe. Figure 14 

is an approximately full-scale photograph of the object after cleaning.

The torn material around the screw holes is clearly visible.

The apparently inadequate method of attaching the zirconium 

segments to the flow guide made it necessary to remove the remaining 

five pieces. This was an even more difficult assignment because the plates 

were still attached. Two alternative methods were considered for detach

ment: (1) burning off the screw heads by a remote arc-melting operation, 

and (2) cutting off the screw heads with a chisel-like tool. After con

siderable development of both alternatives, including trial runs with a full- 

size mockup facility, the arc-melting operation was adopted. Figure 15 

shows one of the zirconium segments removed from the mockup during 

the procedure-development phase, and also illustrates the as-fabricated 

shape of the segments. Thanks to the extensive development work, the 

, remaining five segments were removed without incident in December.

During that operation, it was discovered that one of these five had also 

detached from the flow guide and was loose in the plenum.
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Current status is: the lower plenum has been vacuum cleaned 

(about 1/2 cupful of weld spatter was removed), and the opening in the 

14-inch inlet pipe has been sealed in preparation for refilling the' system 

with sodium.

2* Future Plans. The present schedule for the Fermi Project, 

assuming no unforeseen delays in relicensing, is:

Fuel reloading — May 1969

200 Mwt demonstration run -- September 1969 

, Commence 110 Mwt steady-state operation with partial core 

loading of fuel and cladding test assemblies — January i9?dy^ -

About 11 core-lattice positions, comprising about 10% of the 

core, are envisioned for the test loading. Potential sponsors of Fermi 

irradiation experiments are: The USAEC, Euratom, Japan, and the Edison 

Electric Institute. Counting driver fuel undamaged by the October 1966 

incident and that in dry storage, about 250 days of operation at 110 Mwt 

are possible. This is adequate for fully enriched mixed-oxide fuel elements 

to reach 50-70,000 Mwd/T, depending on core position.

The next core loading .for the Enrico Fermi Reactor will be 

oxide, although it has not yet been decided whether it will be U O 2  or 

(UjPuJOg. Atomic Power Development Associates expects to complete a 

fuel specification this month, collect bids from industry this summer, and 

place an order in September 1969. The final choice between a UO^ and a 

mixed-oxide loading will be made after further assessment of the relative 

licensing complexities and relative fabrication costs,

C . SEFOR

There has been a great deal of progress on the SEFOR reactor 

in the past year. Construction is complete; title for the plant was conveyed
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to the customer, SAEA, on November 1, 1968.

Non-nuclear pre-operational testing has been completed. The 

present schedule is to initiate fuel loading by mid-March, as soon as the
€

1 Mwt operating license is officially conferred. The license for full power 

(20 Mwt operation) is anticipated later this year.

It is, of course, anticipated that minor problems will arise 

during the startup and initial operation. The startup schedule allows a 

normal amount of time for these. In early January, for example, after a 

period of primary-sodium circulation, a filter that had been installed to 

remove particulate matter which may have been left from plant construc

tion, was found to have been partially tornfrom its moorings. Most of 

the pieces of the ruptured filter were trapped by the backup filter and 

removed, and the small amount of filter material remaining in the system 

is judged not to present an operational problem. These operations caused 

a delay of a few weeks in the startup schedule. Unless something quite 

unusual happens, however, results of the first oscillator measurements

■ are expected within the next year. A rather extensive series of such 

measurements is planned. In addition, power oscillations at essentially 

constant coolant temperature eventually will be included so that the 

reactivity coefficient of fuel can be isolated.

The schedule provides for putting the fast reactivity excur

sion device (FRED) into operation within the year. This device will

* produce abrupt reactivity increases to test the consequent -behayior of

the system. The tests will be carried to or beyond prompt critic a lity 

depending on the size of the resulting transients.

In all, a three-year program of physics tests is planned.

The further use of the facility is under consideration and the Program..
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Plan calls for a technical evaluation of potential uses of SEFOR beyond 

its current program.

D. Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF)

During 1969 the design of the'FFTF was firmed. The con

ceptual design of the overall facility was selected and the preliminary 

design was started. Functional and specific design requirements were 

identified and guidelines for concept development were established.- An 

architect-engineer and a reactor plant designer were selected and began 

'work. Conceptual design, work on some major components is still in 

progress. Development programs have been initiated and a pilot line 

for fuel fabrication is 95 percent complete and partially operative. A 

site was selected.

The FFTF is being managed by the Pacific Northwest Laboratory 

(PNL) which is operated by the Battelle Memorial Institute for the AEC.

The FFTF will provide an adequately controlled and instrumented fast- 

neutron environment in which fuels and materials in support of the LMFBR 

Program will be tested and examined. The facility will have a capability 

to test fuel up to and including failure (short of planned meltdown) in 

dynamic sodium.

The reactor concept is a vertical, trisected core design with 

six sodium-cooled closed loops and two contact and one proximity in

strumented open test positions- Fuel handling is accomplished through 

three ports’ in the reactor vessel head —  each port serving one-third 

of the core. The reactor is located below .the operating floor level within 

a containment structure, as shown in Figures 16 and 17. An air-filled 

machinery dome is located over the reactor to provide additional pro

tection from the consequences of an accident. .



FIGURE 16

actor Arrangement - FFTF Vertical Core Reference Concept
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The reactor core is comprised of 91 assemblies.. The assemblies 

are about 14 ft. long and are hexagonal in cross-section. The driver fuel 

assemblies contain a 217-pin array of fuel elements. Each element contains 

PuC^-UOg fuel clad in a 0.230-in. diameter,’ Type 316 stainless steel tube. 

A 36-in. long gas plenum can be accommodated. Three scram-assisted con

trol rods are located within the core. Fifteen gravitv-drop control rods are 

located in the radial reflector. All control rods 

absorber and all are driven by top-mounted drive

The closed loop and open test posit i

and located along three radii of the core in a Y-st!<3jj«=« . £

the Y are located at ~120° intervals. Two closed loops are located at 

essentially the core center, one closed loop and two open test positions 

are located at approximately the mid-radius of the core, and three closed 

loops are positioned at the core periphery . t

All driver-fuel positions are instrumented for outlet-coolant 

temperature, coolant flow rate, and fuel-failure detection. The instrument 

sensors are located in instrument probes attached to an instfument-plate 

assembly located directly above the core and supported by the refueling 

plug. Three such refueling plugs and instrument plates are provided 

each serving a one-third sector of the core. The instrument plate provides 

an instrument probe for each fuel assembly in the sector, and provides 

back-up hoiddown for the fuel assemblies (primary holddown; is provided 

by hydraulic balance).

Each closed loop is instrumented for inlet- and outlet- ; 

coolant temperature, coolant flow rate, failed-fuel detection, differential 

pressure across the test section, and flux monitoring and mapping.

Additional capability is provided which permits the measuring of fuel

\



/

' Refueling of the core is accomplished by a combination of in

vessel and ex-vessel mechanisms.' The'in-vessel device is a fixed- 

length grapple assembly positioned by means of a plug located in the 

refueling port. This machine transfers fuel assemblies between locations 

in the core and finned.pots outside the core. The refueling ports have 

rotatable plugs for positioning the instrument probes and the in-vessel 

fuel-handling machine. Fuel assemblies are brought into and out of the 

reactor vessel in the finned pots by a shielded; ex-vessel fuel-handling 

machine. A forced-convection argon-coolant system is used to remove 

decay heat.

The reactor coolant system consists of three primary arid 

three secondary loops, each having an ultimate capacity of 177 Mwt.

Heat generated in the reactor is dissipated to the fenvironment by sodium-' 

to-air heat exchangers, The coolant system is designed to accommodate 

a 1200°F mixed-mean outlet temperature from the rfeactor with an average 

core-temperature difference of 400° F. Initially, the reactor will be 

operated at reduced levels of power and system conditions. At an initial

power level of 400 Mwt (133 Mwt per loop), the expected operating
f

conditions are 900°F.:mixed-mean outlet from the reactor and a 300°F

rise across the core.

Table 4 is a summary list of characteristics and data".

During the past year, Westinghouse Electric was selected'

to be the designer of the reactor plant, with Atomics International
i

serving as the principal subcontractor in the area of fuel handling arid ■
/

sodium-coolant-system technology. The Bechtel Corporation was selected 

to be the architect-engineer for design of the more conventional areas of
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and clad temperature and the internal pressure of the fuel"gin.



the facility. Ail three organizations have participated in the development

of the conceptual design and are currently beginning or preparing to begin

the preliminary design phase, preparatory to start of construction.

Some additional accomplishments during the past year are:

Integrated FFTF Reactor Refueling Concept selected

Basic three-loop heat transport systems selected

Preliminary fuel cladding, and fuel element process and 
product specifications established and transmitted to vendors;

. .Preliminary design initiated

Fuli size S/A flow test completed in water and initiated in sodium

Resistance heated prototypic geometry pins for thermal testing 
achieved heat fluxes of 500,000 Btu/hr-ft2-°F in 800° F sodium

Life test of 7-pin bundle in 1060°F Na completed (8500 hrs)

FTR critical experiments in progress at ANL operated facilities, 
first phases complete

Initial hydraulic tests on mock up of core hoiddown and reactor 
vessel features completed

Fast irradiation complete and post irradiation .examination of 
initial test fuel pins initiated

Fast and.thermal reactor irradiations of prototypic fuel pins 
in progress

E. Liquid Metal Engineering Center (LMEC)

The. LMEC will serve, a:s the principal AEG-center for the 

testing of components for sodium systems. Currently, it has a large- :. 

variety, of test facilities , rang-u.g frorn a sodium chemistry laboratory to 

a 35-Mwt component test loop. The addition of facilities for testing 

large, sodium pumps; shaft seals and bearings; instrumentation;, and -... 

other.components is underway.

A.facility for testing large sodium pumps, 60,000 to 120,000 , 

gpm„ is being designed for installation at the LMEC.-, Construction of 

the SPTF will provide the first U .S . experience in the design, fabrication,



and operation of a large, high-temperature, sodium-piping system that 

is typical of future LMFBRs. The SPTF will also provide capability to 

test instruments {e .g ., large flowmeters), large valves , and other com

ponents of a large sodium-piping system. Valuable experience will be 

gained from its operation and maintenance. The conceptual design has 

been completed and the preliminary (Title I) design has been started.

The facility is scheduled for completion in 1971.

The LMEC also serves the AEC as technical managers of 

many of the component development programs.

Highlights of accomplishments of the center during 1968

include:

• Initiated training of industrial personnel in sodium
■ technology

• Completed optimization studies and started the
' ■ • - definitive design of the Sodium Pump Test Facility

• Repaired the steam system of the Sodium Component 
‘ Test Installation, made some minor modifications,

and prepared for return to service

• Completed two designs of pump-seal rigs, and nearly 
completed their fabrication

• Completed a draft of the Liquid Metal Enginnering 
Handbook; publication is expected about mid-1970.

In addition to these accomplishemtns, two other activities 

of note were undertaken.

' ' A maintenance and malfunction reporting and analysis system' 

has been established for LMFBRs. It is planned to collect operation, 

maintenance, and failure data from ail LMFBR facilities. The objective 

of this undertaking is to upgrade operational reliability and availability 

of these facilities, and to help develop adequate specifications and 

standards. A Mira code- storage and retrieval system became operational.



A Failure Data Handbook is being prepared.

The LMEC, in conjunction with Oak Ridge National Laboratory, 

is developing specifications and standards for components/ materials, 

processes, and operations for application within the LMFBR Program.

Draft standards for six components were completed.
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The American representatives to the International Working 

Group on Fast Reactors have presented to you the important events 

which have occurred since our last meeting here in March 1968.

In the two previous meetings of the International Working Group on 

Fast Reactors, the U .S .  representatives also presented to you infor

mation of the same chart.cter. The presentation of substantive detailed 

information, including problem areas and their means of resolution has 

been done because of our sincere intention for close cooperation 

with the International Atomic Energy Agency.

V. CONCLUDING STATEMENT

t

%
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Schusters . What are the programmes in your country relating to 

fuel development for fast reactors and, in particular, your plans 

on the development of carbide fuels?

Wensch» Por lOQO MW(e) studies, Combustion Engineering and 

Westinghouse did .select the mixed carbide. , Since that time 

Westinghouse has, and is, re-evaluating'1000 MW(e) plant design 

to use mixed oxide. We believe that the latter is better for 

the first cores. All the demonstration plant designs use mixed 

oxide.
i

Smith* I think when you mentioned major milestones of.the U.S. 

prograsime, it differed from the official programme.

Wenschi What is different today from the A.E.G. plans is that 

we have not requested Congress, or the Bureau of the Budget, 

for the money for the second and third demonstration plants.

I think it is quite likely that we will seek to proceed with 

the three plants all together, but officially we have plans to 

proceed with only one; so we think of three plants but invest 

only for one.

Schuster: What, is the way to decide in your country which manu

facturer will be chosen to construct the first demonstration 

plant?

Wensch} It will be by competitive means, evaluation of proposals, 

the evaluation of the capability of the organisations, and the 

cost for the Government.

Smith: I notice frora your report that the fuel refabrication

facility for EBR-II is now ceasing to make fuel. I wonder 

whether you feel this has now demonstrated the feasibility of 

this type of reprocessing or whether you are loosing interest 

in rapid pirometallurgical reprocessing because you are inte

rested in oxide fuel or are you still looking to that sort of 

reprocessing for oxide fuel?

Discussion of the Paper by Dr„ Wensch



Wensoht - The fuel cycle facility is not being used, for reproces

sinĝ  of fuel right now because it is mainly used as a hot core 

facility for the examination of the irradiations coming out of 

the EBR-II. ■■

The pirometallurgical method of reprocessing of metallic 

fuel has been successful. The quality of reprocessing has been 

of a fairly uniform standard.

. Work at ANL is under way to fully develop the process using 

the.fluoride volatility technique. GE.is also giving some con

sideration to the fluoride volatility refining of hot fuels in 

the. (sonstruetion of one of their fuel element plants.

Kazaohkovskyt I remember that when the firs-t experiments on 

pirotaetallurgical methods were started at ANL, there were large 

losses of fuel in this process. Have you managed to decrease 

the®e losses and, if sor to what extent?

Wenschi I do not know the details of these losses. The yields 

in reprocessing have been of the order of 90$.

KazachKovskyt As concerns the chlorine corrosion* I know that 

American purity standards for sodium,provide a certain maximum 

permissible content of chlorine in sodium. Are there any ex

perimental proofs of this permissible amount? Has it been 

proven.that if the chlorine content in sodium is more than that' 

provided by the standards, a certain danger for steel may' appear?

Wensohi It was not chlorine in the-sodium which caused the 

problems. We believe that it was chlorine ions in waiter be

cause'it was'the water side -In some experiments that failed.

Kaaachkovskys How do you establish the standards for the chlorine 

content in sodium? Is this just a content you get in processing... 

sodium or are you concerned that a larger amount of chlorine in 

sodium may be dangerous for steel?

Simmons; Principally calcium limitation is a main Concern.

We usually limit the chlorine,.as a precautionary measure, to 

be sure that we do not get excessive amounts. There is no 

evidence of stress corrosion, or^cracking from chlorine in so

dium; ' •"
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KazachkovskyI Have you considered the possibility of using bel

lows to compensate thermal deformation in main circuits?,

Wensch* We do use bellows to compensate where we can the deflec

tions. of piping due to thermal expansion, particularly in con

trol .rod mechanisms, in yalyes,. Far large piping we would- ; 

prefer not to use bellows. Thermal, expansions can be accommo

dated, in this case by using some expansion loops.
, / ■’ ' -t, i

Kazachkovskyt Dr. Wenscfc''s opinion was that from the point of

view of the influence of irradiation upon the Construction mate-
i

rials it is more preferable to use moiibdenum steel, such as 

316. Did you mean the employment-of steel- for fuel element 

cladding, or, for reactor vesselor- for some structures inside 

the vessel? ,v •; ■ .

Wensch* I addressed myself really to the FFTF when I said 316, 

and. this is for cladding of fuel elements-. There is no large 

difference between 316 and 304* The 316 apparently hafe a little 

better fit strength at high temperature* 304 is a more common,, 

steel. . r

Kazachkovsky*. ¥ou mentioned. that, you use an intermediate layer 

of sodium or helium in fuel pins for improving heat transfer.

Do you consider it possible to dispense with such an intermediate 

layer at.all? Probably you:could start with air inside your 

fuel pine.

Wensch* For oxide fuel, helium, is quite appropriate. With so

dium there are some reactions, depending on .the oxygen to metal 

ratio. With air, the linear power rating would tend to go down.

Spinrad.; Air inside fuel elements is strongly to be suppressed. 

it would make,the uranium hypostochiometric, which is hot good.

Kaaaohkovsky* There have been experiments at ANL on metallic 

fuels UrPu-Ti -or U-Pu-Zr in stainless. steel cladding. '-We .. .. 

used to believe that,such.fuel elements could withstand tem

peratures on the cladding of : up to <J00°C. ' Are there’ any new

results .in. this direction? • ’ '



Spinradai These experiments were carried out in order to see whet

her it was reasonable to try to develop such things as vanadium- 

alloy as' a cladding material} in fact, there are some good 

irradiation results which one can see in progress reports. I 

believe'the vanadium-tantalum alloy clad irradiating metal sam

ples achieved 2*5% burn up with very good condition of the iuhes. 

Of course the metal inside looks, terrible. I recall that the 

temperature in experiments did not exceed 600 - 650°C.

Wensch; I can add that there is a metallic alloy programme 

under way at ANL with the aim of developing and improving fuel . . 

for the EBR-II because.the^limitations in- burn ups have been . 

limited so far to 1.2^. The design of fuel elements is also 

changed to allow more room for expansion. They expect to be 

able to achieve somewhat greater burn up.

Vautrey; In one of your slides there was a figure of 150000 Mtfd/T 

for the burn up. What are your hopes to achieve such a burn up?

Wensoht . This is just the. maximum rather, than the,*-average figure., 

The average burn up;for that study was something like 86000 MWd/T.

Vautreyi I agree that this is a maximum figure. But it means 

that there are .some pins in the reactor which can reach the .. .

value of,150000 MWd/T. Did you put in this figure just for . 

studies and calculations or do you have good reason to believe 

that- this figure has a real significance?

Wenach: That figure is aii objective only. That is not .a real'

figure.

Vautrey; You mentioned codes and in particular for pumps, for 

thS' IHX as having been edited at the end of 1968. I would like, 

to ask you whether these codes are- available.

Wensch*' There is a difference'between specifications and codes.

In the USA33C we are establishing' standards for vessels, for 

purity of sodium and things lik« that. ■' These standards, if 

accepted by the USA; or by- the* professional societies) will' then 

have the force of lav/ and will then become codes. Most of: our ; 

codes are available from the various societies and the A.E.G.
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Vautrey* You said that in the FFTF the flux of 1016 n/cm2 sec , 

could not be achieved because of the small core. Then'you indi

cated that in this facility the neutron flux would double that 

of any existing fast reactor. What exactly is the flux that *

you are expecting to be achieved in the FFTF.

16 2
Wensch 1 The objective was to achieve 10 • n/cra • sec for a fairly £

large length. But really the flux will be around 7.3 x 1 0 ^  

n/cm2 sec.

Vautrey: Did I understand it correctly that FFTF will be

equipped.with steam generators rather than air heat exchangers?

Wensch* The present plan is to use air heat exchangers with 

variable speed blowers. Some consideration has been given to 

steam generators but it seeras unlikely that we shall use them.

Schuster* Could you give us the figure for the total estimated 

costs for the' US sodium breeder programme, including FFTF, INJ) 

and three demonstration plants? What is the estimated amount 

for the construction of the first demonstration plant? And 

what means modest A.E.C. assistance in 1000 MW(e) plants?

Wensch* The estimates for demonstration plants have been con

ducted by the private groups but they are not detailed, very 

preliminary ones.

The A. E. C. wants to get for this programme $ 18 million for 

research and development, for assistance in fuel use charges which 

are quite high for a private company, in some components and in 

architect engineer work.

Kuramotot I wonder whether your safety criteria will be applied 

to the first demonstration plant?

Wensch*.. Complete criteria for FBR does not exist. Applicable 

codes must be used or even procedures followed which are more 

stringent than the applicable codes.

There are some uncertainties which could cause in problems 

in obtaining licensing.
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O.D. Kazachkovsky

SURVEY OP FAST REACTOR WORK IN THE SOVIET UNION (l968- 69)

I intend to summarize the results achieved from the work that has 

been done on fast-neutron reactors during 1968.

First let me make a few general remarks concerning the fast reactor 

philosophy which has gained general acceptance in my country.

Last year, we continued working on the main problems presented by 

fast reactors, in particular sodiura-cooled reactors using solid - 

principally ceramic - fuel. At the same time a small amount of work 

is in progress on fast gas-cooled reactors, though this work is still 

in the exploratory stage, devoted to laboratory calculations.

The main tasks we set ourselves in 1968 were the saae as in pre

vious years. Basically they comprise two problems:

(i) To demonstrate the technical feasibility of constructing

and operating commercial fast reactors of size comparable ■’

with existing power reactors using thermal neutrons;

. (2) To determine the optimum technical parameters of fast 

reactors in relation to subsequent large-scale plants.

Ity “optimum" I mean "optimum from the economic point 

of view". This refers primarily to the working 

temperature of the coolant, the degree of burn-up 

said the Iherm&l stress on the fuel elements.

The first problem is being solved by construction of the BN-350 

reactor. Our work along these lines will be expanded in future with the 

construction of the Bif-600 reactor. Past-reactor experts are already 

convinced that such systems offer sufficient reliability and excellent 

operating properties. We are now faced with' the difficult task of se

curing acceptance of this fact by those who Will be responsible for running 

nuclear power stations with fast-neutron reactors, i.e., the power engineers



• Another related objective is to obtain working experience with 

large-scale commercial fast-neutro?) stems, in particular experience in 

the operation of sodium circuits* it is of prime importance to make a 

sufficiently comprehensive study of the operating conditions of equipment 

working in radioactive sodium. It is also important to determine which 

of the two possible types of fast reactor designs should be regarded as 

preferable, the integrated or the non-integrated. In the Soviet Union 

both types have their supporters and their opponents. The BN-350 re

actor is, of course, based on the non-integrated type of design whereas 

the BN-600 will be integrated.

The technological equipment for the BN-350 is at present being 

assembled on the construction site at Shevchenko, whereas construction of 

the BN-600 is still at the stage of earth-removal operations.

The second problem, that of determining optimum parameters, is being 

solved by means of test-bench and research assemblies. An important 

stage in this respect was when "dry" criticality was attained in the 

BB-60 reactor. Construction of this reactor was begun in Melekfess in 

April 1966, The-reactor is fuelled with-enriched'uranium' oxide. "Dry" 

physical start-up of the reactor was successfully accomplished by the close 

of I968,. and work is now in progress on preparing the circxiits for filling 

with sodium. The maximum coolant temperature for which the BR-60 reactor 

is designed is 650°C and the arrangements for compensating thermal stress 

were determined on the basis of this temperature, though that does not mean 

that the reactor will operate at such a high temperature.

In view of, the possibility of high-temperature operation, close attention 

was also paid to the risk of the steel cracking in the area of welded joints. 

The steel selected was chrocie-nickel steel without stabilization, since a 

series of experiments had shown, that stabilization with titanium, which is 

normally used in my country for these purposes, causes an appreciable de

terioration, by almost two orders of magnitude, in the strength of the area 

surrounding the joint ftat high temperatures. Steps were taken to ensure 

that all welded joints which- will be subjected to high temperatures were 

austenized after assembly.

The BR~5 reactor, situated at Obninsk, last year continued operating 

successfully with its second loading, using uranium monocarbide. A burn-up 

of about 3.5$ v:as achieved.



A sodium loop was also put in service in the MIR reactor at Melekess.

This is a reactor for testing experimental fuel elements of various types 

with beryllium moderator and aqueous coolant. The maximum power level of 

the sodium loop is-1 MW. Naturally there were dangers involved in intro

ducing a sodium loop into a water reactor, and the start-up and loading 

operations were 'therefore carried out slowly and carefully. The loop is 

not* in the initial stage of operation, though there are of course difficulties 

still to be overcome in regard to reloading a sodium loop surrounded by 

water.

Hot-cell research on experimental fuel elements for fast reactors was 

continued. The fuel elements were irradiated in the BR-5 reactor and the 

water loops of the SM-2 reactor. In practice the work was devoted almost 

entirely to oxide fuels. The results obtained bear out the possibility 

of obtaining in ceramic oxide fuels assured burn-ups of the order of 1 0 %  

i.e., 100 000 MWd/t. In our view, no fine-precision accuracy is required 

in fabricating these elements. In particular, if pellets of sintered 

material are used, relatively large interstices between fuel and cladding 

oan.be tolerated.

Work was done on the principles governing the development of structure

in fuels formed from vibro-impacted powder made of uranium oxide.- The
\

optimum schedule was determined for raising a reactor using such fuels to 

rated power.

Close attention was paid to a study of the effect of neutron irradiation

on structural materials....It is confirmed that there is some danger of a

high-temperature embrittlement effect. Fig. 1 shows the results of research

carried out on steel from the can of a bundle taken from the BR-5 reactor.
,* . 22 2 

The integral neutron flux was 2.5 i 10 neutrons/cm . The left-hand

graph shows the temperatures at which the steel samples cut from the can of 

'the bundle were tested. The following three graphs are parameters relating 

to the unirradiated steel. On the right ar< same-parameters after 

irradiation. The three graphs show succesr ''^ity limit, the

strength and the relative elongation. If t ore and

after irradiation are compared, the marked d be

seen. Admittedly our metallurgists believe txi-. be ex

plained, at all events in part, not by the irradiation, buu . / the

conditions in which the steel finds itself at high temperature and under
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some stress. In their view, those conditions may of themselves be expected

to cause deterioration in the steel's properties. It must be said that the

radiation effect increases as the nickel content of the steel increases and 

decreases if the steel is alloyed. In this sense a good component for 

alloying is molybdenum.

Fig. 2 gives the results of tests carried out on steel with a high

nickel content. The temperature at which tests were carried out is

plotted along the axis of abscissa, the relative elongation along the axis

of ordinates, The upper curve relates to unirradiatj>:1 steel, the lower

curve to steel exposed to a flux of the order of 2 x 10^ fast neutrons per 
2 ,

cm . As can be seen the two- curves first diverge in the region of 500 C.

Fig. 3 gives the results of tests carried out on a similar steel wit.':

an alloy composed mainly of molybdenum. . The broken curve relates to the 

irradiated steel. As can be seen,, in this case the two curves first 

diverge at a temperature above 600°C. ,

I968 saw an improvement in the conditions for carrying out experimental 

work on reactor physics in the Soviet Union. In particular, an accelerator 

was put in ser'vice in conjunction with the BFS reactor at Obninsk in order 

that neutron spectra might be investigated on this critical assembly, using 

the time-of-flight method. Installation of a larger critical assembly, which 

will make it possible to carry out research in connection with large commercial 

fast reactors, is at present nearing completion.

Temgerature
Before irradiation After irradiation

kG/mm^ kG/mm
^tot.

* kG/mm'
2

kG/mm
^tot.

*

20 23-32 56-68 46-74 81-112 96-122 4-7

300 16-2-3 42-50 29-41 - - -

350
•

- ~ 84-96 95-106 1

400 15-22 42-50 26-40 - - -

500 14-21 40-48 30-42 74-89 81-97 1-3

650 12-20 28-40' 27-37 38-55 38-55 0.5

Fig. • 1 Mechanical properties of material 
comprising the can of the bundle 
at various temperatures.
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Vautreyt Could you give some clarification on the sodium loop
\

at the reactor MIR in Melekes and on its utilisation?

Kazachkovsky* The maximum power of this loop is 1 Mff. The 

maximum temperature.which is calculated for this loop is some

thing like 600 - 620°G»

We are doing work on testing fuel elements for fast reac

tors, and for this we use, or shall use, three reactors in our 

country* SM~2, MIR and BR--6G. Cn SM-2 we are carrying out 

tests of small samples of fuel elements in capsules. That is 

without sodium flow. Once we have determined on SM-2 which 

fuel elements are essential, and which fuel elements it is neces

sary to further test, then we will go on to the next stage,

that is. the testing of the full-scale fuel elements. This 

will be carried out on the reactor MIR. Here v/e are able to 

test fuel elements which are one metre long, which corresponds . 

to the length of fuel elements in large fast reactors. It is

possible also to test subassemblies of fuel elements. Certainly

there are difficulties w5th respect to the depression of neutron 

flux. Nonetheless, thesQ experiments might well give very use

ful results. We are thinking of testing fuel elements here in 

groups under conditions which are very close to the conditions 

which will exist in big fast reactors. After this we will be 

able to test shorter fuel elements in fast neutron flux in the 

reactor BR-60.

Bngelmann* Do you use boron or cadmium filters around your loop 

in the MIR reactor in order to harden the neutron spectrum and 

to reduce the flux depression inside the subsssemblies?

Xazachkovskyt This is true. We are forced to use absorbers in 

order to make the neutron flux even around the channel because 

this channel is not in the centre of the reactor.. The gradient

of the neutron flux is already by itself capable of leading to 

some rather unfortunate consequences which are connected with 

the bending of fuel elements. We are decreasing the thermal

.Discussion of the Presentation by Prof. Kazachkovsky "
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neutron flux using an absorber. It is possible to use blocked 

cadmium or boron which should, of course, be changed during the 

campaign.

Smithx.... Could you say what sort of fuel element you are thinking 

of for a gas cooled fast reactor at your early stage of con

sideration?

Kazachkovskyt In Melekes we are not going to have any work on 

gas cooled fast reactors. This work is being carried out in. 

Kurchatov Atomic Energy Institute by the group under Dr. Fein berg. 

This work has not reached the stage where it is necessary to 

choose fuel elements for this reactor.

Schusters What is the present stage of development of the reac

tor BR-60?

Kazachkovskyt The reactor 3B-60 has achieved dry criticality.

This was at the end of last year. The situation at present is 

as follows. The core has been disassembled. The heating system 

is being mounted in the primary loop. On the secondary’"loop 

all the mounting and welding has actually been completed, includ

ing air heat exchangers. Work is being carried out on the 

auxiliary systems. Perhaps next month we will be able to begin 

the filling up with sodium in certain parts of the first and 

second loops.

As regards the fuel we shall in our first load use enriched 

dioxide of uranium for the time being, even without plutonium.

Sohuster: What is the real size of ste&Ti generators for BN-350

and when do you expect this reactor to go into operation?

Kaaaehkovskys On the BN-350 we have six separate loops. One 

of these is a spare loop, so only five will operate simultaneously. 

The thermal power of the reactor is going to be something like 

1000 MW. I do not remember the data on steam generators, but 

I think these parameters have been published in the Proceedings 

of the Obninsk Conference held at the end of 1967*

As regards the time when the reactor will be put into opera

tion, the construction is somewhat delayed. Our task now and 

the task facing;our industry is to finish principal works in 

1970.



Schuster; Are there any assessments of the electricity coat from 

the large power fast reactors in your country?

Is there any new information on the operation’ of uraniua- 

carbide core in the reactor BE~5?

Kazachkovsky» The results of calculations are very preliminary 

with Respect to the cost of the electrical power on fast reac

tors. I think that for reactors of 1000 MW(e), it is something 

like 0.5 kopeks per kWh but I am not sure of this.

There is reliable evidence-that the fuel elements with 

uranium carbide in the BR-5 do leak. There is quite notice

able activity of delayed neutrons here. Changes of this ac

tivity in recent times have not been great, but I am rather 

hesitant to speak with great conviction. This load is not to 

be changed this time.
«

Wensch: What is your philosophy for operating BN-350 or BR-60

with failed fuel elements?

Kazachkovsk.y: The philosophy is as follows. We are not pre

paring to pull out elements if we find evidence that fuel ele- • 

raents are leaking. We do not have a special system which would 

help us to identify in what spot this change is taking place. 

Naturally we are aware that there will be failures of fuel ele

ments and we will continue to work with them.

In BN-350 we are going to continue the operation if some 

fuel elements fail.

In BR-60 we are determined to carry out research with ven

ted fuel.

The reactor BR-60 has research loops where we are going to 

study migration 'of"radioactivity along the circuit, the possibi

lity of retention of this radioactivity with cold traps, the 

possibility of removing the radioactivity from the walls of the 

circuits by means of actual sodium, and cleaning of argone in the 

gas pillow from radioactive fragments, and so forth.

Smith* Do you intend to use oxide or carbide in your vented



Kazaohkovskyt First of all we are thinking of working in the 

direction of oxide fuels.

Wensch: I would imagine that the sodium void effect in the reac

tor BIT-600 is going to be positive. Is it so?

Kaaachkovskyt I cannot quite recall what is the sodium coeffi

cient here. But I would.like to draw your attention to the 

fact that on BN-600 a ratio of diameter to the height of the 

core will be a factor of 3. And therefore the sodium coeffi

cient might be slightly negative on or around zero.

Smith; Where is BK-600 being built and when do you expect this 

reactor to be on power?

Kazachkovsky; It will be built in the Urals. The date, I 

think, will depend on our successes or failures with the reac

tor EtJ-350.

Wenschs What has been the worst problem encountered in the 

building of 5U-350?

Kagachkovsky: As far as I can recall there was a lot of discus

sion about the pumps for this reactor. In BR-60 and BK-600 

the pumps will have low hydrostatic bearing and the upper bear

ing will be of the usual sort. In BN-350 we are using console 

type pumps. This means that in this reactor there is no 

bearing which will work in sodium. Both bearings will work . 

above the working wheel. In this case the possibility of 

change of the sodium level within the body of the pump should 

be very low. On the reactor BR-5 we had problems that con

cerned the transient regimes. There have been very quick changes 

of the sodium level in the pump.

We were not able to envisage hydrostatically bearing pumps 

for BN-350 when it was designed. Therefore we had to have 

more complex circuits.

There is also the very difficult question of the steam 

generator. I think we cannot boast that we have already solved 

this problem. We are still v/orking on studying the interaction 

of sodium with water and steam. Last time I mentioned that 

steam which goes into the sodium causes a more unpleasant con-



sequence than water.

We foresee the possibility of testing different steam gene

rators on BS-60.

There wereother problems such as choosing the fuel. We 

chose for the first load uranium dioxide although formerly 

speaking we have the least amount of experience on that type of 

fuel. But we do not expect any surprises here. We think this 

is the simplest and best tried out fuel.

- 5 -
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Translated from French

FAST BEACTOHS IK FRANCE. 

(March 196b to March 1969}

' L. Vautrey

In this short paper I shall try to describe for you some of 

the results obtained in France between March 1968 arid March 1969*

I should like to mention straight away two important points 

about . which -.X shall ,go into, .mors detail later on; these ares .

- the excellent operation of the Hapsodie reactor? and:

- the. .beginning- of construction on the Phlnix prototype. .

For Hapsodie the past twelve .®.onths. have been very profit

able. Let me first quote a few figures on availability and 

load factors. To avoid any-misunderstanding I shall recall the 

definitions which we give to these two terms. The availability 

factor is the time daring which the reactor is actually capable' 

of operating, i.e. total possible operating time free of incidents 

and defects, divided by total time minus fuel handling-'tinier

, , ., . Possible operating time
Annua- availability, xactor = ypy---v------ :----fr—r "v
-...  - - . - J 2>oy days raznus fuel. nimdling ...time-

The load-’factor :is actual operating time- (expressed as the number . 

of days at 'full power). divided-by total timet.

, . - , . Eouivalent days at" full power
Annuaj. loaa factor = —-------------------------- c-----

ICrj aays !

Given these -definitions, we have obtained: the-following 

results!

Availability factor' 90. l'£
For 196b

Load factor

■ : Availability factor 100$ (except for

• Since 1 January . 1969 one week at 65% and another at 9 # ) '  '

Load factor (up to 2 March} '?6fo



blies exposed to equivalent or even greater irradiation showed no 

abnormality. After considering various possible explanations, we 

thought that there must have been a local blockage in some par

ticular channels of this assembly (between pins) which led to 

localized overheating and detabh&ent of the cladding. This 

detachment must itself have accentuated the effect and spread 

it somewhat in the downstream direction as well as upstream. We 

assume, although this is only a guess, that this momentary bloc

kage might have been caused by undissolved oxide fragements, ori

ginating perhaps in the deposits which accumulate at the top of 

the upper argon-filled spaces - on the shielding plugs of the 

reactor of the pumps or of the heat exchangers. It is encour

aging to find that all the pins remained intact, since they all 

contained fission gases at a pressure of 80 - 100 bars (at. opera

ting temperature).

With regard to the fuel assemblies as a whole, we decided 

last January to limit their time in the reactor, as a general 

rule, to a burn-up not exceeding 50 000 Mffd/tonnej here let me 

recall again that the burn-up originally scheduled was 

30 000 Mad/tonne.

At the beginning of February, about a day before the normal '

reactor shut-down for unloading of the first assembly that was

coming up to 50 000 MM/tonne, the delayed neutron detection system 

in the sodium gave a signal - rather a weak 3ignal - for the first 

time. To give you an idea of what this amounted to, the normal

reading due to background had been about 30 counts/second? the

signal rose slowly to 40 counts/second and then more rapidly to 

55 counts/second. As this was not an alarming reading, normal 

operation was continued until the burn-up of 500 MWd/tonne had 

been obtained. Since the reactor was started up again in the 

middle of February the buret slug detection system in the sodium 

ha3 given a stable signal of about 50 counts/second, which seems 

to indicate that this phenomenon is not developing any further.

We hope to identify the faulty assembly during the next shut-down, 

which is to come in the very near future. I might add that sodium 

samples have revealed soma iodine and tellurium, though in very
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spall. quantities (e.g., a few times 10 yuCi/g for I). Bo 

trace of plutonium has been found. This incident has therefore 

,;i. done nothing to hanper the running of the reaotor. Soon we

hope to have the opportunity of examining a failed can, a study

which we are eagerly awaiting because we expect it to be highly

<4 instructive.

As regards inoidents which have ocourred in the reactor since 

March 1968, the figures quoted for availability suffice to show 

that they have been rare and not particularly serious. On this 

point I shall therefore be very brief.

There have been only two incidents significant enough to be 

mentioned}, from 5 to 9 March 1968 the reactor had to be shut down 

because of a blockage in the argon piping caused by sodium deposits 

Partial blockage had shown up earlier but had been eliminated 

simply by heating the pipes. This time, ho?/ever, in order to 

clean the system more thoroughly, we resorted to the method en

visaged at the design stage* the level of the sodium was raised 

so that it flowed into the argon pipes and washed them out. We 

succeeded in removing the blockage in this way, but not completely. 

Accordingly, during the annual shut-down which took plaoe between

25 September and 25 November, we modified the argon circuit with 

a view to making this cleaning process simpler and more efficient.

The second incident which forced a reactor stoppage took 

place in July. On this occasion Rapsodie was shut down for about 

two weeks because of an incident involving the control rod mecha

nism:- . ,the gripper device whioh grasps the top of the control rod 

had beoome deformed. The mechanism was accordingly replaced by 

a spare one.



The power coefficient of the reactor is measured regularly 

so that we can follow its evolution. As anticipated, the coeffi

cient decreases slowly; its present value is about 6 x 10~^/l£W, 

The overall evolution of the power coefficient, is fairly well 

understood, although we cannot claim to he able to explain all 

the occasional fluctuations.

The principal role of Bapsodie is still that of an instal

lation for testing fuel; and, more generally, it can be described 

as an irradiation reactor. The performance of the reactor* s 

fuel, of which I have already spoken, is still a point of primary 

interest because the fuel used (UOg-PuOg mixed oxide) is very 

similar to that likely to be used in future reactors.

However, it should be borne in mind that Eapsodie is at pre

sent being used for 42 irradiation experiments. Among the tests 

now under way, the most interesting are undoubtedly those invol

ving 12 experimental fuel assemblies designed as prototypes of the 

assemblies to be used in the PhSnix reactor* Two of these had 

reached $6 700 MM/tonne by 14 March 1969.

Another matter to which we are giving our attention at the 

moment is the detection and location of cladding failures in the 

assemblies. This is, of course, an important problem, and here 

too we hope to get from Rapsodie results which will be of value 

for the Phemix reactor. Experimental work on this problem in 

Rapsodie is something quite recent, needless to say, because the 

first true cladding failure happened only a month ago. We are 

accordingly pleased that this incident occurred, because it gives 

us an opportunity to improve our understanding and our experience 

of the problem.

To close my account of Rapsodie, I should like to say a few 

words about the future. If all continues to go well we can hope 

to have accumulated, by the end of 1969» statistical material 

which will be valid for burn-ups betv/een 50 000 and 100 000 

MWd/tonn©. On the other hand, a point about which there will



continue to "be doubts affecting the fuel pins of future reactors 

is the performance of.the cladding wider high integrated fluxes
25 ' 2

(exceeding 10 n/cm ). The flux now available in Eapeodie is 

too low to permit testing of the cladding under integrated fluxes 

of this order. For this reason we are planning to modify the

characteristics of the reactor in order to increase the maximum
15 IS / 2

flux from 2 x 10 to about 3 i 10 n/cra sec. For this pur

pose the power will be . raised from 24 to about 40 MW, and .the core 

assemblies, while retaining the same external geometry, will con

tain 61 pins of 4.1 mm diameter instead of 3? pins of $,6 mm 

diameter. Modifications to the pumps and heat exchangers will 

be comparatively minor. This new version of Hapsodie, to be 

called Bapsodie Fortissimo, may be in operation in about a year's 

time.

As far as Ph&nix is concerned, studies on what we haVe called 

the preliminary plan were finished a year ago.' At that time all 

the essential choices, many of them involving detailed specifi- . 

cations, had already been made. Since then work on the de.signs; 

and plans has gone forward in close co-operation with the indus

trial firms concerned, with a view to completing the final con

struction drawings.

This work has been undertaken by what we call an "integrated 

team'*, consisting of members of the Commissariat a l’Energie 

Atomique (CEA), F;le.0tricit& de France. (EDF) and the industrial 

architect appointed for the project, which is the GAAA Company. 

This team., led by a . CEA engineer, has the task of co-ordinating 

all the construction studies and administering the supply con

tracts, up to and including- the final tests on the plant as a 

whole.

Parallel to these studies and to the construction work, a 

very considerable experimental programme is getting under way.

For example, a number of tests have been undertaken in con

nection with the strength of the top and base of the main reactor
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vessel, sodium hydraulics, the efficiency of the baffles and heat,, 

insulation, and the. likely behaviour of the main vessel in the 

event of an accident involving an explosion. These studies and 

tests are to be continued in 1969» but by the beginning of the 

year they had already given us enough information to quote speci

fications for the long-term orders, in particular for the primary 

vessel,.the main vessel and the double envelope* The constructor 

has already been selected and the requisite supplies are being 

obtained. ■ ■

As far as fuel handling is concerned, the main efi'ort has

gone into designing and constructing the prototypes of the loading 
*/

arm and ramp.-' These two units have been set up and tested in 

air. In 1969 they are to be tested in hot argon and afterwards 

in sodium, under actual reactor conditions.

Planning and design work on the piping for the loops has ad

vanced to the point where consultations can take place during the 

first half of 1969.

The prototype of the steam generator has been run successfully 

for more than 4 000 hours at our test installation at Grand Q,uevilly 

and very soon w e  are going to begin construction on the 36 moduli 

of the Ph^nix steam generators. Let me add, by the way, that the 

50 MW steaa generator testing installation designed by EDF in colla

boration with CEA is now under construction and should go into 

operation in about a year.

The building site for the Phinix reactor was opened at 

Marcoule in the latter half of 1968. The principal contracts have 

already been awarded to industry, for the main civil engineering 

work, the essential parts of the^ reactor, block, the primary and 

secondary sodium pumps and the arm and ramp., for fuel handling.

In 1969 all the long-term contracts will be placed, and almost 

all commitments for capital expenditure will have been made by the

The arm in question is the device which transfers fuel from 
the oore to the internal storage. The ramp is a chute by 
which fuel assemblies are loaded or unloaded in the reactor 
vessel.



end of 1970. fhe goal at present i& to put sodium in the Ph&nix 

reactor in a little over three years* time*

Let me in closing say a few words about fuel reprocessing. 

Our AT-1 pilot installation, situated at the La Hague Centre, was 

designed to handle irradiated fuel from Eapsoaiej 220 fuel pins, 

i.e. a little more than 6 assemblies, were recently processed 

there (this is wet reprocessing). The operation went off with

out a hitch and the decontamination factor1 obtained was higher .
7

than 6 x 10 *

I should add, finally, that our work on dry reprocessing has 

given very encouraging results at the laboratory level. A de-
•7

contamination factor of 10 has been obtained.



Discussion of the. Presentation by Mr. Vautre.y

Kazachkovsk.y: You have got interesting results with fuel ele

ments which had no inside gas pressure, so these were actually 

vented fuel elements. Have you found some traces of sodium 

inside these elements?

Vautrey: In no case did we find any traces of sodium inside

element cladding.

KazachKovsky: A question on the fuel element which differed

from the others. You supposed that plugging had taken place 

as a restilt of some elements which had not been sufficiently 

cooled. Is it possible to derive a metallographic picture 

from the temperature of cladding? I mean, if the temperature 

was above 550 - 600°C, the grain sizes increases due to the de

positing of carbides. Have you noticed any changes cn the 

surface of the steel cladding?

Vautrey; It seems evident that there was very localised plug

ging inside the subassembly. There was no plugging at the en

trance of the bundle. We have not yet obtained indications for 

the temperature of the•cladding, according to metallographic 

analysis. In examining the fuel pins we have found that in 

the centre of the fuel the temperature was about 2500°C, which 

means a cladding temperature about 200°C above the normal tem

perature.

Kazj.chKovsk.y; JDo you have any indications regarding the pluto

nium behaviour in dry reprocessing of fuel) I mean a fluoride 

processing. This method was established to be good enough for 

uranium but with plutonium some difficulties might arise aue to 

decomposition of Pu Fg and due to the fact that plutonium fluoride 

is far less v.'ell separated from fission products.

Vautre.y; I do not have sufficient information for this question. 

This was the first test we made with tiiis fluorine reprocessing 

method, and this first test was made with uranium fuel.



Snith? A very important factor in the amount of plutonium one 

actually produces is the percentage which is lost in the repro

cessing of spent fuel. For all our studies in the UK we take 

2$ loss per cycle in reprocessing. /i/e are not sure quite how 

realistic this is. On one hand reprocessing people consider 

this figure a very small loss but on the other in the big fast 

reactor programme 2% is a very large amount of plutonium. I

would like to ask whether you think that ?.fo is a reasonable figure 

to choose. I would also like to ask the other members of the 

Group what their expectations are of plutonium loss during re

processing of fast reactor fuel. 

i

Vautrey: Unfortunately I do not think that I can say anything

new. As I said, the small experiment on reprocessing is quite 

a new one. .The first reprocessing of spent Rapsodie fuel was 

carried out by aqueous means. The losses were less than 1 °/o.

In our economical studies we have estimated that losses in 

reprocessing would be of the same order of magnitude, i.e. about 

Ifo.

Kazachkovstcyt The maximum permissible losses in reprocessing 

which we 'fix are 2$. But we have no experimental, confirmation 

with which we can guarantee this figure.

■Wenschi fie assume 2fc losses in aqueous reprocessing in the U.S. 

This is based pretty much on actual experience. However, dry 

reprocessing methods should have a potential to decrease these 

losses.

.Can you tell us about your experience in steam generators 

and v/hat materials do you use in each of the units?

Vautreyt I havfe nothing new to say about steam generators. A 

steam generator envisaged for "Ph&nix" was described in various 

publications. We employ a module system so that an accident 

would not lead to large consequences for the whole plant. A 

module for Phenix has a power of about 15 MW,

We are going to use in evaporators a ferritic-chrcmium-molyb- 

denusd steel in superheaters - austenitic steel 321.
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■The first prototype steam generator, including evaporator, ' 

which has been tested was made of steel 321. This prototype 

'was shut down after 7000 hours of operation, because it was neces- 

‘sary to start testing a Phenix prototype. No traces were found ^

of corrosion- but water was carefully treated.

I

»

*



BRAKE SOEBS IDE COMTRIBPTIOH TO 

m i H G  01 XSTERKAglOlAL WOBKIHG GROUP 

OH FAB? BEAC3?0HS; YIEKHA. 18th~20th MAECH 1969

L.W. Boxer

I should like to give you a brief account of a recent 

SjpSA! initiative in the field of alternative coolants to sodium for

fast"reactors,■■ which is being undertaken in co-operation with
\

foratom, and to explain to you some of the thinking behind it.

More than a year ago, considerable concern was being 

expressed in a number of our Member countries that, while a great 

amount of European effort had been concentrated on sodium cooling, 

the potential of alternative coolants had received only preliminary 

assessment. She argument put forward was that sodium-cooled fast 

3»actors are still some way short of being commercially available, 

and a substantial amount of proving would be needed before sodium 

could be confirmed as the preferred solution to the fast reactor 

coolant problem. Sfhis would take time, and meanwhile it was 

desirable that the potential of steam and gas as alternative 

coolants should be assessed. Commercial interests in the United 

States had reached similar conclusions, and were already investi

gating alternative fast reactor coolants with the same objectives*

The scale of expenditure required for such assessments 

would discourage countries in Western Europe from embarking on 

national programmes, especially if these were to compete for 

resources with work already under way on sodium cooling.

Development of alternative coolants for fast reactors therefore 

appeared a particularly suitable matter for international co

operation, involving, governmental as well as industrial interests.
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As a first step, two specialist teams were set up to 

evaluate the merits of stesia and gas cooling relative to sodium.

The technical material upon which their studies were based was 

contributed in the fora of national studies from Belgium, Germany, 

Sweden, Switzerland (including GGA Europe) and the United Kingdom.

In addition, the draft findings of a similar exercise fey the USABC 

in collaboration with American industry were made available.

Information for sodium-cooled fast reactors which was 

used as the basis for an attempted comparison with GCFE and SCFR 

designs was derived from data published at the Third Foratom 

Congress on "Industrial Aspects of a Fast Breeder Reactor Programme", 

London, 24th-26th April 1967.

However, no attempt was made to carry out a detailed 

appraisal or survey of sodium-cooled fast reactor systems, and 

opinions were divided upon the figures which should be quoted to 

reflect the current status of technological achievement.

Furthermore, it was felt that any range of figures 

which could be agreed would still not provide a true basis of 

comparison with the corresponding findings of the two specialist 

teams for gas and steam cooled fast reactors, firstly because the 

recent changes in the value ascribed to alpha for plutonium have 

required a certain degree of re-optimisation of all fast reactor 

designs. These changes were taken into account in the re

optimised steam-cooled cases, while it was only possible to re

calculate the effects of tjse changes in alpha data for typical 

examples of the various gas-cooled alternatives. Since the 

results of corresponding studies on sodium systems were not 

jnade available, it was not possible to include an assessment of 

the effect of these changes in the technical evaluation.



Secondly, at the present time, there are large differences 

in the relative state of development of the three concepts*

Current sodium-cooled performance figures are based upon achievements 

anticipated for the year 19809 whereas in the post-1980 period 

when, the gas and steam cooled reactors would be offering potential, 

competition, it can be expected that further experience and 

improvements (e.g, development of vested fuels and carbides) would 

result in reductions.

Classical ground rules were adopted for the economic 

evaluation, which as may be expected* turned out to be entirely 

inconclusive due to the conjunction of all the uncertainties 

involved,

The technical evaluation can be briefly summed up as

follows:

It was confirmed that for gas and sodium cooling, lower 

doubling times are achievable than for steam cooling, and that the 

inventory of sodium-cooled systems is smaller than for steam and 

gas cooled systems with metal cladding^and oxide fuel. A certain 

decrease of inventory is possible for the gas-cooled systems with 

coated particle fuel, with some penalty on doubling time on the 

basis 6f the new Pu data due to the softer neutron spectrum. Both 

sodium and gas systems would have reduced inventories from the use 

of carbide fuel, wfatteh.6f coarse, is not applicable to steam.

Fuel was identified as being the central development 

priority for gas and steam cooled fast reactors, A number of 

options were studied, which Included alternative nickel-based ,

alloys fox' the SGRs prepressurised to withstand the force of the
/ . • ■ ■ ■  ’ i

outer coolant pressure, also strong clad and weak clad (vented)
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fuels for the GCR as well as coated particle fuel designs.

One of the chief problems at this stage is to narrow 

the choice amongst these alternatives in order to minimise costly 

and time-consuming multiple development work. On balance, gas- 

cooled fast reactors offer a larger development potential than 

steam-cooled systems either by employing the direct cycle plant 

or carbide fuel.

Although the GCiFR metal-clad oxide-fuelled design has 

a fuel inventory compar&e with that of the SCFH (i.e. about 

4 g/kV/e) the coated-particle design has an Inventory similar Id 

that of the 1980 sodium case (about 3.5 g/kWe), while the carbide 

fuel concept may achieve system inventories in the region of 

3.0 g/kWe. The GCFR can in this sense have the potential to 

compete with developed sodium designs and so has a wider timescale 

of application than the SCFR.

Agreement was unanimous upon the necessity of a large 

fuel test facility which a&glsfc also be conceived as a prototype 

power station.

As regards Safety, a good deal of faith is placed in the
«

integrity of prestressed concrete pressure vessels for gas-cooled 

designs, and in the case of the steam-cooled reactor, upon the 

incredibility of a major rupture in a steel vessel, already accepted 

for thermal neutron water-cooled reactors. It is recognised that 

the principal bogy, the loss-of-coolant accident can only be 

effectively remedied by engineered safeguards with a high non

failure probability. Much sore work is required also in this 

Afield.s\ . •



In order to get something started, the first priority 

will be to eliminate some of the options, so as to streamline the 

development programme in the right direction end make it more 

manageable. Discontinuation of the work on steam-cooling for 

fast reactors, firstly in the U.S .A .  and more recently in Germnay 

means that further development of this variant is unlikely to be 

followed up within the framework of K$EA. nevertheless, in order 

to establish a sound basis for future decisions on gas-cooling 

for fast reactors, the experts estimate that a good deal of 

experimental results are needed in respect of three types of fuel,

strong clad, vented, and coated particle, and on two types of
\

coolant, C02 and helium.

Efforts are now in hand to attempt a voluntary 

distribution of this work among the industrial and governmental 

establishments of interested countries within the framework of an 

EHEA Development Syndicate.

Obviously successful commercial development of the 

ETGCB will be a significant factor in deciding the longer-term 

emphasis which will be placed upon gas-cooling for fast reactors, 

fhis combined with the degree of success which can be achieved in 

the modest co-operative programme which we hope to start in the 

summer, means that the next two years are likely to be crucial in 

deciding the future of the GrCFR in Western Europe.

-  5 -
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Wenaoh: There has already been much experience gained from

sodium-cooled fast reactors and one can say that all the acci

dents in these reactors have not been due to the sodium but 

simply due to some mechanical failure, I wonder if you could 

really focus the central problem with the sodium-cooled fast 

reactors as you see it?

Boxer: I can only reflect the views of the experts who partici

pated in our working party. There were two schools of thought 

and the study group was fairly evenly divided among these schools. 

There were people who believed that it was desirable to have a 

back-up solution in the event of failure with sodium without 

necessarily specifying whether such failures might come. There 

were others, and this reflected more the industrial point of 

view, who felt that irrespective of the merits of sodium, there 

was plenty of justification for pursuing an alternative coolant 

on the basis that the future market is likely to be large enough 

to be able to accommodate more than one fast reactor type in the 

same way as it now does in the thermal reactor market.

Some figures were produced which pre-supposed that if, in a 

decade after 19&0, about 300000 MW of nuclear capacity are likely 

to be built in Western Europe, it is reasonable to assume that 

about one third of this' would be allocated tb fast reactors, 

which implies a construction programme of something like about 

ten fast reactors a year.

The question was raised whether at present it would be wise 

to allow a potential market of this magnitude to rely upon a 

single reactor concept, the engineering of which is still in a 

transition stage.

Secondly, if an alternative coolant fast reactor absorbs 

only 20fo of this postulated market, it would still be required 

to furnish a capacity of the order of 20000 MW which the pro

tagonists of this school thought was ample justification for 

spending developmental money to bring this reactor type to a 

full commercial stage. .

Discussion of the Presentation by Mr. Boxer
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Smith: Did. I understand you correctly that there are some new

developments in this field in connection with Poratom?

Boxer: This was the first time.that we had a joint intergovern~

mental, interindustrial study group on a particular point. So 

it was new in this respect.


